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Abstract
This thesis is about the development of a novel micromachined magnetic field sensor.

A linear response to a wide range of magnetic fields makes this design suitable for
applications rvhere large flelds need to be measured with high resolution. The op-

eration of this sensor is based on a shift of the resonant frequency of a resonating
microstructule in plesence of a magnetic field. The flexural beams of the micromachined resonator are designed so that an axial force is exerted on them when exposed

to a magnetic field. The axial force will cause a positive or negative shift in the

reso-

nant frequency of the structure, depending on the directions of the magnetic field and
a DC current that flows in the crossbars of the sensor. The design of the sensot' allows

for its fabrication in many standard MEN4S processes) and therefore sensor prototypes
can be quickly and inexpensively fabricated and transfered to mass production.

A comprehensive model of the sensol is delived which encompasses the interaction
of the mechanicai operation of the device and its magneto- and electrostatic response.

This model is verified using finite element simulations and confirmed with experiments

on four diffelent sensor geometries. Three differ-ent process flor,r's are employed to
fabricate the sensors. The pros anci cons of each of the process flou's are pointed out.
Custom signal plocessing electronics are designed and used

to

analyze the sensor

data. The noise

behaviot' of each sensor is investigated, the minimum detectable

signal dete¡mined, and the best configuration selected.

The measured resolution of the sensols is about 80¡-ff if they ale used with the
designed signal processing electronics. The theoretical rninimum detectable signal

witlr current devices is on the order of 200nT. N4ethods to improve the noise performance of the current sensors are suggested as well as fabrication and signal processing

techniques that allow for device designs with better sensitivities.
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Chapter

1

Introduction

The beginning is

ú-ire

most important part of tlte

u,orl<.

Plato (4278C

\4agnetic field sensors have a ubiquitous presence in the modern

life.

-

3478C)

Numer-

ous applications in different fields of engineering, science, and industÐ, rely on the
performance, ruggedness, and reliability of magnetic field sensors. Tlie tist of mag-

netic sensor applications includes, but is not limited to, position-sensing, non-contact
switching, r'ehicle detection, navigation, mineral prospecting, brain function mapping,

etc. As an example, there can be as many as 40 magnetic field

sensors

in a modern

automobile which are used for various purposes. Depending on application, different
types of magnetic field sensors are emplo)'ed. Some magnetic field sensors have digital

outputs (e.g., magnetic lelays and resonators) r,vhile others plciduce analog outputs
(e.g., current sensors). Micromachining can be employed to reduce the size, and in
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1.1. Common terms

some cases, enhance the performance of the conventional t5,pes of magnetic sersol:s.

It

also allorvs for new methods of magnetic fieid sensing.

In this chapter, the terms and parameters

r,r'hich are used rvhen dealing

with the

literature about magnetic fields ale intr-oduced. This is followed by a descr-iption of
the most common methods of sensing magnetic fields. Examples of micromachined
magnetic fieid sensors are discussed next. The chapter concludes with a comparison
of the new sensor design with other magnetic sensors, emphasizing the novel aspects
of the design.

1.1

Common terms

According to MKS units, the unit for the strength of a magnetic field (magnetic field

intensity), H, is A/m, the unit for magnetic flux is Weber (Wb), and the units for
magnetic flux density, B, is Tesla (T) or \4reberlrn2 [t].
For each material, the ratio of rnagnetic flux density, B, to rnagnetic field strength,
11,

is called permeabilita: p

0"0:4r x I0-7 Hlm)

:

lt,lto : f,, whete ¡;6 is the permeabiiity of free space

and ¡r" is the relative permeability of the rnaterial. Except for

ferromagnetic materials such as iron, nickel, and permalloy, the relative permeability

of most materials is close to

1.

One often has to deal with small numbers in magnetism

The other cotnmonly used

s5,s¿sm

f

of units is the CG,$ s5'5¿sm.

AIKS units are used.

In

CGS systern, the

unit for magnetic field strength and magnetic flux density are Oersted (Oe) and Gauss

(G), respectively. It turns out that IOe:79.55A1n2 and 1G :70-aT. Per-¡reability
of free space 1n CGS units is

I: p.s: IGlOe.

The rnagnetic field strength of earth is about 60¡-ff in the XIKS system, or 0.6G

in the

CG^9 system.
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L.2

1.2. Magnetic fi,eld sensing technologies

Magnetic field sensing technologies

This section describes the most comnron methods used fol rnagnetic field

sensing.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the practical limits for some of the cornmon magnetic field
sensing techniques

l2-al. For typical applications,

a sensor has

to detect the difference

betu'een a high and a low value of field around an average, which is of the order of

10-3? in recording applications, but can exceed 0.1? in position sensors.
N4agnetic

field sensors can also be categorized based on rvhether their output

is analog or digital.

Sensors

with analog output provide a continuous signal with

changes of the present magnetic

field.

N4ost magnetic

field sensors fall into this

categoly. However, in many cases a sensory system has to communicate with a digital
processor and the use of an analog to digital convelter is inevitable if an analog sensor

is used, which in turns adds to the overall cost of the system. Sensors with digital
Magnetic Sensor
Technology

Detectable magnetic field range (Testa)

10-12 10-10 10-8 10-6 104 10-2
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outputs, on the other hand, can be used more easily for such applications. If the data

is embedded in signal frequency rather than its ampiitude, the information can be
easily read by a digital system.

It

is sometimes possible to design a resonator sensor

with dilect frequency output which is relatively simple to measure using a counterfor either calculating the frequency or the period of the waveform

L.z.L
A

[5].

Search coil sensors

search coil sensor is simply made of a coil,

with or rvithout a core

(see Figure

1.2). Operation of these sensors is based on electromagnetic induction. Faraday's law
states that if the magnetic flux inside a coil changes a voltage proportional to the rate

of change of the flux is genelated between its leads. This voltage is generally known
as electromotive force

k*f)

12,4,61. Mathematically, Faraday's larv is stated as:

"*Í

: -#

where Õ is the magnetic flux through the coil.

Magnetic
Field

Ferromagnetic Core

'/fr//l/A7r,4
Ouþut signal

Fi,gure 1.2: Search co'il schemat'ic.

(1

1)
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The flux through the coil changes if the coil is inside a time-var5'ing magnetic field
or if the coil moves in a nonuniform field. A ferromagnetic core with hig-h pelmeability

is usually inserted inside the coil to increase the sensitivity. The length of search coil
sensors varies betrveen 5cm

to

L50cm, depending on the desired level of sensitivity

and frequency range.

I.2.2

Fluxgate sensors

Fluxgate sensors are similar to search coil sensors in picking up the changes of magnetic field by a coil. However, they also have an excitation coil and will always have

a ferromagnetic core as illustrated in Figure 1.3 12,4,6-rïl. As a r-esult, the

size

of fluxgate sensors is on the same scale as search coil sensors. Fluxgate sensors aïe
among the most sensitive magnetic field sensors, being a,ble to sense fields as small
as

I\pT

12,6).

AII ferromagnetic materials exhibit hysteresis. In order to

sense magnetic fields, a

sinusoidal current is applied to the driue coll to cause the core to rea,ch its saturation

magnetization once every half cycle. The sense coil, then, detects a nonlinearly

erromagnetic Core

Magnetic

Field

Figure 7.3:

Sch,emati.c of a fi,urgate sensor.
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distorted signal. The output signal includes even harmonics of the cL'ive signal, and

most impoltantly, the second harmonic. Inside a rnagnetic field, the r-esistance of
the cole to the magnetic field (i.e., reluctance of the core) changes according to the
external field strengih. The stlength of the magnetic field is found after processing the
second harmonic of the output signal. Consequently, the signal processing electronics

for fluxgate sensors are relatively complicated.

L.2.3 SQUrD
The most sensitive low freld magnetic

sensor:s

are the Superconducting QUantum

Interference Devices (SQUID). The sensitivity of these sensors is on the order of
femto-teslas 12,4,6,14,15]. The operation of SQUID is based on the rvork by Brian J.
Josephson on the point-contact junction designed to measure extremely ìow currents

[2]. One of the main application areas for SQUIDs is for mecìical imaging purposes,
as the SQUID is used

to measu¡e the neuromagnetic field of the hurnan brain, which

is only a few tenths of a femto-tesla [4]. SQUIDs require cooling to vely low temperatures (a few degrees kelvin) at present, but devices are under development that will
operate at higher temperatures.

1.2.4 Fiber optic

sensors

Dirnensions of some materials, knou'n as magnetostrictive materials, change when
exposed

to

to a magnetic freld. Fiber optic sensors take advantage of this phenornenon

sense magnetic

field. A piece of optical fiber is coated u¡ith a magnetostrictive

material and is used as a leg of

a,

Mach-Zender interferometer as shoq,n in Figure 1.4.

Inside a magnetic field, the length of tlie leg coated by the magnetostrictive material
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Optical Fiber

Photodetector

Light

I
Coupler

¡eference

Figure 1.1: Fiber

Les
'

|

-

Lieht Coupler

opt,ic magneti,c fi.eld sensor.

changes, which causes a phase shift betrveen the tu'o legs at the

output light coupler

12,16,17]. The sensitivity of these sensors is on the ordel of n?, thanks to the low
noise techniques used for accurate phase difference detection.

L.2.5 Other techniques
Nuclear plecession magnetometers (also l<nown as nuclear magnetic resonators) take
advantage of the response to a magnetic field of nuclei of atoms in a hydrocarbon fluid

[2,6]. Protons of an atom have small magnetic rnoments. When inside a liquid, these
protons can be temporarily aligned by generating a uniform magnetic field around.
them using a coil. When the generated magnetic field is switchecl off, protons begin to
precess about the ambient magnetic
a signal

in

field. This transitional state of protons induces

a coil which is a function of the strength of magnetic

field. The sensitivity

of these magnetic sensors is about 10pT.

In

1896, Peter Zeeman discovered

that the characteristic spectral lines of atorns

split inside a magnetic field. This phenomenon is employed in optically pumped
magnetometers to sense magnetic fields [2].

Magneto-optical sensors exploit another effect discovered by Faraday: the plane
of polarization of a beam of light is rotated ivhen the light travels through magnetic

materials. By measuring the amount of the rota,tion of the polarization plane. the
strength of the magnetic freld can be deduced [2.6,13].
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1.3 Integrated magnetic

sensors

This section describes the operation of some of magnetic sensols that are fabricated
using microelectronic or micromachining processes.

It

is potentially possible to in-

tegrate these transducers with electronic circuitry in one package. This could be
achieved by either rnaking the sensor and the

ci¡cuit on the same chip or packaging

the sensor and circuit chips together in a multi-chip module. Either way, integra-

tion often results in leduction of system cost and complexity, while improving the
performance and reliability.
N4any of the micromachined magnetic field sensors are essentialiy smaller versions

of their macro-wolld counterparts (e.g., micromachined fluxgate sensors). However,
the operation of numerous other micromachined magnetic sensors is based on nev/
concepts

that ale unachievable or impractical at larger scales (e.g., tunneling

and

resonant rnagnetic field sensors).

1.3.1 Micromachined fluxgate sensors
Fluxgate sensors can be made using micromachining techniques. The sensitivity of
micromachined sensors is about an o¡der of magnitude less than the ma,cro-world

i

Figure 1.5: A

m'icromachined flurgate sensor (after [18]).
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versions due to fabrication limitations [6,19-25]. Ndicromachined fluxgate sensors use

either planar inductors or 3D solenoids r,vith rectangular cross-sections for d¡ive and
sense coils. Figure 1.5 illustrates such a sensor designed

L.3.2 Hall

by Liakopoulos et al.

[21].

sensors

Hall sensors are among the most commonly used types of magnetic field

sensors

[6,26-35]. The operation of the sensor is based on the exertion of a force on moving
charges inside a magnetic

inside a magnetic field

field. The force that a particle rvith charge q expeliences

B (i.e., Lorentz force) is found from:

F:q.E*q.ù,xB
where

(r.2)

E and u are the present electric field and the velocity vector of the particle,

respectively.

If a current 1,
(see

flows through a slab of conducting material inside a magnetic field

Figure 1.6), the Lorentz force diverts the charge carriers traveling thlough the

material towards one side of the slab according to equation 1.2. This plocess continues

Figure 7.6:

Schernati.c of a HaII effect sensor.
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until the force from the electric field generated by the charges

across the slab equals

(and cancels) the force from the magnetic field. Therefole, a potential clifference will
appear across the slab u'hich is directly propoltional to the strength of the present
magnetic field. For a rectangular slab as shorvn in Figure i.6.

ihis voltage is

it can be shown that

[6]:

VH:+I,B
u'here

(1 3)

T is the thickness of the slab, -I, is the curlent through it, and B is the strength

of the present magnetic field. -Rr is the Hall coefficient which is mainly a function of
the number of the charge carriers and the geometry of tire sensor.
The most sensitive Hall sensors are made of InSb, a III-V semiconductor. Hoinever,
sensors made of InSb requile dedicated fabrication processes.

1.3.3 Magnetoresistive sensors
Thele are two t5,pes of magnetoresistive sensors: geometrical and ph)rsical. An exter'nal magnetic field changes the resistivity of physical magnetolesistors due to material
specifications [2,19,36-40]. \4aterials such as perrnalloy (an alloy of nickel and iron)

can be given a preferred initial magnetic orientation. Inside a magnetic field, the
direction of magnetizatíon rotates, which results in a reduction of the mater-ial's resistance as a function of magnetic field strength.

The operation of geometric magnetoresistive sensors (see Figure 1.7) is similar to

Hall effect sensors lI9,4I-431. The difference is that one of the electrodes is clivided in
two equal segments. Without any external field, the current splits evenly betu'een the
two electlodes. Wlien thele is some external magnetic field, there rvill be a diffelence
10
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Figure 1.7: A

geornetric magnetores,istiue sensor.

between the output currents from each of the segments, r'hich is effectively as a
change

in the resistance

seen between the electrodes.

N4a,gnetoresistive sensors have a sensitivity ïange

readout electronics at temperatures between

L.3.4 Giant magnetoresistive

-b5'C

of 7001tT to I\mT rvith proper
and 200"C.

sensors

The giant magnetoresistive (GMR) effect is based on the behavior of electrons traveling through a magnetic freld [44-53].

It is also l<nou'n that materials such as chrome,

copper' and silver couple antiferromagnetically (i.e., at opposite magnetization dilections) at precise film thicknesses. In such a material, electlons are scattered differentiy
based on

their spin. Typically, as many as 15 nanometer-scale alternating layers of

magnetic and non-magnetic rraterials are stacked on top of each other and electrons
are sca'ttered in every other layer. The resistance of Gi\4R sensot's changes by as much
as 20%

in magnetic

fields.

Closely related to the GMR effect is the giant magnetoimpedance efiect (GMI), in

which the impedance of a material, rather than its resistance, changes with magnetic
field [50,54-56]. GMI devices are curlently under clevelopment and the technoìogy is

not as matur-e as GMR

sensor*

fabrication.
11
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G\4R sensors have numerous applications in automotive industry as well as reading heads in magnetic hard drives.

1.3.5 Magnetodiodes
A

magnetodiode is essentially a semiconductor diode, or pn junction .2,57).

magnetodiode, however, the

p region is separated from

Lhe

In

a

n region by an area of

undoped silicon. When the diode is forward biased, electrons are injected from the

n region and holes are injected from the p region into the undoped region. Inside
a magnetic field, electrons and holes are deflected in the same direction since their
direction of movement is opposite to each other. The resistance of this region is

a

function of the amouut of electron-hole recombination, which itself is a function of
the external magnetic field.

The sensitivity of magnetodiode sensors is about ten times better than the resporìse of silicon Hall effect devices. However, magnetodiode sensors require a silicon-

on-insulator substrate, which makes their fabrication expensive [2].

1.3.6 Magnetotransistors
N{agnetotransistors can be made in either bipolar or CN4OS technologies. Magne-

totransistors made in a bipolar technology are similaL- to npn bipolar junction transistors, but they have two similar collectors instead of one [58-62]. \\/hen exposed

to an external magnetic field, charge carriers are deflected

tor,r'ard one

of the col-

lectors, producing a net difference betrveen the t.*'o collector currents. Opelation of
magnetotransistors is based on Hall and Suhl effects. The Suhl effect takes place
T2
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It is possible to optimize the desìgn of

magnetotransistors to make either one of these effects dominant.

Compared

to

magnetodiodes, magnetotransistors ar-e cheaper

to fabricate,

due

to the fact that they can be made on regular silicon substrates. The sensitivity of
magnetotransistors is about two orders of magnitude better than Hall effect sensors.

In

case

that a CMOS technology is used, the device is commonly referred to

as

a MAGFET [63-66]. The operation of MAGFETs is based on deflection of charge
carriers in the inversion layer underneath the gate of a split-drain I\zIOSFET. A mag-

netic field perpendiculal to the gate of a \4AGFET causes the charge carr-iers traveling through the inversion layer undel the gate to deflect towards one of the drains.

This eventually results in an asymmetry in drain currents, which is a measure of the
strength of the present magnetic field.

I.3.7

Micromechanical sensors

While the initial focus was to employ the interaction of electlornagnetic fields and
mechanical objects for actuator applications [67-73], in recent years various concepts
have been used for fabrication of micromechanical magnetic sensors. This section
presents a review of some of the micromechanical sensing techniques.

An early example is the work done by Cowburn et al. [7a]. Cantilevers were coated

with a ferromagnetic material which magnetizes the cantilever. The cantilever, consequently, deflected inside a magnetic field. The deflections u'ele sensed by tracking

the position of a laser beam reflected from the backside of the cantilever; similar to
u¡hat is done in a scanning probe microscopy (SPI\4) setup. Other sensing techniques
(e.g., piezoresistive) may also be used to detect the deflections of the cantiÌever [75].
13
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Electron tunneling is the other effect used for magnetic field sensing[76,77). The
external magnetic field causes minute deflections of a beam ol

held at a small distance from a sharp

tip.

a,

membrane which is

These deflections change the tunneiing

current between the tip and the moving object, which can be processed to extract
data about the magnetic field strength.
Lorentz force is also used for magnetic field sensing applications. Generally, the
exerted Lorentz force will cause a displacement of an anchored object from its equi-

librium position. This displacement is then measured with different techniques. The
most common method is capacitive sensing, due to its simplicity and ease of integra-

tion

[78-83].

Resonating microstructules have an amplified lesponse to the excitation signal,

and can therefore provide a larger output signal. Many micr-omechanical sensors
take advantage of this fact to improve their sensitivity or dynamic range [81-88j.
These sensors use different mechanisms to bring and hold mechanical structures under
resonance.

Recently, a miniature optically pumped magnetic sensor (see section 1.2.5) has
been developed by researchers at National Institute of Standards and Technology
[89,90]. This sensor is a vertically stacked multi-chip module comprising of a vertícal carrity surface emitting laser, a glass spacer, a neutrai-density filter, a refractive
microlens surrounded by an SU-8 spacer, a quartz quarter waveplate, and a neutrai-

density frlter, rubidium vapor cell with transpalent indium-tin-oxide heaters above
and below

it,

and finally a photodiode assembly. Existence of so many layels which

have to be fabricated separately and eventually assembled on top of each other makes

fabrication of this device challenging. This complex structure is smaller than a glain
of rice and has a resolution of 50pT u'ith a I}H z bandwidth.
74
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Design of magnetic sensors

The goal of this project was to design a magnetic fieid sensor whose operation depended only on the geometry and mechanical properties of the sensor structure. i\4ore-

over,

it

was intended to not use special processing steps or non-standard materials

for the fabrication of the device; i.e., the sensor could be manufactured in standard
miclomachining plocesses. Furthermore, to be able to transmit the sensor data over
long distances, the data should be embedded in the frequency of the signal rather than

its voltage or current. A resonating structure can be used to achieve this objective.
Additionaily, resonating microstructures have an amplified response (depending on
quaìity factor of the system) to the excitation signal, and therefole, provide a larger
output signal and better signal to noise ratio.

The designed sensor meets all of the above requirements. The sensor uses a
mechanical resonator whose fundamental resonant frequency is modified by a force
generated from the interaction of the sensor structure and the magnetic field. Elec-

trostatic actuation is empioyed to br-ing and keep the structure under resonance and
capacitive sensing is used for signal detection. The sensor is used in a closed loop as

a resonator to make an oscillator whose output frequency depends on the direction
and strength of the present field. The sensor is generally operated under vacuum to

improve its frequency stability and to increase the signal to noise ratio of the seusor
signal.

The next chapter describes the design of the sensor and the basics of its operation.

The operation of the sensor involves interaction of multiple physical domains with
each other: statics, d)rnamics, magnetostatics, electrostatics, and thermo-electro-

mechanics. The sensor behavior is fully modeled

in Chapter 3.

À/todeling results
15
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from Chapter 3 are verifled by finite element simulations in Chapter 4. The results of
these two chapters can be used for optimization of future designs. Chapter' 5 describes

the three different processes rvhich were used for fabrication of the sensors. Chapter
7 describes the electronic circuits

that were designed to process the sensor signal with

experimental results presented in Chapter

6.

Chapter 8 discusses the noise perfor-

mance of the sensor and the stability of the signal from the oscillator. The thesis
concludes

with remarks on future work and recommendations for improvement of the

sensor performance.

16
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The value of a good idea is in using it.
Thomas Edison (1847

-

1931)

in this chapter the design and operating principles of the sensor are described.
Qualitative description of the sensor opelation is given, followed by a closer look at
different parts of the sensor and their operation as a whole.

2.L

Sensor design

A schematic of the sensor is shorn'n in Figure 2.1. The centerpiece of the sensor-is
its shuttle which is the main resonating body. It also connects different parts of the
sensor to each other, both electlically and mechanicall),. The shuttle is connected to
T7
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Figure 2.7:

Schemati.c of the sensor.

two long crossbars by four beam springs. The flexibility of the beam springs is the
most important design parameter of the device, as it directly affects the amplitude anci
frequency ofthe resonance. During the sensor operation, a current 1 flows through the
crossbars (from

pin

/

I

on the illustratecl schematic).

gr

direction than the z clirection.

to pin 2 and then pin 3 to pin

The crossbars are designed to be much stiffer in the

The operating plinciple of the sensor is based on the shift in the resonant frequency
of a beam under axial stress. The shuttle ofthe resonator is driven to and kept under
resonance by means of electrostatic actuation and sensing. When the device is put

inside a magnetic field, .8, a force, F, is exerted on the current carrying crossbars in
accordance

to Lorentz's law (Figure 2.I). The distributed force on the crossbars is

axially transferred to the beam springs connected to the shuttle of the resonator. This

axial force alters the resonant frequency of the structure, ,,vhich can be detected by
the signal processing electronics. The amount of the shift in tÌre resonant frequency
of the structure is a function of magnitude of the magnetic fielcl and its direction.
18
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Electrostatic actuation

Various actuation methods are used in micromachined transclucers, such as magnetic
,69,721,
electrostatic [g1, g2], thermal [93-95], piezoelectric [96j, hydraulic
[92], etc.

Electrostatic actuation is the most popular among these methods for the following
reasons:

o The steady state power requirements for electrostatic actuators

are almost zero.

This is due to the fact that there is no DC current flor,v through the comb
capacitors. The AC current is also small due to the small sizes of the capacitors;

o Electrostatic actuators are easy to fabricate, either for lateral or normal

dis-

pìacements;

o They can be made of polysilicon or metals, which are usually available in micromachining processes;

o The same structure that

is used for actuation can be used for capacitive sensing;

o They are easy to use and can be adapted to many cìifferent applications.
However, one drarvback of using electrostatic actuators is the large voltages they
require for operation, which itself is a consequence of the small values of the ca-

pacitances. F\r¡thermore, micromachined electrostatic actuators are controlled by
applying differeni voltages to the electrodes rather than clirectly putting a certain
amount of charge on a plate. As a result, the force betr,veen two electrocles is ahvays

attractive and micromachined electrostatic actuators can only be used to

pull

and

not push.
19
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Electrostatic forces exist between any structures r,vhich are either charged indepen-

dently from each other or proportionally (e.g., charging the electrocles of a capacitor
by applying a voitage to them). The magnitude of these forces depencls on the voltage
difference between the objects, their geometry, and the ciistance between them. Elec-

trostatic analysis of a capacitor consisting of two conductors separated by a dielectric
medium is relatively straight forward.
difference

of 7

appears between

If a capacitor is chargeci so that a voltage

its electrodes, the exerted electrostatic force on the

electrodes, Fy, is found from:

Fv

:

: |v çvt¡
u"
-v'nn
2
yw.

(2.r)

lvhere I4r" is the stored potential energ'y on the capacitor and VC is the gradient of

the changes in capacitance.

It

should be noted that the analyses to find the eiectric

field distribution, and consequently, the forces betrveen micromachined structures
assume static field distributions everywhere. This is because the electric field generally

stabilizes throughout the device at much shorter times than the mechanical response

time of the structure.

Two special cases are of more importance for electrostatic actuation: (1) plates
moving parallel to each other and (2) plates moving or-thogonal to each other. Ignoring

fringing fields, the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor is found from C
where e is the dielectric constant (for air €
= 6o : 8.854

:

eAg-l,

x 10-12F.rn-r),,4 is the

effective area of the plates, and g is the gap bet',veen the plates. Using equation 2.1,
20
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x
Figure 2.2: Electrostat'ic forces on two parallel plates.
for force components along

r

and y axes in air as shown in Figure 2.2 we have:
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rvhere ú is the width of the plates. Equation 2.2 holds as long as the two electrodes

cover each other (i.e.,
force values

if the distance between the

dimensions (i."., g

2.3

r > 0). On the other hand, equation 2.3 gives reasonable

(

electrodes is small compared

to their lateral

z and A < t).

Electrostatic comb-drive

The thickness of the micromachined devices is typically on the order of microrneters.

This is an advantage for moving structures which are stacked on top of each other
since the gap between them can be made small (see equation

2.3). Horvever, the

electrostatic force betrveen trvo neighboring structures, which are to move laterally,
is directly propor-tional to the thickness of the structural layers. The small thickness
of these structures adversely affects the practical amount of obtainable electrostatic
27
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forces, as the lateral gaps between micromachined st¡uctures is often set by lithogra-

phy. interdigitated frngers can be used to increase the capacitance between laterally
moving structu¡es as shown in Figure 2.3. Interdigitated fingers can also be used
when capacitive sensing is the method of choice for different sensory applications.

A regular comb-drive consists of ai least one set of comb fingers as sholvn in Figure
2.3 and some sort of mechanical restoring force or stabilizing mechanism. The comb

structure, in its basic or modified form, has been used in many clifferent applications
such as actuators [98,99], microsensors [100,101], mechanical filters
[t02, t03], and

oscillators [104, 10b].

The famous design of the electrostatic comb-clrive resonators

'vr¡as

first proposed

by Howe [106] and was thoroughly investigated by Tang [107,108]. Electronic signal
processing techniques for these devices were later developed by Nguyen
[10g, 110].

Figure 2.4 shor,vs a basic comb-drive resonator macle from a 2¡-tm polysilicon film. As
can be seen, the device comprises of a shuttle with comb fingers on both sides of it,

a set of beam springs, two flxed combs, and a ground plane. The ground plane is
put underneath the moving shuttle and fingers to define the magnitude and direction

Figure 2.3: Interdi,gited capaci,tors.
22
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Figure 2.1: A regulør comb-d,riue
of the electric field.

It

3. ELectrostat'ic

comb- driue

resonator.

is reported that resonators without this ground plane stick

down to the substrate upon application of a large DC voltage to the shuttle
[111-113].
Existence of the ground plane underneath the combs makes the field distribution non-

uniform which results in a generally undesirable net force in the vertical direction,
and consequently, levitation of the shuttle. The arrangement of the fingers and the
shape of the ground piane may be modified to reduce this levitation force
[108,114].

Figure 2.5 illustrates the expected equipotential lines arouncl a comb structure
r,vith a ground plane underneath the combs.
are

It

can be seen that the fringing fields

not negligible, and therefore, the parallel plate capacitor equations must be used

with care. It is suggested by Tang that the fringing fields can be accounted for if
ne\,v parametets,

o

and

as shown below [i08]:

p, are introduced into the parallel plate capacitor equation

ach
: Zae -1
^oa

r,vhere

tr,vo

g'

h is the thickness of the fingers and g is the distance betrveen the

(2.4)
fingers.

Parameters o and B depend on the geometry of the comb structure and are calculatecl
23
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Figure p.5:

2.

3. ELectro statt'c

comb

-driue

Equipotenti.al li,nes for the field. around. the comb fingers'in presence of a ground
plane.

from curve fitting to finite element simulation resuìts. Once electrostatic simulations
are performed on a given comb geometry, the values of

a and p

can be derived and

used for quick calculations of the value of ACIAU of similar geometries (i.e., similar

distance from the ground plane and finger height to gap ratio).

Depending on signal processing techniques, the stationary combs a're used differ-

ently. One method is to apply the actuation voltage to one of the stationary combs,
while the other comb is used to sense the amount of movement.

It is also possible to

apply a differential voltage to the combs and use optical methods to sense the mo-

tion. Optical sensing is relatively simpler than electrical

sensing

in a lvell

Iaborator-y environment. However, electrical sensing is favored since

it

equipped

allows for more

compact systems, possibility of integration, and simple use of feedback 1108,1i0]. The

ground plane is commonly connected to a DC voltage. The intrinsic nonlinearity of

the response of the eiectrostatic transducels to voltage can be usecl for modulation
purposes. If such application is intended' a combination of DC and AC voltages can
be applied to the ground Plane'
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2.1. ParalLel plate electrostatic transducers

Fi'gure 2.6: The electrostatic transd,ucers shown aboue use pørallel plate
plane (Ieft) and, out-of-plane (right) motion.

2.4

capøc,itors

forin-

Parallel plate electrostatic transducers

Parallel plate capacitors are also used in micromachined devices [115]. Hor,vever, the
minimum distance between the structures made from the same layer in common micromachining processes is set by the lithography limits (on the order of micrometers).
Consequently, the achievable amount of force for lateral movements is generally less

than interdigitated structures (see equation 2.3). To circumvent this problem, novel
fabrication techniques are proposed to either increase the thickness of structural lay-

ers [116, 117] or to reduce the gap between microstructures below the lithography

limits [trA,

f rO].

Parallel plate electrostatic transducers can be effectively used for out-of-plane
actuation and sensing. Examples of eìectrosba[ic transducers using parallel plate
capacitors for in-plane and out-of-plane movements are shown in Figure 2.6.

oÉ
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Chapter 3
Modeling

In mathematics you don't understand things. You just get
to them.
Johann von Neumann (1905

-

used

1g5T)

This chapter discusses the modeling of the sensor behavior under normal operating conditions. Electromechanical modeling will be done first. This change in the
spring constant of beam springs under axial stress is investigated and the results of

the statical analysis are used to study the dynamic behavior of the resonator. The
resonant frequency of the structure is analytically derived using Dunkerley's meth-

ods. An analytic model is derived to take into account the effect of the heat generatecl

by the current in crossbars on the performance of the sensor. The sensitivity of the
sensor is

finally derived by combining all of the above modeling results. Validity of

the models derived in this chapter is verified ',vith simulations in next chapter and
eventually through experiments.
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1. Electrostatic anaLysis

Electrostatic analysis

The force-voltage relationship of electrosbatic actuators is nonìinear as describecl by
equations 2.2 and 2.3. Generally, a combination of DC and AC voltages is used to
drive electrostatic resonators. The DC portion has a biasing role, while the AC portion

of the input voltage will dete¡mine the frequency of the mechanical oscillations.

In the

case of comb-drive actuators, asymmetric DC voltages on the stationary

combs may cause tilting of the shuttle due to the presence of the grouncl plane. This
is generally undesirable as it reduces the amount of effective capacitance between the

teeth and may also ¡esult in the excitation of unwanted mechanical modes during AC

operation. Consequently,

it is common to apply the large DC voltage to the moving

shuttle (and the ground plane) instead of the stationary combs. The confrguration
illustrated in Figure 3.1 is used for the general electrostatic analysis of the structure.

In this

case) an actuation voltage 1)A:'t)osint..ot is applied

voltage

ac:Vc*unsinunt

to the actuation comb,

a

is applied to the ground blanket, and the top stationary

comb is biased at VB. The current 1r,¿ is the resonator's output signal and can be
used to monitor the resonator behavior or to drive the resonator in a feedback loop.

Note that pins

-1,

2, 3, and

I

arc at the same potential, uç.

The equation of motion for the mass spring system is:

IIü+Ça+Ka:Fin
where

.421

is the effective mass of the vibrating structure,

the effective spring constant, and
and

3r

F¿n

(3.1)

Ç

is the damping factor,

K

is

is the force applied to the structure, lvhile g, y,

are the acceleration, velocity, and dispiacement of the mass, respectively. The
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Figure 3.1: The magnet'i,c fi.eld sensor with the sources connected to its ports. Current
IyB fl,ows th,rough the crossbars (frorn pin 1 to pin 2 and then from pi,n 3 to
pin Ð. The DC uoltage sourceVB andVç bi,as the output electrode and the
ground plane, respect'iuely, and uo is the rnai,n znput driue si.gnal. Th,e AC
uoltage source us rnay be used to rnodulate the output s,ignø\, Iou¡.

spring constant

K

is modified by the axial force, which itself is proportional to the

magnetic field flux and current IxB through the crossbars. Equation 3.1 is based on

the common assumption that damping in the system is proportional to the velocity
of the structure.
During the sensor operation,

it

is kept under continuous resonance, and therefore,

the analysis of the sensor response is limited to the steady state case. The transient
response of the resonator is similar

For a sinusoidal input force

to that of a second order system and is ignored.

Fin: Fsinøú, the steady state displacement y can be
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easily found from:

sin(ø

9-

The force

F¿n

,ùctan(

-

K+ar))

in the equation 3.2 is from the voltages uo, vB, and uç on the

stationary and moving combs. IJsing equation 2.2 it can be

po,:ï,(H)

u,^ - ,")' -

:+(H) (+ - VÅ +
,

-f

(3.2)

"ot2aot

I

(VB

- u")')

2VBVG

uoun cos(uo

seen:

-

2uoVçsinøoú

i a)t -

1)aus

* 2unVB sint^ nt

cos(øo

- '')t)

(3 3)

The amount of shuttle displacement is now found by combining equations 3.2 and
9C.

ù. rJ,

a:,

1

ffi)(

4VBV!-2VÅ+u3
2K
uf;cos(2aot

zt/ (N

_

-

-

alulaf,)z

2uoVcsin(u"t

@
2unVBsin(unt

ót.)

i

(2(u")2

-

ó")

-

þn)

(3 4)

90
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where:

cþzo: arctan

óa:
Öo+s

a.cta^

/

3.

2Çao

\Èffi

)

\
( , 9"
yn - utæ.)

(
., ó-:arctan
'J

Çug

\K _

:ur.tun ( e@" + an)
K - IVI(a"* r),

Current

1. Electrostatic analgsi,s

, Óo-s- u,-.tun ( K

MA'N

)

((r" - un)
- lvI (a" - as)2

found from:

Iou¿ càrr be

,

ô (cv)
-^-:ot

lout:

_ (ac\

-\a¿l

:

(Va-Vc-ussini,.rrú))

*('

(Va

-

Using chain rule for differentiation,

-

Vc

*.

un sin

hu,r"

,st)

-

C un.. ncosunt

*at : yS.
t)A t)t

(3.5 )

O,n"..ntiaring equarion

3.4 with respect to time and inserting the result in equation 3.5 yields:

,",,:!,
(

ffi)'

,r" -

vc

- ussinø,ú)

u!u, sin[2a"t - ózo]
\ r/t¡r - 4N[.i2)2 + (2Ça")z
_ 2uoVc uo cosfaot - óof _

,/(N-MWTTfifi
!4s (a"

@

* ør) sin[(øo + a)t -

(K

- A''t(u" + r)r)'+

(K

-

luI(,,to

ó"+s]

(C(r, +

rò)t

- ròr)' + (((ø" - rn))'

-

C unancosaot

(3 6)

This eqtiation provides the basis for eiectricai testing of the clevice.
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Resonant frequency and quality factor are the two parameters that are often used

when addressing the performance of resonators. Quality factor is a measure of the
amount of losses during resonator operation and is defined

Q

a.s:

:2n Average stored energy
Energy loss per cycle

(3.7)

Natural frequencies of a linear system are the poles of the system transfer function.

The natural frequency of an undamped second order mass-spring system is given by

,r:

K and IVI arethe effective spring constant and. mass in the system,
I #where

respectively. The driving frequency that causes maximum vibration amplitucìe is
called the resonant frequency,

a,.

The relationship betrveen the resonant frequency

and the undamped natural frequency of a second order system is:

ar:

It

ao

-

1__

1

2Q'

(3.8)

can be seen that the two frequencies are close to each other for large values of Q.

The quality factor of the micromachined devices which are analyzed in this thesis is
on the order of 100 in air and 15000 in vacuum. Therefore, the resonant frequencies
of these devices are nearly identical to their undamped natural frequencies.
The quality factor of a second order mechanical resonator is given by:

Il,[uo K

"eCuo

w--

It

(3.e)

can further be shown that the quality factor of second order resonators can be
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measured from the experimental data using the foilor,ving equations:
d

(3.10)

^tH(ju)
where

Lf

-t¿e is the bandwidth around the resonant frequency of the device where the

signal amplitude drops by

and

-3dB

H(ju)

is the transfer function of the resonator.

The shuttle displacement can be specified as a function of Q and ø6:
1

"2K

*ts)

(+ -vß - 2vBv6

,m
u!

-

cos(2u"t

2u"Vc sin(a"t

+

ffi
ffi

2unVp sin(unt

ór")

- ó")

- g)

_ u"un cos((ao

uoun cos((uo

*

us)t

* a)t -

- ó"-n)
ó"*n)

(3.1i)

The output current of the resonator as a function of Q and ø6 is given by:

(V"

uouo(ao

ffi
,

2unVBan cos(aot

-Vc -

+ øn) sin((ao + o.s)t - ó"*n)

(r

-

ón)

lfr-(ft),)'+ (ffi)'

us sinønú)

- (. jf ),)'+ (.::ä'),

(3.12)

Ðô
.)a
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Calculation of spring constants

3.2.L Spring constant of a beam with no axial stress
The shuttle of the resonator is connected to the crossbars by either two or four beam
springs. The crossbars are much stiffer in g-direction than in z-direction by design.
Moreover, their stiffness in r-direction is designed to be less than one tenth of the axial
stiffness of the beam springs to minimize the probability of excitation of unwanted
mechanical modes of the structure during its operation.

Euler's beam theory can be used to calculate the spring constant of beams
[120,
121]. This theory assumes that the length of the beam is much bigger than its width

or thickness, the beam cross-section is constant along its axis, the beam is loaded in
its plane of symmetry, deformations remain small, the material is isotropic, and plane
sections of the beam remain plane. These assumptions are approximately true for the

beam springs of the sensor. The differential equation for finding beam deflections is:

#:#l'.(H)"lr
where

u

(3.13)

is the deflection of the beam in g-direciion, E is the Young's modulus of

elasticity, and

M

inertia. The value

is the applied moment. Parameter Z is the second moment of
of.

T for a beam along the z axis rvith deflections in zy plane is

given by [121]:

r:

lou'a,+

(3.14)

For a beam with rectangular cross section of thichness ó and width ¿ the moment
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Figure 3.2:

3.2. Calculati,on of spri,ng constants

Conceptuøl d,rawing of one of the beam springs.

of inertia is found to be:

': l-t,f-Ë""a*o':#

(3.15)

For small deflections (relative to the length of the beam),

( *A\' ..
\da )

it

1, and therefore,

it

can be seen that

this term can be ignored. Differeniiating equation 3.18,

can be seen:

:
s7l+
dl"

(3.16)

^a

ETT+:V
c)lu

(3 17)

ørffi: r
where V is the shearing force and

f

(3.18)

is the distributed load along the length of the

beam. Each of the above equations may be used to calculate the deflection of a
beam, depending on types of loads on a beam and boundary conditions. Boundary

conditions for a beam of length .L as shown in Figure J.2 are:

u(0)

:6

,"(*):o

t-u'(O¡

:

g

w'(L)

:

g

(3.1e)
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Solving equation 3.17 with the above boundary conditions yields:
r r-2

w(r)

.

t-_

: Tñl QL - 2r)
v t2EÍ

'u- u(L)-

(3.20)
(3.21)

Lt

These two equations are of great importance to eiectromechanical analysis of the

sensor. For example,

it

is nolv possible to evaluate the value of parameter K"¡¡ in

section 3.1 when there is no axial load. The shuttle is connected to the crossbars by

two or four of the beam springs analyzed above. Therefore, noting that beams have
rectangular cross sections, the effective spring constant is
where

K.¡¡:

.ðy'

x t r: !!{
L3)

.

N is the number of the beam springs.

3.2.2 Spring constant of a beam under axial stress
The design of the sensor is based on the shift in the resonant frequency of the sensor

structure. This is essentially due to the change in the spring constant of the beams
under applied axial stress. This effect has been used for frne tuning of spring constants

in other applications 1122,123]. An analytic model for the spring constant can be usecl
later on for design optimization.

The differential equation for static bending of a beam under axial stress is

[120,

Dal:

:r
Er*
Or" -pal'!
dr'
where

2

is the applied axial force (positive for a tensile force) and

(3.22)

F is the load dis-

tributed along the beam. This equation is generally solved ntimerically. Approximate
solutions have also been derived for this equation (e.g., by using polver series) and

Clt
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can be found in literature [120,I25-I27]. An exact solution can be obtainecl for this

equation for the beam-springs used in the sensor design as explained below.
We would like to calculate the bending of the beam in Figure 3.2 r,vhen an axial

load is also present. The boundary conditions that we have to use are basicaily
those given by the set 3.19. This equation can be solvecl for this set of boundary
conditions using power series, for example. However,

it

can be seen that this probiem

is essentially the same as finding the bending of half of a bridge wÍth a load applied

to the middle of the bridge

(see Figure 3.3), since:

(a) bending of both structures is

governed by equation 3.22 and (b) both str-uctures satisfy the boundary conclitions in

3.19 (with proper scaling of the length).

The bridge structure, hor,vever, is symmetric, and therefore, it is easier to solve the
problem for a bridge. The follor,ving equation has to be solved for a bridge structure

with a length 2L,

as shor,vn

in Figure

3.3:

ut# -r#:v

6(r

-

L)

(3.23)

where V is the transverse force that causes the bending (applied at distance .L from
the ends of the bridge; i.e. , the middle of it) , and ô is the Dirac impulse function, since

Fi,gure 3.3: The schematic of the bri,dge under arial stress.
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?

the load distribution is simply a point force in this case [126.128,129]. An excellent
refer-ence on usage and handling of singularity functions

is

[130].

Boundary conditions for this bridge structure are:

tr(O)

:

w(2L)

g

:

tu'(0)
g

w'(2L)

:

(3.24)

6

:0

(3.25)

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of equation 3.23 and applying bound-

ary condition set 3.24 yields [131]:

w(s):#"#.ffi

(3 26)

'l)

where

l' : h.

Taking the inverse Lapiace transform of the above equation and

applying boundary condition set 3.25 and also noting that the amount of bending
obtained from the solution for a bridge is half of that of the beam structur-e sholvn in
Figure 3.2, the formula for the deflection of the beam springs is finally given by:

w(r)

:

r)
h(("o.h(r,) - tanh( þ

-sinh(7r)

+

.vr)

e 2T)

From equation 3.27, the nonlinear spring constant is found to be:

V

.

'-:

umaø

EItt
'yL

-:

-

2 tanh

t'

\u.4u/

For infinitesimal values of the axial force, equation 3.27 yielcls the same r.esult
equation 3.20.

as

-

.)/
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,
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Fi,gure 3.1: Deflecti,on of a beam under di,fferent ari,al loacl,s.
Deflection diagrams of a 200p,m silicon beam with a 2.5¡trn
cross section under axial forces

x I\¡-tm rectangular

of -100¡;1/, 0, and *100p// when a 10¡-11ú shearing

force is applied to the free end of the beam are illustrated in Figure 3.4. As can be
seen, a tensile force increases the spring constant of a beam (stress sti,ffeni,ng), while a

compressive force reduces the spring constant. There ale limits to the amount of both
compt'essive and tensile forces

that a beam can accept without buckling or breaking

[tZa]. fne breaking limit is set by the material properties (on the order of afetv GPa

for silicon). The buckiing limit for a slender beam of length

L

can be found fïom

Euler's beam theory [132]:

P":
whele

¡

9n¿

*Y#

(3.2e)

is a constant depending on the type of supports.
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e

3.3 Calculation of resonant frequency
In this section the resonant frequency of the sensor is analytically calculated.

Trvo

different methods are used: Rayleigh's ancl Dunkerley's. Dunkerley's method was

originally developed for estimating the shift in the resonant frequency of rotating
shafts under different loads. This method provides a lorver bound to the resonant
frequency of a structure [t33,

t34]. Depending on the problem, using Dunkerley's

method can be simpler than Rayleigh's method for the same level of accur-acy. Since
Dunkerley's method has not been often used for micromachined devices, the theoret-

ical basis for the method is also provided.
Rayleigh's method is an energy method and is r,vell known among the micromachin-

ing researchers [108,120]. Rayleigh's method requires the mocle shapes to calculate
the resonant frequency of a structure. However) even relatively poor approximations
bo mode shapes generally

yield results with acceptable accuracies [134].

3.3.1 Dunkerley's method
The equation of motion for free vibrations of a lossless mass-spring system with n
masses and m springs (m

2 n) can be written

as:

ltvrltãl+ [A]-'[r]
where

llvtl"""

:o

(3.30)

and lAln*n are the mass and flexibility matrices, respectively. Vector

[r*]r,xr is the displacement vector; i.e., r¿ is the displacement of mass rn¿. Vector

lã],*,

is the second derivative of the displacement vector lvith respect to time and represents

the acceleration of the masses. To calculate element a¿¡

of.

the flexibility matrix, the
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I

amount of displacement of mass i is calculated when a unit force is applied to mass

j

when all other force components are zero [134].

If [A] and

[d] are constructed this

: nli. It should be noted that the flexibility
matrix is the inverse of the more familiar stiffness matrix [A] : [1(]-t.
For harmonic oscillations at frequency ø r,ve have ¡í1 : -u'?¡í1. From equation
way,

matri" lM) will be diagonal

3.30,

ii

and m¡¿

follows that:

-

u2ltutllr] + [A]-1[f]

(A)lrv)
where [1] is the unity matrix and À

-

À[/]) [ã]

: a-2.

:

(3 31)

o

:o

(3.32)

The resonant frequencies of the system

can be found by finding the roots, Ài, of the characteristic equation:

llAl[tvt]
o,¡rn1

- À[1]l :0
- À

AztTftz

(3.33)

anmùt
cl22rn2

-

CLynTILL

À

AznTltrZ

-0

(3.34)

:

QnlTTLn

ennrnn

Ar2TfLn

-

^

The left side of the equation 3.34 is a polynomial of degree n, and therefore,

n roots. This equation can be rewritten

À"

It

as:

- (a¡mt I azzmz+... + arnmn)À"-l + ... -

0

(3.35)

is well known from algebra that the sum of the roots of an equation is equal to

the negative of the coefficient of the second highest powel in that equation [tSa].

for
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equation 3.35, we will have:
rL

7L

\- o'r. : \- '..-.
L - )=ro"*o

(3'36)

From equation 3.36 and knowing that À¿: a¡2 we can write:
1n
an

, < )

(3.37)

A¿¡TTL¡

i=1

As mentioned earlier,

a¿¿

is found by applying a unit force to mass

e

while keeping

all other forces equal to zero, which effectively translates into removing all other
masses

from the system. If the resonant fi'equencies of higher modes of the system

are much larger than

that of the first mode, we r,vill have:
1

t

aõ

/
= \;

a,,m,

(3.38)

-1

Equation 3.38 is known as Dunkerleg's equation. As

it is obvious

from equation

3.37, Dunkerley's equation will give a lower bound on the resonant frequency of the

first mode of the system.
To use Dunkerley's method, we divide the structure into beam springs, shuttle,
and clossbars. Holvever, the crossbars do not move in y-direction, ancl hence, act
as rigid supports for the beam springs. The spring constant of a guidecl beam when

applying a force at a distance ¿ from its base is found by solving equation 3.18 with
boundary conditions 3.19 and is given by: L2ETL

x (4Lr3

-

Brn)-t. The resonant

frequency of each of the beams is then given by:

I

oA fLr'(''
" - dr: .l4 x Ln :2ù['
æu: nTr Jo r - 33)
L/** JoEr
,ku

(3 3e)
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r,vhere &16 is the mass and ,k6 is the spring constant

for each of the beams.

The shuttle will see an effective spring constant of

lVÆ6, r,vhere k6

is founcl frorn

equation 3.28 for different values of axial force. Dunkerley's method then yields:

7 IV[" N
ufi- Nk6' al

(3.40)

where ø6 is the resonant frequency of the first mechanical mode of the structure and
t.16

is the resonant frequency of each of the beams, obtained from equation 3.89 or by

solving the characteristic equation for each of the beams uncler the axial loaci.

3.3.2 Rayleigh's method
Rayleigh's method is based on the fact that, at resonance, the maximum kinetic
energ"y and

the maximum potential energy are equal for linear systems. Calculating

the kinetic energy of a vibrating structur*e requires knorvledge of the mocle shapes,
which are generally difficult to obtain.

fi

Uufl and

[K] are the

mass and stiffness matrices for a system, respectively,

and [d] is the corresponding displacement vector fol the amplitude of vibration, the
maximum potential energy, U^o, and the maximum kinetic ener-gy, T^or, àre founcì
from:

: 1¡lr)-t tt<)t
r*o, : lrf;l ø,rltil : -;a'z ¡r1'¡tt1¡n1

U^o"

J

(3.41)

(3 42)

4'
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[f].

Equating maximum potentiai and kinetic energies,

it can be seen:

2

[i]'lK)lil

(3.43)

Lq Lturl\r)

Rayleigh's method gives an upper bound fol the resonant frequency of a structure
[13a]. This is because usually afinite number of the mechanical modes are accounted

for in computation of the kinetic energy of the system. Consequently, the calculated
kinetic energy is less than the actual vaiue, and as a result, the estimatecl resonant
frequency is larger than the actuai value.

Vector [d] is obtained from superposition of different mechanical mocles of the
structure, which may not be availabie. A very good way of estimating the kinetic
energy is to assume that under sinusoidal excitation, the system motion is equal to

a static trial function multiplied by sinusoidal time dependence [120]. If the static
deflection of a structure is given by the function y(r), the trial function under sinusoidal excitation'will be a@,t)

:

a@) cosøú. The maximum veìocity of the points

on the beam is then given by:
ô y(r,t)l
--:r
dt t,_ - -aaþ)
tr-ñ

(3.44)

"

This equation can now be employed to calculate the resonant frequency of the structure using equation 3.43. The closed form expression for calculation of the resonant
/l')
ïú
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frequency of a structure, lvhose deflection is given by a@), is [ta+];

n (#)'o:* I,' u# (#)^o'
,,:1,"
J, a2

(3.45)

d'n'L

The above formula, horvever, yields a rather sophisticated result for a beam under
axial stress, and therefore, cannot serve as an easy to use design tool.

If the resonant

frequencies of higher modes are required,

trial functions for each

of those mode shapes should be found and a procedure similar to the above shoulcl
be followed [134].

3.4

Electro-thermo-mechanical effects

When passing a current through the crossbars, a certain amount of heat is generated. The generated heat affects the operation of the sensor in two ways: (1) a stress
develops inside the crossbars whose ends are anchored

to the substrate;

ancl (2) ihe

material properties, especially the Young's modulus, change r.vith temperature. Simulations showed that the later phenomena was the dominant source of the shift in
the resonartt frequency of the structure as discussed in the next chapter. lVlodeling of
the change in the resonant frequency of the sensor due to the developed stress inside

the crossbars is not simpie. If necessary, horvever, energy methods can be employed

to analytically model this phenomenon. The procedure to

follor,v is described briefly

here using the þlaxwell-N,Iohr method [121,135, 136]. In this rnethod, the original
system is relieved from redundant constraints until

it

becomes statically determinate

but geometrically unchanged. The modified system is called the basic system. A
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series of forces and moments need to be applied to the system to repìace the removed

constraints. The strain energy of the system can now be r,vritten as a function the
original and redundant forces and moments. Castigliano's theorem states that the
partial derivative of the strain energy, considered as a function of the applied forces
acting on a linea¡ly elastic structure, r,vith respect to one of these forces, is equal to

the displacement in the directÍon of the force of its point of application. Using the
results of Castigliano's theorem, all of the reactions in the system can be calculatecl.

Next, the total strain energy of the system is found as a function of the appliecì loacls.
The final step is to relate the calculated potential energy of the system to its kinetic
energ.y, ,,vhich can be accomplished through employing Rayleigh's methocl.

iVlost of the mechanical and electrical properties of materials are temperature cle-

pendent. The properties which affect the operation of the sensor most are Young's
modulus, electrical resistivity, specific lteat, thermal expansion coefficient, and ther-

mal conductivity. Nlodeling the effect of the change in Young's modulus clue to
temperature shifts is straight forward. The change in the Young's modulus of silicon
as a function of temperature is given

E(T)

:

by [tSZ-tSO]:

Eo0

-

9.4

x

10-5

(3.46)

'-)

where Ee is the Young's modulus of silicon at room temperature (i.e., 740GPa) and,

?

is the structure temperature in kelvins.

The sensor is operated under vacuum, and therefore, heat transfer through ther-

mal conduction to the medium can be ignored. lvloleover, the temperature changes
are generally small (i.e.,less than 100"C) which means

ihat the heat transfer by racli-

ation is also negligible. Therefore, the dominant heat transfer mechanism is thermal
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conduction through the arms. Temperature distribution along the crossbars can be
found by solving the heat equation [i+0, f+f]:
t9ø
d'I

_t

d,a'
-

where

rc

--

is the thermal conductivity of the material

heat per volume; i.e.,

Iþ"RxBl(LxeAxn),

crossbars and ,R¡6, Lsçp, and

AyB

are

(3.47)

"
KUoen

inW,rn-l.K-, . Qo"n is the produced

r,vhere

1¡s is the current through the

the resistance, length, and cross-sectional

area of the crossbars, respectively. Fabricated devices have a thin layer of gold on

top of the

crossbars

to reduce their lesistance. The large thermal conductivity of

silicon causes a uniform temperature distribution in the cross section of the crossbars,

although almost all of the current flows through the gold layer on silicon beams. This
simplifies the problem by allowing to ignore the metal layer in thermal calculations.
Solving equation 3.47 rvith boundary conditions 7(0)

: T(LxB):7",,,

yields the

follorving temperatule ciistribution along the length of the crossbars:

r(a): -I2nQs.na2 '2, I Qn"nLxBUt -lenu
"

(3.48)

Equation 3.48 can be used to calculate the thermally induced stress in the crossbars. The shuttie and the beam springs of the resonator will be at the same temperature as the center of the crossbars, which can be found from:

I II" RxB LxB , ñ
t (, : -^
1- r enu
ó ----;-tí .llSB
In addition to Young's modulus, the resistivity, specific

(3 4e)

heat, thermal expansion

coefficient, and thermal conductivity of the structural materials are generally func-
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tions of temperatule. However', changes of specific heat affect the transient thermal
response of the sensor but have

little effect on the steady state response, and therefole,

are not considered here. The thermal expansion coefficient of silicon incleases r,vith
temperature according to the following empirical formula for 120 I{

<T<

1500

K

Irso]:

a"¿(T)

:3.725 x 10-6 (1 -

"-t'"*10-3("-124))

+

5.548

x 10-10?

(3.50)

Variation of the thermal expansion coefficient with temperature causes the developed
internal stress to be higher from the expected value rvhen assuming a constant thermal
expansion coefficient. However, as

will be shor,vn in the next chapter, the internal

thermal stresses in crossbars affect the sensor performance less significantly iiran the
changes

in Young's modulus, and therefore, 10-15% of change in thermal expansion

coefficient of silicon does not cause a significant error in modeling results.

The change in thermal conductivity affects the steady state thermal behavior of
the structure. For temperatures betrveen 300 and

400

K

the thermal conductivity of

silicon increases with temperatur-e according to [iBg]:

n,¿(T):

309

-

0.517-

(3.51)

Nlost of the current in crossbars passes through the gold layer on top of the
crossbars. The resistivity of gold for 2001(

p""(T) : 8.36 x

If the temperature

<T < 1000K is given by [tSZ]:

1o-11

T

-

2.37

x lo-e

(3 52)

dependence of thermal conductivity of silicon and resistivity
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Ksi and pau are constant

-

-

r<

Ks¡ and pru are temperature dependent

380

p

È

360

È

.õ
ñ

340

320

80
Distance

Fi,gure

3.5:

160

240

320

400

from tlrc anclrcr of the crossbar (¡tnt)

Temperature di,stribution along the crossbars

for a I)mA

current.

of gold are incorporated into equation 3.47, the heat equation becomes nonlinear.

An analytic solution to this nonlinear heat equation could not be founcl. However,
this equation could be solved numerically. The temperature distribution along the
length of the crossbars is illustrated in Figure 3.5 for a 70mA current in crossbars.

It

can be seen that the combined effect of smaller thermal conductivity and higher

resistivity at higher temperatures results in an increase in the temperatut'e of the
crossbars compared to the case where these parameters lvere assumed constant. The

temperature at the center of the crossbar for the t¡,vo cases are 4001( and 3561(,
respectively; i.e., 72% of difference in the estimated tempelature.

Noticing that the model of the sensor is desired to be as simple as possible, only
the temperature dependences of the Young's modulus of silicon is incorporated into

the model and the other parameters are assumed to be constant with temperature.
The designer, horvever, should bear in mind that the estimated temperature of the
sensor

wiìl be less than the actual value and employ numerical simulations if necessary

to investigate those effects more precisely.
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Sensitivity of the sensor

The sensitivity (i.e., the amount of change in the resonant frequency as a function
of the applied axial force) of the sensor can nor,v be obtained using the mechanical
parameters derived in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The sensitivity of the resonant frequency

of the structure to the axial fo¡ce on beam springs inrad.sec-l.¡y'-l is founcl from:

du
si: -:dP

du dkb
dku" h "

d1
dP

(3.53)

The required relationships to calculate the sensitivity are all derived in sections
3.2 and 3.3 and are repeated here for convenience:

(3.54)

*w" + Tnto

,

a:41-

ku:
It should

also be remembered

r¡
YET

(3 55)

ETf
'yL - 2tanh!

(3.56 )

that the Young's modulus of silicon is a function of

the current in the crossbars according to:

E(IxB):

* (r - e.4 x 1o-' (

IkBRxBLxB
8 nAyB

* e",))

(3 57)

Parameterytr takes very small values for practical limits of current in crossbars,
physical dimensions of the device, and magnetic fieid strengths. Therefore,

it is valicl

to replace the hyperbolic tangent in equation 3.56 r.vith its Taylor's series expansion.
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can write:

2l

/1
t'u¡.\G
¡¡

:

1

dku

h_
dP
dka

d1

(3.58)

II,+ry fuIù

(3.5e)

2\/PET
ET

d/
: _t_

h

*

d'v | ^,r
\tL

tf

-2(+224'240
- þ# + W)
//^,r\3

^,^,r

/^,¡\5.

_ 72EIl _ ETL^I3 _- ETL3f
5L
t75 10500

(3.60)

Ignoring the nonlinear terms in equation 3.60, the sensitivity of the sensor is:

,r: (;

ku

(*M" + +Nrb)

)r*)ç#

P
ET

(3.61)

which simplifies to:

si:
5L

:-

r,vhere

D

kb (# Nr"

J

1

5ab¿

pE

+

!

utul

A, 2N
_-{__
NbL 5

(3 62)

a, b, and L arc the thickness, width, and length of the spring beam, respec-

tively and A" is the area of the shuttle. This reìationship inclicates that the resonant
frequency of the structure increases with a tensile force ancl also predicts a practically

Iinear response for the sensor.

Noting that a distributed load along the crossbars exerts the axial force to the
beam springs,

it can be seen that lãl : * IxBlixs x Èl ancì the sensitivity of the
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sensor to present magnetic fields can be obtained. For a magnetic field normal

plane of the sensor, the sensitivity in

SE:

3

radlT is given

to the

by:

IyB LyB as
5N Lkb

3Iyl LyB

TT

lNaü "l rr"

1

-Ã"
,-îñ
NbL- s

(3.63)

To account for the changes in matelial properties rvith temperature, the value of
the Young's modulus from equation 3.57 should be used in equations 3.63 and 8.62.
The changes in resonant frequency and sensitivity of a sensor for various values of
magnetic field are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The modeled device has a shuttle r,vith a
mass

of 190.8n9 which connected to ttvo 520¡-m crossbars r,vith two 200¡tmx2.5¡L,m

beam springs. (device d in Table 4.1). The current in crossbars is assumecl to be

L\mA and the device layer thickness is 10¡rm.
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3.6 Modeling of damping
Numerous damping mechanisms can contribute to energy ioss in micromachined res-

onators. The friction betlveen the micromachined structure and the gaseous environment is one source of loss as is the coupling of resonator energy to the substrate

through anchors. In addition to air damping, there are other sources of energy loss

in micromachined structures (e.g., thermoelastic and through-anchor losses). For
example, the irreversible conversion of elastic eneÌg"y to heat (thermoelastic loss) is
another source of loss that one may need to consider. The transfel of energy between

a resonating structure and phonons or the photons impinging on the surface of

a

micromachined structures also contribute to the total losses in the system. AII of
these sources contribute to the total losses in the system, and will therefore, damp

the signals. However, the overall effect of these sources is much less than air cìamping

at normal operating pressure ranges for resonators lvith moving parts (in contrast to
bulk-mode resonators).
Various methods have been used to model the damping mechanisms in micromachined devices. Couette and squeezed-fi,Im damping effects are the trvo common types

of damping models used when dealing with micromechanicai structures with moving

parts whose dimensions are on the order of 10's of micrometers. Both Couette and
squeezed-film damping models are derived from solving the Reynold's equation under

different boundary conditions lL42-I48]. This equation is valid as long as the gap
betrveen the structut'es is much smaller than their dimensions, there is no pressure

gradient betlveen the piates, the temperature across the plates is uniform, the gas is
ideal, the inertial forces are smaller than viscous forces, the velocity of the surface is
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to prevent the heating of the gas, and the amplitude of the osciilation is
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d,ampi,ng

small compared with the length of the surface.

If the gap between two plates sliding past each other does not change, the clarnping
mechanism is said to be of Couette type. The source of this damping mechanism in
classical mechanics is the required energy for shaping the gas flow betr,veen the sliding

structures. The formula that is often used for extracting a frequency independent
Couette damping factor for laterally moving micromachined structures is [108,1491511:

A

ec:r'leff--9

(3 64)

'where Te¡¡ is the effective viscous coefficient of the gas ambient surrounding the

resonator (qo:1.78

x

10-5

kg'rv¿-t'sec-l for air at atmospheric pressure),,4 is the

surface area of the moving structure, and g is the gap betlveen the moving and fixed

substrate. As expected, n"Íf depends on the gâs pressure. Solving the gas dynamic
equations and using experimental data,

Ilef

where

Ç

f :

7

it

has been shown

+ 2 K^ +

that

[152]:

(3 65)

0.2 Ko'788 e-0.1r(¿

is the Knudsen number which is the measure of the rarefaction effect.

the ratio of the mean free path of the ambient gas molecules,

the structures,

K, : ì.
g

),

It is

and the gap between

The value of the mean free path can be calculated from

[153]:

,

l--

'

KBT
tÆ"

d2P"n,

(3.66)

where KB is Boltzmann's constant (1.3806 x10-23 J f I{), T is the ambient temperature

in kelvin,

P"no is the pressure, and d is the diameter of gas molecules.
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Couette damping decreases almost linearly for devices that are vibrating at frequencies higher than a cutoff frequency given by [1b4]:

!_

Jcc -

i
2ng'p
Tef

(3.67)

where p is the gas density.

If the

gap between the moving structures changes during their movement, another

damping mechanism known as squeezed-film damping will occur [I42,I55-I57]. This
damping is a result of the energy required to push the ambient gas out of the gap
between two structures when they move toward each other. Squeezed-film damping
can be calculated from [t+2]:
Ìle¡¡

LW3

(3.68)

93

where tr is the length of the moving beam,

structures.

It

Iztrz

is its width, and g is the gap between

can be seen that, similar to Couette damping, squeezed-film damping

is a function of ambient gas pressure. Squeezed-film damping coefficient is constant
for low frequencies up to a cutoff frequency that is given by [142]:
I

.l

cs:

T92Po
24q"f f VV2

(3 6e)

where P6 is the pressure between the structures at their rest position. The squeezecl-

film damping coefficient drops with frequency for frequencies higher than

f".
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94.5% of

all statistics are made

up.
Woody Allen

Different types of sirnulations were performed to predict the device perforrnance.
Simulations'ü/ere also used to verify the modeling results and to validate the assump-

tions made during the modeling of the device. lVloreover, simulations providecl insight

into aspects of the device performance whose modeling was not possible or did not
yield an easy-to-use result (e.g., the effect of the stress in crossbars on the resonant
frequency of the device).
ANSYS was used to perform the finite element simulations [158]. ANSYS is quite
flexible in terms of meshing options and types of elements. ANSYS Parametric Design
Language (APDL) can be used to quickly build models for different simulations with

full control on simulation parameters.
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Table 1.1: Structural material propert'ies.

Device

a

b

Number of springs
Length of springs
Width of springs
Number of fingers
Finger L x W
Finger gap
Crossbar L x W

4

2

4

2

I50pm

I50¡-r,m

200p.m

200prn

c

d

3pm
15

35 x 3 ¡,tm2
2.5 ¡-tm

520

xI

¡-r,rn2

Table 1.2: Physi,cal d'imens'ions of the m'icromachined structure used ,in s,imulations.
Material
Silicon
Gold
Young's modulus (ùI Pa)
140 x 10r
75 x 10r
Poissonts ratio
0.22
0.42
Density (kS p*-")
2.33 x 10-15
i9.3 x 10-i5
Thermal conductivity (pW pm-r oK-t
150 X 106
315 x 10o
Thermal expansion coeffi cient
2.9 x 10-Þ
14.2 x 10-o
Resitivity (A p*)
1i2 x 10-e
92.3 x 10-15
The simulations were performed on models based on the fabricated devices. Physical dimensions of the fabricated devices are summarized in Table 4.1 along rvith their

optical images. The material properties as usecl for modeling and simulations of the
devices are listed in Table 4.2 in p,MKSV system of units (i.e., SI units scaled for
ease

of use for analysis of NIENIS in ANSYS) [159,160]. The simulation codes for all

of the analyses in this chapter are listed in Appendix B.
IVIost

of the simulations were performed in one physical domain (e.g., mechani-

cal or electrostatic) to avoid the complexities of setting up multiphysics simuiations.
However, electro-thermo-mechanical effects were sirnulated in the multiphysics clo-

main due to the continuous interactions of electric, thermal, and statical domains.
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The simulations were used to investigate the performance of ail of the fabricated devices. However, most of the illustrations in this chapter correspond to devices a ancl

d. The reason for choosing these two devices is that device ¿ has the stiffest structure
r,vith the smallest sensiiivity and the highest resonant frequency among the testecì
devices, while device d has the most flexible structure and is also the most sensitive
device with the lowest resonant frequency.

4.L

Electrostatic simulation

The first parameter that is needed to analyze the behavior of an electrostatic actuator

is the rate of the change in capacitance

bet'uveen

ihe electrodes. To calculate this

parameter, the capacitance of the comb structure was calculated for different finger
engagements and the rate of the change

in capacitance was interpolated from that

data. To perform the electrostatic simulation the structure is constructed first. The
air volume that fills the space betr,veen the mechanical structures is then created and
meshed. A large enough air volume has to surround the structure to account for the

fringing fields. Figure 4.1 illustrates the results of the electrostatic simulations on a

pair of the combs used in the structure of the devices. The comb attached to the
shuttle has fifteen 35punx3¡-trn fingers with a 2.5¡-tm gap between the fingers and an

initial finger engagement

of.

75pm. About 20,000 2O-node brick elements were used

for building of the FE model.
ANSYS has the capability to soive an electr-ostatic problem with the assumption

that the ground is at infrnity. The technique is called Trefftz methocl and simply
closes the FEIvI region far enough by an

artificial Dirichlet bounclary conclition [1b8].
Éa
(Jt
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Figure 1.7: Electric potential di.stribution'in the space between the fingers (cross sectional
top-uiew). The øppli.ed uoltage between the combs i,s IV.
The comb structure was modeled r,vith different air volumes and it rvas founcl out that

a box extending

25¡1,m,

beyond the edges of the structure results in the same degree

of accuracy as the Trefftz method rvithout dealing with additional steps required for
using the Trefftz method.
Existence of a ground plane in the actual device makes the effect of the fringing
frelds more prominent. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the fielcl distribution above and
b-elow

the combs is not symmetric due to the effect of the ground plane. As cliscussed
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\=5

€.
U t.5

51015202530

Finge r engage ment (¡un)

51015202530
Firrye r engagentent

Figure 1.3: The changes 'in capac,itønce oß a function

(¡tn)

of finger engagement.

before, the ground plane is required to be able to produce a predictable field around
the combs. However, the asymmetry caused by the ground plane will push the shuttle
of the comb-drive out of plane of motion, ',vhich may lead to instabilities duling sensor

operation at high frequencies. N4ethods to compensate fol the effect of the ground

plane are discussed

in

[108,

114]. Devices made in NIicraGEM process,

however,

are not affected significantly by the asymmetry in electric fields thanks to the large

gap between the substrate and the shuttle and the relatively large thickness of the

structural layer in this process (i.e., 70¡-tm), which causes the structures to bestiffin
the direcbion normal to the substrate.
The CMATRIX macro in ANSYS was then used to calculate the capacitance betrveen the electrodes. After the electrostatic simulation of the structure is completed,

CMATRiX executes a series of solutions to compute self and mutual capacitance

be-

tween conductors. The simulation and modeling results for the capacitance between

the combs and also the rate of the change in capacitance versus finger engagement,
are compared

in Figure

4.3.
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The statical simulation of the structure aids in estimation of the spring constants
and the amount of deflections and displacements. Nlodal analysis can then be used

to estimate the resonant

frequencies of different mechanical modes of the structure.

Transferring the results from the static simulation to modal simulation allows for
investigation of the changes of the resonant frequency of the structure under different
loading conditions. This technique was used to calculate the sensitivity of the sensors.

4.2.L Staticalsimulation
The electrostatic force on the shuttle of the sensor between the combs can be calcuIated using the results from electrostatic simulations (section 4.1). For a voltage

I/

between the combs, the force can be calculated from:

F"": ,7 ac _.,

ar'-

Figure

l.l:

stati,c defl,ecti,on of cleuices a and d

(4.1)

for a ro}v actuation

uoltage.
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This electrostatic force is then appiied to the ends of the fingers of the shuttle and
the simulation is run to find the amolint of the deflections. Figure 4.4 illusirates the
static deflections of devices a and d f.or a 1007 voitage difference between the combs.

4.2.2 Modal simulation
The resonant frequencies of different mechanical modes of the unloaded structure
can be estimated by modal simulation. The model in Section 3.3 does not provide

the means for the estimation of higher mode resonant frequencies. Holvever, knorvledge about different modes of the structure is required
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behavior during its operation. For example,

if the resonant frequency of a higher

mode of a device is close to its operational resonant frequency (i.e., resonant frequency of its first mode), that mode can be excited during the sensor operation and
cause malfunctioning. The

first four resonant modes of device o are illustrated in

Figure 4.5, with resonant frequencies of 54.988,k112,87.552kI12,727.840kH2,

and.

78I.070kH2, respectively. The resonant frequencies of the first four mocles for device

d are 29.6I2kH z, 59.99IkH z, 61.808fr11 z, and T2.BBTîH z.

4.2.3 Simulation of the sensitivity
The sensitivity of the devices was simulated by combining the statical and modal
analyses (Figure 4.6). Each device is first staticaliy simulatecl rvith all of the external

loads applied to

it

(i.e., electrostatic and magnetostatic forces). The magnetostatic

force is applied as a distributed load along the length of the crossbars. After each

{
à

v

s
q,

p

èO

U

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

B (Tesla)

Figure 1.6: Comparison of the change in resonant frequenc'i,es
th.e strength

of the deui,ces a and, d, uersus

of the magnetic field.
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static analysis, the results are saved and passecl to the modal analysis simuiator to
calculate the resonant frequency of the stressed structure. The shift in the resonant
frequencies of devices a and d are compared in Figure 4.6 for a

I\mA current in their

crossbars.

4.3

Simulation of thermal effects

As discussed in Section 3.4, when a current passes through the crossbars,
them

up. A

it

heats

coupled-field FE simulation can be performed to find out the rise in

temper-ature due to the current in crossbars. The model is based similarly to what
was done in Section 4.2 with the difference that the metal layer is added on top of

the crossbars. The boundary conditions for this coupled-field problem include the
mechanical support, electrical potentials, and the substrate temperature at the ends

of the crossbars. The elements used to build the FE model have thermal, electrical,
and mechanical degrees of freeclom. Figure 4.7 iliustrates the simulation results for
temperature distribution

in the

cross section and along the crossbars for a 2mA

current. The modeling results compare quite well r,vith the simulation results

and

predict a2.37"C rise in the temperature of the shuttle for this current. The simulation

justify the simplifying assumptions made during the electro-thermal modeling

results

of the structure; i.e., neglecting the metal layer and assuming a constant temperature
across

the cross sections of the crossbars.

4.4

Resonant frequency shift due to thermal stress

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Joule heating from the current in cr-ossbars affects
the resonant frequency of the device through the the changes in material properties
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Resonant frequency shift due to ther-rnal stress
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(c)

Thermo-electr'o-Tnecha,n'ical s'imulqt'ion results. Fi,gure 4.7-(o) shows th,e temperz,ture di,stributi,on ouer the deu'ice structure, Figure 4.7-(b) depi,cts tl¿e tem-

perature distributi,on at a cross sect'ion of the crossbar, and, Fi,gure 4.7-(c)
'illustrates the amount of Joule heati,ng at the same cross section.
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and stresses that develop in the crossbars. The change in material properties

r,vas

analytically modeled in Section 3.4. However, it was decided to leave the investigation

of the shift in resonant frequency from the developed thermal stress in crossbars to
simulations.

The effect of thermal stress in the crossbars can be analyzed by transferring the
results from the thermal analysis of the structure to the modal simulations. The
temperature gradient between the heated structure and bhe substrate, which is assumed to be at a constant temperature, causes a thermal stress in crossbars.

If

one

end of the crossbars was free to move, they would expand due to the increase in the

temperature. The amount of the change in their length can be calculated using the
results from equation 3.48:

LL*":

rLxa

Jo ot:

_ I aqn"nLT
12

rLxe

J,

"?+++|wl4a,
(4.2)

K,

or if the generated heat per volume, gg",, is specified in terms of the current in
crossbars:

LLxe
where

A¡s

-

a

Ik'

RxB L2*"

12 n

Axe

a is the coefficient of thermal expansion,

rc

(4'3)

is the thelmal conductivity, and

is the cross sectionai area of the crossbars.

Since both ends of the crossbars ale anchored to the substrate, a stress has to
develop inside the beam to keep its length unchangect. Noticing that the axial spring

constant of the crossbars is ko

:

EQc)AxaLxtB, the thermally incluced stress

is
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I

Table 1.3: Si,mulat'ion results for the shift i,n the resonant frequency of d,eu,ices a and, d,
(in Hz) due to the change'in rnaterial properties (column EQ)), the the,rmally
'induced stress (colurnn otn), and both phenornena together.

Device

Current
0mA

Temperature rise

E(T)

0"c

oth

Device

ø

Both

Eg)

54988

oth

d

Both

29612

LmA

0.578 "C

54987

54988

54986

29617

29611

296t0

SrnA

14.44'C

54951

54977

54939

29597

29601

2958 1

L0mA

57.78 "C

54839

54942

54792

29531

29568

29488

found from:

otl¿:

lco

L,Lxn _ _a E(Tc) Ik" Rxp Lxa
Axp
12 n AyB

(4.4)

where the negative sign implies a compressive stress.

SimulatÍons were performed to investigate the effects of the thermally inclucecl
stress as rvell as the change in material properties on the resonant frequency of the
device. The temperature rise due to passing of a certain amount of current through the
crossbars was calculated. Three separate static simulations lvere performed for each

value of the current in the crossbar. At first, only the change in material properties
r,vas

considered. In the second simulation, only the thermally incluced stress was

applied as a load to the structure. Finally, both effects were consiclerecl simultaneously

and appropriate loads were applied. The developed internal stresses from statical
simulations rvere then used in setting up the FE model for modai simulations ancl the
resonant frequencies of the devices under stress were calculatecl. Simulation results

for devices a and d are compared in Table 4.3. As can be seen, the change in material
properties causes a largel change in the resonant frequency of the device than the

thermally induced stress.
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It

is a fundamental fact of life that frrst sfeps in experimentation
are bound to fail.
Philip R. Bevington

Various techniques have been investigated for fabrication of magnetic sensors,

either in-house or in a standard process. Details of each of the process steps can

be found elsewhere in literature [19, 108,
rvere fabricated

120,

I24,IbB,16I]. Some of the

devices

at the NanoFab laboratory at the University of Alber-ta on silicon-

on-insulator (SOI) r,vafers. The device designs were also adjusted for fabrication
through two NIEVIS fabrication processes offered by companies outside the university:
ÌVIUN,IPs

from IvIEMSCAP Inc. and VIicraGEN4 frorn Nlicralyne Inc. Access to both of

these fabrication processes \¡/as made possible through services provided by Canadian

N4icroelectronic Corporation (CMC).
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5.1 Fabrication on SOI \Mafers
The sensor design was fabricated r,vith a single mask process on SOI wafers. The
process flow is illustrated

in Figure 5.1. The

use of SOI wafers

in this process greatly

simplified the process flow. Details of process steps are given in Appendix A.

The SOI wafers had a \¡L,mdevice layer (silicon) on top of a2.5¡-tm buried oxide
Iayer (step a in Figure 5.1). The process starts by cleaning the wafers in a piranha etch

solution. Photoresist is spun on top of the device layer and patterned. The top silicon
layer is etched in a deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) system using the photoresist

as

the masking layer (step ö Ín Figure 5.1). Polymerized photoresist is then removed in a
piranha etch solution. The buried oxide layer is etched in a 50To buffered hydrofluoric

(BHF) acid solution. The

r,vafers are

then transfered to a critical-point drying system

to avoid stiction of the released structures to the substrate (step c in Figure 5.i). A
device made with this process flow is shown in Figure 5.2

(c)

Figure 5.1: SOI fabrication
løyer, and (c)

process steps: (a) wafer preparat'ion, (b)
buri,ed otide remoual.

DRIE of the

deui,ce
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Figure 5.2:

5.2. luIUluIPs process

Opti,cal i,mage of a sensor møde by the SOI prlcess. The hai,r lilce strands
released pieces of sili,con dioúde øfter remoual of tlr,e buried, ogid,e layer.

These devices eventually failed to operate as expected. The reason for failure was

delamination of the buried oxide layer underneath the structures r,vhich were supposed

to stay anchored to the substrate. As a result of ihis delamination the moving

ancl

stationary electrodes of the comb structure did not stay in the same plane. This
reduced the capacitance between the electrodes to impractically small values.

5.2 MUMPs process
Devices were also fabricated in NfUMPs technology available from NIEVISCAP. The

MUMPs process is a three-layer polysilicon surface micromachining process clerived
from the work performed at the Universiiy of California, Berkeley in the late 1g80's
and early 1990's [tOA].

fne

process is modified to rnake

it

more versatile for average

MEIVIS designers [162].
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Figure 5.3:

5.2. IVIUAIPs process
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IVIUIUIPs technology.

The process starts by depositing an insulating nitride layer (Nitride in Figure
5.3) on heavily doped 700mm silicon rvafers by LPCVD (lor,v pressure chemical vapor

deposition). Then the follor,ving layers are deposited and patterned in subsequent
steps:

7. Ã 500nm LPCVD polysilicon film (PoJy 0);
2. LZpm LPCVD phosphosilicate glass (PSG) sacrificial ìayer (Jst Oxide);

3. A Z¡lm LPCVD structural polysilicon film (Poly J);
4. Ã750nm LPCVD phosphosilicate
5.

A

6.

A,500nm metal film (À,feúal).

7.5¡-tm

glass sacrifrcial layer (2nd Oxide);

LPCVD polysilicon frlm (Poly 2);

Sacrificial oxide layers are etched last. A critical-point dlying process is used to
avoid stiction of the released devices to the substrate.
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Figure 5.1: Optical i.mage of a sensor

5.2. MUMPI process

made 'in MUMPs process.

A sensor made in the NIUNiIPs process is shor,vn in Figure 5.4. These sensors

also

it

¡,vas

failed to operate as expected. After investigating the structure of the sensor,
observed

that the released combs lvere not in plane rvith the stationary combs. The

cause of this problem was the development of an internal stress in deposited

thin films

during their fabrication, especialÌy in the metal layer on the crossbars.

7I
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5.3

5.

3. lu[icraG Elu[ p rocess

MicraGEM process

The sensors were fabricated ín lVIicraGEN4 technology available from Nlicralyne
l15g].
The process steps for fabrication of devices in MicraGElVI technoiogy are illustrated

in Figure 5.5 and are:
1. A Pyrex substrate r,vith a thickness of 525pm is isotropically etched in two
subsequent steps

to depths o12pm and I0p,m, respectively;

2. Bottom metal electrodes are patterned inside the etched cavities;
3. An SOI wafer is anodically bonded to the pyrex substrate;
4.

Handle wafer and buried oxide layers are etched away in a r,vet process;

5.

Top metal layer is deposited (7b0Å of gold on top of 100Å of chrome) and
patterned;

6. The silicon layer

(device layer of the original SOI wafer) is patterned and etched

in a DRIE system.

Figure 5.5:

luIi.cra,GEIuI process flow.
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Figure 5.6: sEM

5.

3. MicraGElu[ process

'imøges of the sensors fabri,cated i.n MicraGElul process.

MicraGENI is a bulk micromachining process and the structures made in this process do

not suffer from preexisting stresses. The device layer of the SOI wafers used

in this technology is 10¡-trn thick, rvhich translates into I0ptm tall devices.

Depositecl

thin films, on the other hand, have thicknesses on the order of a few micrometers. The
thicker structural films result in higher capacitance values between neighbor structures, which is often a favorable design parameter for electrostatic device applications.

The lithographic resolution of NIicraGEIvf process is 2pm.
The sensors fabricated in MicraGEN4 process are shown in Figure 5.6. These
images were taken with a Jeol 5900LV gcanning electron microscope (SEÀ4). To reciuce
F7D

rJ
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Table 5,7: Physi,cal d'irnens'ions of the m'icromach'ined structure.
Device
o,
b
c
d

Number of beam springs
Length of beam springs (pra)
Mass of shuttle (ng)
Width of beam springs (prru)
Number of fingers
Finger L xW(¡.r,m2)
Finger Sap (LLm)
Crossbar L x W(pm2)

4

2

4

2

150

150

200

200

256.3

190.8

256.3

190.8

I5

35x3
2.5

520x9

the charge build up on the surface of the glass substrate, the microscope was usecl

in low vacuum mode with

a probe current

of.

-

10pA. The differences betrveen these

devices are in the number of beam springs that attach the shuttle to the crossbars
(2 or Q and the length of these beam springs (750¡L,m or 200¡-rm). Dimensions of the
devices are summarized

in Table

5.1.

Due to the undercut during the DRIE etch step, the lateral dimensions of the
silicon structures was reducedby 0.25¡L,m at the surface on each side of any of the

structures. Consequently, the cross section of a beam, which

r,vas clesigned

to

be

rectangular, is trapezoidal (see Figure 5.7). The change in the geometry of a structure

b-

H

b,

=--î

m

tl
b2

Fí,gure 5.7: Effect of undercut on bearn geornetry.
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its mechanical behavior. The most important of these structures are the

beam springs that connect the shuttle to the crossbars since their spring constant is

proportional to the third power of the width of the beams. This can be taken into
account by modifying the value of the moment of inertia for the beams. For a beam

with

a

trapezoidal cross section, as the one shown in Figure 5.7, the moment of inertia

can be found from equation 3.14 and is given by:

r:hþ,+bz)(b?+bl)
which reduces to

T : iobt for

b1

- bz:

(5.1)

b; i.e., for a rectangular cross section.

The reduction of the value of Z due to the undercut causes the spring constant of

the beam springs to be less than the designed value (see equations 3.21 and 3.28).
Consequently, the resonant frequencies of the fabricated devices are lower than the
expected values unless the change in geometry is taken into account at the design
stage.
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Experience teaches sJowly and

at the cost of

mistakes.

James A. Froude (1818

-

1894)

This chapter describes the methods used to test the fabricated clevices. The
devices wele

initially tested in air and their resonant

frequencies were optically mea-

sured. The use of standard laboratory equipment, such as a spectrum analyzer or a
lock-in amplifier, for testing of the devices is discussed. Air damping causes the quality
factor of the micromachined resonators to be lorv when operated in air. The lorv qual-

ity factor deteriorates the accuracy of frequency measulements. To increase the qual-

ity factor of the resonators, a custom vacuum chamber with electrical

feedthroughs

was made to allow testing of the devices under vacuum. For practical applications of

the sensor,

it

may be packaged under vacuum at the encl of the fabrication process.

Detaiis of the electronic circuits used to process the sensor signal are explained in the

next chapter.
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Sensing techniques

Using equation 3.11, the amplitude of shuttle displacements at resonance (í.e.,

jø¡)

for

Vc:ug:0

uo:

for a setup similar to Figure 7.1 is given by:

,:

/ ac\

UZQ

)

4K

\uo

(6.1)

This equation can be used to analyze the data from optical detection of shuttle
dispiacements or to estimate the maximum shuttle displacement for a given signal

amplitude.
For electrical testing, the input or output culrents of the device have to be pro-

cessed. Hor,vever, the input port of electrostatic transducers is a high-impedance
node, and therefore, measuring the input current may cause interference with device

operation. Consequently,

it

is the output current of the resonator that is usually

processed.

using equation 3.12, the magnitude of the resonance current (i.e.,

øo: jø6) for

VC:Us:0iS:
(AC\'13VnuoQ
,
'Lout:
4K
\A-, )

(6.2)

This equation provides the necessary information to analyze the data from electrical
testing of a resonator at resonance.

6.1.1 Optical measurement
Nlovements of the shuttle of an electrostatic device can be observecl opticaily. Tech-

niques that have been employed

to optically detect the movements of the shut-

tle empìoy a strobe light, a laser beam-bounce setup, or an optical interferometer

Chapter 6. Erperiments
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1. Sensi,ng techni,ques

[108,150,163]. Although these techniques are e¿ìsy to use and can provide accurate
measurements, integration of the optical apparatus with the device is difficuit ancl
these techniques are not discussed further.

6.I.2

Baseband sensing

Baseband sensing is the term used to refer

to the

case rvhen the signal processing

is performed at the same frequency as the drive signal.

If

un is set

to 0ll for the

system shown in Figure 7.1, the output current will have frequency components at

the first two harmonics of the drive signal (see Figure 6.1). In practice, there is also a
large feedthrough/interference signal at the actuation signal frequency which makes
precise electrical measurements (amplitude or phase) of the actual signal very difficult.

Consequently, this method is not used unless the level of the feeclthrough signal has
been reduced through operation

in vacuum and

use

ofintegrated electronics

[fOS].

6.1.3 Fbequency doubling
The output signal will be a single frequency signal at2o.o

to 0V. Interference and feedthrough signals still

if I/ç and us are both set

pose problems

in taking accurate

vasinoat

Figure 6.7:

Baseband electrostatic sensing.
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measurements. However, since the output signal of the device is at tr,vice the frequency
of the interfering signals,

it

is possible to recover the sense signal with proper filtering

of the output signal. This generally means employing high-order highpass filters. A
technique to reduce the order of the required filters in discussed in section 7.2.1.

6.L.4 Electrostatic modulation
As mentioned in section 6.1.2, existence of large interfering signals makes precise
baseband signal detection very

difficult. The quadratic relationship between the

elec-

trostatic force and the voltage difference between the electrodes can be employed

to modulate
uo

*

tr,vo signals

at different frequencies and then investigate the signals at

an to extract information about the shuttle movements as illustrated in Figure

6.2. The drive and modulation frequencies can be chosen such that the output signal

filtering requirements are relaxed [103,108]. In practice, however, the nonlinearity of
the electronic elements used in signal path also causes generation of interfering signals

v"sino"t

tr)"

2rrl"

oo-oa oo (oo+oa

vnsincont

V^

Fi,gure

6,

2:

Electrostatic rnodulation sens,ing.
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?

at

ao* øn. N4oreover, this technique

needs two stable signal sourcesì adding

to the

cost and complexity of the overall system.

6.1.5 Gated spectrum

analysis

Another method of taking electrostatic mea.surements while avoiding the interference
from the drive signal is to use a square wave for the actuation signal. N{icromachined
devices have relatively large quality factors (500

-

50000), which causes the shuttle

of the sensor to oscillate after applying a step input. If measurements of a spectrum
analyzer can be synchronized with the input pulse generator, the output signal can
be processed without worrying about interfelence [t03,108]. The main clrawbacks of

this method are the need for specific equipment and the difficulty in taking precise
amplitude measurements.

6.2

Optical measurements

In order to frnd out the resonant frequency of the devices, they were initially
in air and the oscillations were observed with an optical microscope. At

tested

resonance,

the amplitude of vibrations dramatically increases (by as much as Q times). This

100ko

Fi,gure 6.3: The setup

used

for

T

opti.cal rneasureTnents'in a'ir.
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Figure 6.1:
increase

6.3. Operation in a'ir

Resonance enuerope

for a d,eui,ce operating

,in øir.

in amplitude appears as a blurry envelope under the microscope (see Figure

6.4). However, the required voltages for driving the sensor into visible resonance are
relatively large (e'g.,80y). Such large voltages were applied differentially to avoid
the use of multiple power supplies as illustratecl in Figure 6.3.

6.3

Operation in air

The most straight folward testing method is to use a spectrum analyzer to

vier,v

the output signal of the sensor and monitor the changes in its frequency. Horvever,
the signal may be too small and can be lost in the noise procluced by the spectrum
analyzer. A low noise amplifier should be added between the output of the device and
the input of the spectrum analyzer to improve the signal level. The other problern that
arises is the existence of feedthrough signals. These interfering signals, especially the
ones through the substrate, can easily be orders of magnitude larger than
the d.esired
81
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-50

\
a)

I -60
{
-65

-70

30

30.5

31

Frequency (kHz)

Figure 6.5: Output

spectrurn of øn electrostat'ic resonøtorin a,ir us,ing aprearnpli,fi,er with
a ga'in of 107Q. A 2V szne u)aue was d,i,fferenti,atly apptied, between ihe comb
and, the shuttle. The sens'ing cornb was bi,ased at
-45V.

output signal of the sensor. Signal modulation techniques can be used to isolate the
main and feedthrough signais in the frequency clomain [108-110]. The other way to
reduce the ievel of feedthrough signals is to lower the applied signal levels, which
affects the amount of structure movements and eventually the level of the or-rtput

s
44.5

Frequenct (kHi)

45

p

3
€
a-

44
F'igure 6.6:

r, !i,?enr,-

0rrrz)

45

45 5

of an electrostatic resonatoyin a¿r
us'ing a lock-in ampli,fier. The input, uoltage was a ITV s,ine waue appli,ed to
the dri,ue comb while the shuttle was b,iased, at 40V.
fuIeasured, arnplztude and phase response
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signal. Figure 6.5 illustrates the measured spectrum of the sensor outp¡t after

a

preamplifier with a gain of 107f).

A

more sensitive technique to test the clevices is to use a lock-in amplifier to

monitor the output signal of the sensor (see Figure 6.6). Changes in the resonant
frequency of the sensor can be detected by sweeping the frequency ofthe output ofthe

function generator which is appliecl to the input comb of the resonator. Using a lockin-amplifier eliminates the need for the low noise preamplifier. However, feedthrough
signals are still a probiem, since they are at the same frequency as the output signal

and modulation of the signals may be needed.

6.4

Operation under vacuum

The sensor can be operated under vacuum in order to reduce the air- clamping effects. The increased quality factor makes frequency nìeasurements more precise and,
as discussed

in the next chapter, improves the signal to noise ratio of the sensor ont-

put. Moreover, the larger quality factor results in smaller voltages that are needed
for operating the device at resonance. Applying smaller drive voltages reduces the
interference at the output and relaxes the requirements on the signal processing electronics.

To test the sensors, the packaged chip is transferecl to a vacuum chamber

(see

Figure 6.7). Using a roughing pump, the pressure inside the chamber cluring the
sensor operation is brought dor,vn

to

15

-

2\mTorr. Eiectrical connection rvith the

sensor is maintained through vacuum electr-ical feedthroughs. The signal fi-om the

lock-in amplifrer for a sensor operated undel vacuum is sholvn in Figure 6.8. When a
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Figure 6'7:

6.1. Operat,ion under

uo,cuun-L

The packaged sensor and, the preampli,fier insid.e the uacuum
cha,mber.

lock-in amplifier is not used., a transresistance preamplifier r,vith
a gain of 102CI is also
put inside the chamber to amplify the sensor signal before
it is buried in the interfering
signals during its transmission to the outside of the chamber.
The measured output
spectrum of device c with a 4V drive signal and a 30Iz bias voltage
on the output comb
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Figure 6'8: Ampli,tude and phase of the sensor output when operøted, und,er
uacuurn w,ith
an unbiøsed shuttle. The input uoltage was a 3V s,ine waue whose
frequency
was swept øbout half the resonant
frequency of the d,euice.
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a.

ro'

30.2062

30.2162

30.2262

30.2362

30.2549

Frequencv (kHz)

Figure 6.9: Output

spectrum

for

deui,ce c.

is shown in Figure 6.9. The frequency of the input signal was swept from 15101.5II2

to i5128.5f/z in200sec and the output of the amplifier was monitored on a spectrum
analyzer (Stanford Research model SR760). The quality factor of the resonance for

this device

\,vas measured

to be

15478

at its resonant frequency of

30.23064 H

z by

Iocating the frequencies where the amplitude of the signal droped by
-3¿B ancl
using equation 3.10. Knowing the gain of the preamplifier ancl using equation 6.2,
parameter ôCl0y is found to be 0.283f Flp , which is less than the expectecl value

of I.If Fl¡.trn- The possible reasons for the existing cliscrepancy are the

differences

between the geomeiry of the fabricated device and the designecl structure (e.g., the
gap between the fingers), inaccuracy in the provided material properties (e.g., Young's

modulus of silicon), and the variation of the actual gain of the preamplifier from its
designed value due to the nonidealities of the circuit elements (e.g., finite gain and

input capacitance of the OpAmps). Using equation 6.1, the amount of the shuttle
displacements at resonance can be calculated ancl is 7.43¡tm for this device. To avoid

the nonlinear operation of the sensors at resonance (see Figure 7.II), the amount of
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shuttle displacement at resonance was kept in the range of 0.8 to7.9¡L,m by adjusting

the input signal amplitude. The output current of the resonating clevices is on the
order of 0.8 to nA for most

cases.

6.5 Thermal effects
The heat produced by passing a current through the crossbars affects the resonant
frequency of the structure as discussed in Sections 3.4 and 4.4. Figure 6.10 is the
measured output spectrum for device a with crossbar currents of 0 to 6rn,4. The plot
r,vas

produced by setting the current in crossbars to a given value and sweeping the

frequency of the input signal for the illustrated range. The measurement was then
paused, the value of the current was set to a different value, and the frequency of the

signal was swept again. The spectrum analyzer'ü/as setup such that the signal at a
frequency was updated only if the current value of the signal is larger than the pre-

vious measurements. As can be seen, the resonant frequency of the device decreases

with increasing current. The frequency difference between the resonant peaks is proportional to the square of the current, an indication of the fact the generated heat
is responsible for the shift in the frequency. The slight increase in the resonant peak

of the device for larger currents can be explained by considering that the Young's
modulus of silicon decreases as

it is heated up. Consequently, the spring constant

of the beams decreases with temperature, and therefore, the amplitude of vibrations

for a given drive signal amplitude increases. This in turn causes an increase in the
output current of the device.
Figure 6.11 illustrates the changes in the resonant frequencies of all of the devices
versus the current in their crossbars.
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Sensitivity measurements

In order to

measure the sensitivity of the sensor

to magnetic fields, one should put

the sensor inside a variable magnetic field and monitor its output. The standard
technique for creating an easily controllable magnetic field is using Helmholtz coils

[164-166]. The Helmholtz pair is composed of two parallel simiiar thin coils separated by a distance equal to their radius. This combination can generate small but
uniform magnetic fields along the axis that connects the centers of the two coils in

the space between them. However,

it

proved not to be easy to use the Helmhoitz

coil to test the fabricated sensors. The sensors operate under vacuum and to

use

Helmholtz coils, either the chamber has to be made small enough to frt in the space
between the coils or the coils have to be built such that they can be put inside the
vacuum chamber. Neither of these two solutions are easy to implement, consiclering

the number of vacuum connections and eiectrical feedthroughs which are needed for
propel characterization of the sensor operation.
Remembering that:

si:

3

[xe Lxaao
5N Lkb

(6.3)

and also noting that the sensor has a linear response for feasible values of magnetic
fields (i.e.,

B < 5T), it

can be seen that one could change the current in crossbars

in order to measure the sensitivity of the sensor. Therefore, to test the sensors, they
were put inside a constant and uniform magnetic field produced by two permanent

magnets and the current through the crossbars rvas varied. The produced field in
between the magnets rvas measured with a Gaussmeter and was found to be 0.47.

The problem with this method is that the resonant frequency itself is a function of
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Figure 6.72:

47.e8

The output spectrurn of deui,ce a for 0, L2nt,A, LAwA, and *.6'mA of current
'in crossbars inside a 0.4T field.

the current in the crossbars, and so, as the structure heats up differently for different
values of current, the resonant frequency shifts accordingly. Holvever, the frequency

shift due to the generated heat does not depend on the direction of the current while
the Lorentz force on crossbars srvitches direcbion if the direction of the current flow in
the beams is reversed. Consequently,

it

is possible to take a clifferentiaì measurement

by switching the direction of the current in crossbars which aileviates the effect of
temperature changes (see Figure 6.12). An added advantage of this technique is that

it

also removes the offsets

that are produced by electronics, variations of the pressure

inside the chamber, changes in the absolute value of the current in crossbars, etc.

The only remaining factor to consider is the change in the material properties of
the heated sensor which causes an increase in ihe sensitivity of the sensor at larger
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The measured di,fferenti,al change'in the resonant frequency of deuices a to d
for crossbar currents of 0 to t70mA znsi.de a0.4T fi.eld.

currents. This is because the Young's modulus decreases with temperature, which in

turn

causes a reduction

in the spring constant of the beams. As can be seen from

equation 6.3, the reduction of the spring constant enhances the sensitivity. However,

this effect can be accounted for lvhen processing the output signal of the sensor.
Figure 6.12 illustrates the output spectrum of the device ø for different values and
directions of the current in crossbars. For differential measurements, the diffelence

in

fi'equencies of the peaks for the two opposite directions of the current should be

measured. Figure 6.13 illustrates the differential measurement results for all of the
devices. Note that the net change in the resonant frequency of the devices is half
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Table 6,7: Compari,son of mod,el,ing, s,imulat,ion,
Device

a

Number of beam springs
Length of beam springs (,ørn)

F,
F, (Hz)
Vleasured F, (Hz)
t\Iodeled

(H z)

Simulated

Niodeled ,5f; for

AT:0 (Hzlf)

Simulated .Sf" for

AT:0 (Hzlf)

,9f' for Ixa: L\mA (Hz/T)
Simulated .9p for Ixa:10mA (HzlT)
Nleasured Sf; for lxs:10mA (HzlT)
lVfodeled

6. Sensi,tiuity measurements

and. experirnental results.
b

c

d
2

4

2

À

i50

150

200

200

52462.09

46581.80

32974.20

29880.82

54838.7

45438.9

35485.1

29611.6

47983.398

4I5r5.625

30230.469

26986.328

31.60

56.L2

35.25

63.89

36.5

57.6

4r.9

65.8

32.16

57.10

35.87

65.01

.1ô-n

57.6

4r.9

66.1

48.22

78.13

46.39

87.89

of the plotted value for each value of the current in the crossbars. This figure also
illustrates the linear response of the sensor even for large values of crossbar current

in a relativeÌy large field (i.e., 0.4f).
The measurements are compared r,vith simulation and modeling results in Table

6.1.

Ii can be seen that the simulation

and modeling results agree with each other

since both results \,vere based on similar assumptions for properties of materials and

geomett'y of fabricated devices. Compared to experimental values, boih simulation

and modeling results overestimate the resonant frequencies but underestimate the
sensitivity of the devices. The possible reasons for the existing discrepancies are:

o NficraGENI process that

rvas used

to fabricate these devices is a new process

and still under development. Consequently, the material properties stated for
the device layer in lVIicraGEM manual might not be accut-ate;

¡

One of the simulations and modeling assumptions was that the crossbars are
connected to stiff anchors. This is not true since the crossbars are attached to
the substrate through pieces of silicon r,vhich deform during the sensor operation;
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was assumed during the thermal analysis of the structures

that the tempera-

ture at the ends of crossbars is constantly kept at room temperature. However,
since the thermai dissipation happens through the structural silicon layer rvhich

is on top of a glass substrate (i.e., an insulating material), the temperature at
the ends of the crossbars r,vill be higher than room temperature;

o Geometry of the structures and the device layer thickness can be different from
expected values due to process variations and fabrication tolerances.

If

necessary,

the accuracy of the modeling results can be improved by proper

addressing of the above points.
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If they had really

wanted to do that, they probabJy could have
done many of those functions with discrete components.
Jack Kilby

This chapter describes the methods employed for electrostatic actuation and sens-

ing. The drive electronics are discussed first. Different techniques for electrostatic
sensing are explained. In its most basic form, the shuttle of the sensor is grounded
and the actuation voltage is a combination of DC and AC voltages. In this case, the

output signal is composed of a DC term and two AC signals at the first two harmonics
of the drive signal. The sensing electronics rvere designed to work with this config-

uration as explained below. Details of the developed signal processing electronics
are discussed in Appendix

C. It must be noted that, if possible, it is generally best

to design the signal processing circuitry on the same chip with the micromachined
structures in order to minimize the effects of interference noise.
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1. Drtue electron'ics

Drive electronics

Electrostatic actuators can be driven by controlling the charge or the voltage on
electrodes. From the practical point of view,

it

is easier to control a voltage, and

consequently, electrostatic transducers are often driven by a voltage source (amplifrer).

The drive signal is generally a DC voltage (for electrostatic actuation purposes),

a

sine wave (for electrostatic resonators), or a square wave (for gated-spectrum anaiysis

or for actuation) [i03, 108]. A general setup r.vith sources for actuation,

biasing,

and sensing for electrostatic transducer-s is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Relatively large
voltages are required

if the resonator is operated in air (e.g.,

25

-

100y). This is a

consequence of small 0C lAg values for micromachined devices and the

air damping

effects. However, if these devices are driven to resonate under vacuum, thanks to the
increased large quality factors, the required actuation voltages become much smaller

v" sin

cout

vn sin olnt
VG

-=
Figure 7.7:

Electrostat'ic sense and dri.ue c'ircuit i,llustrøti,ng the actuati.on (2.e., uosónuot),
modulati,on ('i.e., unsi,nunt), ønd bi'asi'ng (i.e., VB andVç) sources.
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(50

-

100rnv). If packaged under vacuum, the electrostatic transducers can even be

integrated with active electronics [103, 105].

7.2

Electronic system design

This section describes the steps taken to extract and process the signal from the
sensor. The shuttle of the designed sensor is at ground potential during sensor opera-

tion. To take

advantage of isolation of input and output signals in frequency domain,

the actuation voltage is chosen to be purely AC. A transresistance preamplifier with
a gain of 107 is put inside the chamber

to avoid signal loss cluring its transmission to

the rest of signal processing circuitry. However, the feedthrough signal at the drive
frequency can be as much as three orders of magnitude larger than the desired signal

at twice the frequency of the actuation voltage. This difference in amplitude does not
pose a problem

if a spectrum analyzer or a lock-in amplifier is used for signal detec-

tion. However, if integration of the sensor rvith electronics

is intended, the interfering

signal must be removed, because the large unlvanted signal causes nonlinear behavior

of the electronic devices (e.g., saturation of the amplifiers).

Filtering of the signal wili be the first processing step. The filter design theory is a
very mature field and is not discussed here [167-170]. Techniques to overcome beating
between interfering signals are then discussed. Design of the circuitry required to use

the sensor as a magnetic-field controlled oscillator is explained next. The final step
after extracting the desired signal will be to measure the small frequency shifts in the
resonant frequency.
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7.2.I Filter design
The small separation of the two signals in the frequency domain and the needed
amount of attenuation requires high order highpass filters to extract the sensing signal.
For example, if
5

it

is intended to attenuate the interference signal by a factor of about

x 103 or 74dB , a highpass frlter with a minimum of 12 poles is needed [171]. Designing

such a filter is not a straightforward process, nor is its implementation which requil'es

careful attention to the practical limits of the devices, their tolerances, and matching

of components between the cascaded stages.

An alternative to relying on achievable attenuation from poles, it is possible to
remove the interference signal by placing the zeros of the transfer function of a filter

at the frequency of the interference. Such a filter is often referred to as a notch filter.
The transfer function of a second order notch filter is given by:
n,

o¿ L

.11 t^\

in(r/-ffi
-rL\-t

s2

t,t'

4

(7.1)

+ ffs + u2,

s 10
S
bo

10-

q

10

1ot

,**12i,,,0

Figure 7.2:

FrequencA response of a notch

f'lter.
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the frequencies of the zeros and poles of the filter, respectively.

Aithough the theoreticai signal amplitude at the output of the filter is zero, mismatches between component values and their tolerances cause a finite amount of

attenuation. Consequently, there is a trade off beiween the rejection bandwidth of
the frÌter (i.e.,

8)

and the possible altenuation (see Figure 7.2).

After the notch filter, a high-Q bandpass filter at twice the frequency of the drive
signal ,,vas used to simultaneously amplify the signal and reduce the noise. Figure 7.3

illustrates the measured frequency response of the ñlters used for processing the signal

from a sensor with a resonant frequency of.38kHz. As can be seen the frequencies
around the interference signal are attenuated by as much as 70dB compared to the
frequencies about the desired signal.

Noting that the resonant frequencies of the designed devices are different from
each other, testing each of them would require designing of a dedicated

(notch

*

filter block

bandpass). Using switched-capacitor filters allows the user to tune the

frequency response by simply adjusting the clock frequency of the filter. Therefore,

both notch and bandpass filters were realized using switched-capacitor filters. The
clock frequency used for the bandpass filter rvas divided by two and used for the
notch filter. The frequency response of the filter is therefore adjusted by choosing the

proper clock frequency for the notch filter. The output of s,,vitched-capacitor filters

is a sampled waveform and further lowpass filtering is required to remove the spikes
from digital switching (see Figure 7.4).

7.2.2 Beating
Although the desired sensor signal can be recovered r,vith the filter block described

in Section 7.2.I, beating between the output signal from the sensor and interfer97
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Figure 7.1: The i,nput signal from the sensor (top) and the output
actiue fiIter block (notch + bandpass).
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ing signals from various sources (e.g., computer monitors and digital measurement
equipmeni) causes considerable variation in the amplitucle of the filter block out-

put. Beating

occurs rvhen adding tr,vo sinusoidal signals whose frequencies are close

to each other. In practice, neither the amplitude nor the frequency of the interfering signals is stable, which makes accurate measurements on the desired signal more

difficult. Figure 7.5 illustrates an example of how beating affects the signal properties in time domain where the main signai is 1 sin(øú) and the interfering signal is

[rtrand(0.5)] sin[(ø+ 900*.rand(100))4,

where

u

:

2r x 4000. As can be seen, mea-

surements of the signal properties can be quite difficult, especially when the signals

interfere destructively. This graph also illustrates the possibiiity that the comparator
may miss pulses for small input signai amplitudes.
Two different techniques

\,vere developed

to overcome the beating problem ancl are

explained beiow.
Ampl¡tude
2.

l.
1

----:-------l

0.007

Ti me (Sec)
0.008

Figure 7.5: Illustrati.on of the effect of

beati,ng on s,ignal Ttroperties. The bottom f,gure
shows the output of an i,deal comparator with a0.5V hysteresis leuel when the
szgnal on top is øppli,ed to i.ts input.
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Design with a PLL
A phase-locked loop (PLL) can be used to reduce the beating effects on the signal. The

PLL can pr-oduce pulses to replace the ones that lhe comparator could not produce
because of the small ampiitude of the

input signal. Consequently, the frequency of

the signal from the PLL is more stable and measurements on the PLL signal

are

more precise than measurements on the resonator signal. On the other hand, PLL
cannot track the frequency changes of the input if they are out of its dynamic range.

As a result, the output frequency of the PLL does not change significantly if too
many pulses are produced by the superimposed noise at the input. The schematic of
the implemented design based on a PLL is shown in Figure 7.6. After converting the

input signal to

a

train of pulses, a monostable circuit is used to produce a rvell-defined

pulse r,vidth. The output of the monostable circuit is then fed to the PLL input. The

dynamic range and tracking speed of the PLL are determined by the gain of the
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) inside the loop and the frequency response of the

loop filter. Vleasured response of the system is illustrated in Figure 7.7. As expected,
the pulse width of the PLL output is well defined. This figure also illustrates how the
missing pulses were replaced by the PLL.
The use of a PLL, however, adds to the complexity of the system and can adversely
affect its performance. For example, the quality of the output signal depends on the
Demodulated output

Figure 7.6: The desi,gn

based on using a

PLL to

reduce the beatrng effects.
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Figure 7.7:
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f,*,

(,rs"ji6
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Measured response of the PLL based d,esi,gn to red,uce the beating effects. The
top figure is the uoltage øt the output of the comparator while the botton¿
f,gure
shows the output uoltage of the pLL.

stability of the VCO of the PLL as well as the performance of the employed

phase

detector. Furthermole, the loop filter of the PLL limits the bandr,vidth, and hence,
the dynamic range of the measurements. Finally, the input signal of the system has

to be constantly monitored to make sure that the output signal is actually from the
sensor and not from the free-running frequency of the VCO.

Design with high-Q bandpass filters
High-Q bandpass filters may be employed to shrinl< the bandrviclth around the desired

signal frequency and reject the signals outside of this bancl. However, tuning of
these filters can be troublesome due to their narïorv frequency response. Once more
using switched capacitor filters greatly simplifies the design flow, especially since the
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7.3. fuIeasurement setup

for drtuen sensor

clock signal of the filter block in section 7.2.7 can be used for these high-Ç filte¡s.

Two second-order high-Q filters \,vere cascaded to obtain the desired performance.
Therefore, tuning of the electronics for each of the sensors is simply performed by
adjusting just one signal; i.e., the clock signal of the notch

filter. The measured

output spectrum of the combination of the first filter block (notch + bandpass) and
the two high-Q bandpass filters is shorvn in Figure 7.g.

Input and output signals to the filter block in time clomain are shown in Figure
7'9. It can be seen that the variation in the amplitucle of the sensor signal is reciuced

from about 40% to around 8%.

It should be noted that most of the noise in the

output signal is from the switchings inside the filters. This noise can be

reclucecl

rvith

a properly clesigned lor,vpass filter.

7.3

Measurement setup for driven sensor

Using the circuits discussed so far, the final measurement setup is shor,vn in Figure

7.r0. This setup functions

as expected and the output signal, vsy¡, rrru,! be used

to extract various information about the sensor behavior, including data about the
strength of the magnetic field.

va sin (l)t

Figure 7.10: Driuen

sensor and the si,gnal process,ing electronics.
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Figure 7.11: Output spectrum of the sensor response forinput si,gnøI amplzturles from¡5V
to 3V i'n0.5V steps wi,th the frequency swept from low to high in 100sec.

As an example, the setup in Figure 7.10 was used to observe the nonlinear behavior

of the resonator (see Figure 7.11). A common feature of mechanical resonators r,vith
nonlinear springs is the dependence of the resonant frequency of the structure on the

signal amplitude [115,134, 163,rT2-rT4]. The output spectrum of the system
recorciecl when the

r,vas

input signal rvas slor,vly swept around half the resonant frequency

of the structure for different input signal amplitudes. The reason for the positive shift

in the resonant frequency of the device is the nonlinear behavior of the beam springs.
\Mhen the signal frequency approaches the resonant frequency of the structure, the

amplitude of vibrations increases dlamatically due to the high Q of the micromachinecl
device. As the signal ampiitude increases, the beam springs become stiffer (i.e., their
spring constants increase). This lesults in an increase in the resonant frequencv of

i04
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the structure r,vhich is roughly proportionai to the square root of the spring constant
of the beam springs. This nonlinear behavior of the beam springs can be moclelecl by
adding a cubic term to their spring constants
[120,168].

7.4

Oscillator design

The setup discussed in section 7.3 needs a stable signal source with frequency
sweeping

capability to drive the sensor. Furthermore, the output signal of the sensor was
monitored on a spectrum analyzer. For general purpose applications of integratecl
sensory systems,

it

is often necessary to be able to read and use the sensor signal

with minimal requirements on equipment.
The need for a signal source can be lifted if the sensor is used as part of a selfoscillating network' A linear oscillator (as opposed to relaxing oscillators and such)
may ftrnctionally be similar to what is shor,vn in Figure 7.I2. Theoscillations occur

at the frequency set by the high-Q block which can be an trc netrvork, a quartz
crystal' or a micromachined resonator. If the phase of the input signal to the high-e
network is set properly, a signal with proper frequency is amplified inside the loop.
The loop gain in the ideal case has to be unity at desired output frequency. Holvever,

in practice the loop gain is designed to be slightly larger than one to assure that
the poles of the system are initially in the right half plane. The amplitucìe of the
oscillations is limited by some nonlinear effect in the signal path (e.g., the saturation

of the amplifier).
The setup shown in Figure 7 .72 is often used for harmonic oscillators in electronic
systems. A similar setup can be used with a micromachinecl resonator incorporatecl
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as the high-Q element. Horvever, employing an electrostatic resonator

in this simple

configuration yielded poor results in terms of the frequency stability of the osciila-

tor. The main reason for the iow quality of the oscillator is the large feedthrough
signal ai the drive signal frequency which effectively masks the high quality factor
of the resonator. Therefore, using this simple configuration is best feasible when the
micromachined resonator can be integrated with signal processing electronics, since

in such

cases

the interference signals are greatly reducecl for the reasons

cliscussecl

earlier [rO+, tzS].
The problem of the feedthrough signal in the oscillator design case can be circumvented with the same circuitry described in section 7.3. However, the sensor has to

be driven at half the resonant frequency of the device in this setup. Therefore, the
frequency of the processed signal has to be dividecl by two. Also, it shoulcl be remem-

bered that beating caused variations in the amplitucle of the output signal. Since

the magnetic field data is extractecl from the frequency shifts of the signal from the
sensor) the amplitude information can be discarded. This is clone by converting the

sinusoidal signal to a square wave with a comparator. Dividing the signal frequency

Figure 7.12:

Simpli,fi,ed di,agram of a

linear osc,illator.
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confi,guration.

by two can then be simply done'çvith a T-flipflop. To minimize the spurious signals

at the oulput of the oscillator, the output of the frequency divicler is conver.ted back
to sinusoidal with a 4th order lowpass filter r,vhich attenuates the 3'd harmonic of the
output of the frequency divider by about 40d,8. The amplitucle of the excitation signal is controlled by changing the gain of an amplifier. The final piece needed
to

mal<e

an oscillator is a phase adjustment circuit to assure excitation of the resonator
at
the correct frequency and phase. Figure 7.13 illustrates the diagram of the oscillator
netr,vork.

Using the above configuration, the amplitude of the excitation signal is completely

defined and set by the user and does not rely on the properties of the linear
and
nonlinear elements in the loop. FigureT.I4 shows the input signal to the comparator
and the output signal which was appliecl to the resonator (nocles A and B in
Figure

7'13). This configuration improves the quality of the oscillator as a whole and greatly
reduces phase-noise and

jitter. The measnrecl signal amplitucle at a 0.l227z offset

from the osciliation frequency of the system (i.e., 38074H2) is 50.g.i¿l less than
the
signai level' Figure 7.15 illustrates the measulecl spectrum of the oscillator-output.
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Fbequency shift measurement

The output of the sensor is a shift in its resonant frequency. However, the frequency

shift is small relative to the signal frequency (e.g., less than IHz of shift in the
frequency of a 40kHz signal) and precise measurements are required
measule small magnetic fields. In a laboratory environment,

it

in order to

is possible to

use

a spectrum analyzer or an precise frequency meter to monitor the frequency shifts.
Moteover, measurement time can be prohibitively long if standard equipment is used.

As an example, it takes 32sec to measure a 30mH z shift in the frequency of

a signal

using a Stanford Research model SR760 spectrum analyzer or 1.3sec using an Agilent

344014 precision multimeter. Therefore, precise fi-equency measurement circuitry

with enough bandwidth has to be designed if integration of the sensor ancl electronics
is intended.
The simplest method of measuring the period or frequency of a signal is to

use

an external clock. To measure the frequency of the signal, the number of signal
pulses are counted

in a time

rvindor,v defined

by the clock signal. Nleasurement of

the signal period can be done similarly by counting the number of ciock signal pulses
inside a time window set by the signal. These techniques are illustratecl in Figure
f,"

Tcrt

T.

fctt<

Figure 7.76:

Measuri,ng the frequency (top) and the period, (bottom) of a waueform.
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7.76- Both of these techniques, however, are slow. Fol example,

it

takes 10sec to

measure a }-LHz shift in frequency of the signal. Vernier measurement techniques

can be employed to enhance the precision ancl the bandwidth of these techniques at

the expense of system complexity [IT6,ITTI.

7.5.L FM to AM conversion
The setup in Figure 7.IO can be used to convert the variations in the fi-equency of
the signal to changes in its amplitude. This technique takes aclvantage of the high

Q of the oscillating element, which causes a dramatic change in signal amplitude
in the vicinity of the resonant frequency. For example, if the sensor is driven at a
frequency slightly less that the resonant frequency of the structure, a smail increase

in the resonant frequency

causes and significant drop

in the output signal amplitucle.

Knolving the slope of the frequency response curve,

ii

is possible to estimate the

amount of change in the resonant frequency (Figure 7.17). This technique essentially
converts a frequency-modulated (FM) signal to an amplitucle-modulated (AÀ4) signal
and was widely used in FÌVI receivers.

Employing this technique for micromachined devices is nob a straight-forward
process. The drive signal must be generated by a very stable signal source and

its frequency must be carefully set for this technique to work properly. To

make

matters worse, the resonant frequency of many micromachinecl cievices is a function

of pressure, tempelature, etc. Therefore, manual intervention and tr,veaking of the
equipment are required in most cases

if this technique is to be used.

Ndoreover, the

range of the frequencies which can be detected r,vith this method strongly depencls

on the quality factor of the resonator, rvhich is not an easy parameter to control.
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Figure 7.77: FM to AM

conuers'ion.

Further, a certain amount of time is needed (depending on Q of the structure) for the
signal amplitude to build up after a shift in the resonant frequency of the structure.

Thereby, this method may not provide enough bandlvidth for some applications.

Finally, as mentioned in preceding sections, the beating

betr,veen

the main signal

and the interfering signals makes the amplitude information of the signal unreliable
unless avet'aging techniques are employed, which adversely affects the measurement

bandwidth.

7.5.2 FM to PM conversion
By employing a frequency dependent phase-shift in the signal path, the informabion
embedded in the frequency of a signai can be convertecl to a phase difference betrveen

the original signal and its delayed version. This can potentially improve the accuracy
of measurements by converting small frequency shifts to relatively large phase differences.

If the amplitude of the signal

is controlÌed, the shifts in the resonant frecluency

11i
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of the structure are instantaneously converted to phase differences and can be measured. Therefore, sensitivity and bandr,vidth of measurements are both enhanced by
using this technique.

Passive delay networks
Different techniques can be employed to produce a frequency-sensitive phase-shift.

An LC tank is an example of an element that can be used for this purpose. The
resonant frequency of the tank should be tuned to the signal frequency. Deviations in

the frequency of the signal cause the phase difference between the input ancl output
of the tank to vary, which can then be measured r,vith a phase detector as shown in
Figure 7.18. The dynamic range and sensitivity of the measurements clepencl on the

quality factor of the elements used in the construction of the tank.
resolve

It

is possible to

a0.}IHz frequency shift in a50kHz signal r,vith a 75Hz bandwicìth when the

setup in Figure 7.18 is used in a closed loop [178].

An alternative to a bulky LC tank is a ceramic resonator. In such cases, holvever,
the frequency of the input signal must be within a certain range which is specific to
the employed ceramic resonator. Thelefore, an up or down conversion of the signal

in frequency domain is often required, which adds to the complexity of the system.

Figure 7.18:

Setup

for

pass,iue frequency-sens'itiue phase-shift.
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Active delay networks
As discussed in the preceding section,

it

is often recluirecl to tune the phase shift

netr'vork parameters with the resonator signal. To avoicl the resulting complexities

of using passive phase shift networks,

it

r,vas decicled

to

use

the active alternative,

which is an allpass (or delay) filter. Allpass filters do not moclify the amplitucle of

the signal through them but will cause a predeterminecl phase shift at the clesigned
frequency. This is done by properly choosing the location of poles and zeros of the
transfer function of the

fiiter.

Àilore specifically, the zeros and poles have the same

frequency (to produce a flat amplitude response) but the zeros are placed

in

the

right-half portion of the s-plane (to increase the phase clifference between high

ancl

low frequencies). If allpass networks of orclers larger than one are used,

it

is possible

to independently control the frequency and phase performance (i.e.,
Q) of the circuit.
An allpass network of order 2 has the foliowing transfer function:

T"oþ):

(7.2)

The effect of the quality factor of the poles and zeros of the transfer function (i.e.,

Qò is illustrated in Figure

7.1g.

It is possible to increase the quality

factor of the zeros ancl poles for enhancecl

sensitivity. However, the improvement in sensitivity of the electronics comes at the
expense of reduced dynamic range, since the

full scale phase shift (360' for a 2"d orcÌer

allpass filter) happens over a smaller frequency range.

It is also possible to cascade

multiple allpass stages to obtain a larger phase shift at a given frequency. This
method does not sacrifice the dynamic range for resolution but special care must be
113
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t

lo

Figure 7.19:

1o¡

rrc,¡tot[ ¡tusec)

Phase response of

a2"d

ord,er allpass

fiIter for di,fferent uatues of e.

taken when interpreting the output signal as the output might have undergone severai

360' phase shifts which are not detectable unless the changes of the output signal are
bracked.

Phase difference detection
The frequency dependent phase difference can be detected using various techniques
[179,

180].

If

the signals are converted to cligital format, an Exciusive-OR (XOR)

gate can be used to for this purpose (Figure 7.20). The DC component of the output

voltage of the XOR gate is linearly proportional to the phase diffe¡ence between its
trvo inputs (for 0

< ó < n).

An analog mixer can also be used for phase clifference cletection (Figur-e T.2L). If

tË=Ñ

JUIJLiL-

Fi.gure 7.20: Digital phase detector.
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WW
Figure 7.21:

Analog phøse detector.

the inputs to the mixer are A sin øú and B sin(øú + d), the output is given by:

uout: KAB sinøú
rvhere

sin(øú

+ ó):

ry(cos/ -

K is the mixer gain. The high frequency component

cos(2ut+

þ))

(7.3)

can be easily filtered ancl

the output of the filter is a nonlinear function of the phase difference between the two
signals.

It should be noted that there are other circuits for detecting the phase difference
between two signals for extended linear range which are not cliscussed here
[179,180].

Frequency shift measurement circuitry

If the

phase difference detection is to be done at the signal frequency,

high-e allpass

filters are required. For example, if

it is desired to have a 45' phase shift for a lH z

of change in the frequency of

z signal, a 2d order allpass filter rvith a

40kH

e

ot

about 6000 is needed, which is obviously difficult to realize. On the other hand,
high-Q filters are generally prone to instability. Furthermore, tuning of high-Ç filters
is not easy because of thei¡ narro\,v bandwiclth. To overcome these issues, a mixe¡ is
used to bring doi,vn the frequency of the resonator signal before feeding

it to the delay

circuitry. This reduction in signal frequency, which is essentially the same

as rernoving

the frequency offset that does not convey information, allolvs for performing sensitive
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phase difference measurements r,vith relatively ioi,v-Q ailpass filters. Additionally,
the difference betr,veen the mixing signal and the sensor signal is kept constant,

a

if

stable

and tuned circuit can be designed to produce the delay at the difference frequency,
rvhich greatly improves the versatility of the sensing electronics. This techniqr.re is
similar to what is done in superhebrodyne receivers, where a tuned IF stage is carefully
designed for a celtain frequency range and all of the RF signals at the input of the
receiver are mapped onto this frequency range with the aid of a local VCO and a
mixer.

The circuit designed for measuring the shifts in the resonant frequency of the
sensor is shown

in Figure 7.22. The input signal is first filtered to

r-emove unwantecl

high frequency signals. A mixer brings down the frequency of the signal to what the
delay netr,vork is designed for (100112 in ihis case). The mixer output is then filtered

to rid of high frequency components. The delay netrvork consists of two
allpass filters with a center frequency of. I00Hz and quality factor of

cascadecl

5. Cascading

of the aÌlpass fiiters was mainly done to increase the sensitivity of the delay network.
The sensitivity of the cascaded filters is almost the same as a single allpass filter with

a Q of

10.

However, the achievable dynamic range of the cascaded filters is twice

as much as the the

circuit with a single high-Q filter due to the doubling in the total

number of poles and zeros. N{oreover, adjusiing the parameters of a relatively low-Q

filter is easier than high-Q filters. The original and delayed versions of the

signal

Vref

Fi,gure 7.22: Frequency shi,ft rneasurement ci,rcui.t.
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Figure 7.23: The output uoltage of the frequency shi,ft measurement c,ircu,it

uersus the

d,ifference between the i,nput ønd reference si,gnal frequenc,ies.

are then converted to square r,vaves and their relative phase is measured with an
exclusive-OR (XOR) gate. The output of the XOR gate is filtered to obtain the DC
value of the signal which is proportional to the phase difference between the signals
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Figure 7.21: The output uoltage of the frequency shift

measurement c'ircu,it uersus the
difference between the i,nput and reference s,ignals.
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Figure 7.25: Output

uoltage no,ise.

at the inputs of the XOR gate. The frequency

response

of this last filter sets the

bandwidbh of measurements for the whole system.

Figure 7.23 shows the measured output of the circuit rvhen the difference between

the input and reference signal frequencies in Figure 7.22 changes from 0 to 12H2.
This experiment shows an almost linear gain of 0.87VlHz for small frequency shifts.
The observed deviation of the response of the cilcuit from a line is due to the phase
response of the allpass

circuits. Figure 7.24 illustrates this better with the input

frequency varied over a wider range. As expected, the total phase change from the
poles and and zeros of the cascaded 2"d order allpass filters approaches to 4tr. Figure
7.25 sholvs the noise of the

output voltage of the circuit. The standard deviation of

the noise at the output, which sets the minimum detectable signal, is 5.4mV. Using
the sensitivity value of 0.87VlHz for small frequency shifts,

it

can be seen that the

frequency resoiution of the circuit in Figure 7.22 is 6mHz r,vith a 10Hz bandwiclth

fol the output

iowpass filter.
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Sensing electronics

The complete sensing electronics is shown in Figure 7.26 rvith details given in Appendix C. The mixing signal can be produced r,vith another micromachined electrostatic resonator whose resonant frequency can be controlled. The resonant frequency
of electrostatic resonators can be modified by applying a bias to their shuttles or by
heating them up. Frequency tuning should be performed only once to make sure that

the resonant frequencies of the two structures are spaced as required by the frequency

shift measurement circuitry. The whole process can be automated in a feedback loop
where the frequency of the mixing signai is changed until a certain phase shift is produced at the output of the delay network. The sensor may then be used to measure
a magnetic field.

It

is noteworthy that the frequency of the mixing signal should not

be affected by magnetic fields to avoid measurement errors.

Fi.gure 7.26

: Sens'ing electronics.
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Noise proves nothing.
I\,Iark Twain

Dissipation of energy in physical systems leacis to generation of noise. Operation

of microelectromechanical systems often involves interactions of multiple physical
domains, which translates into addition of new energy and clissipation sources
[t8t,
182]. The most familiar type of noise in micromechanicai systems is Brownian noise,

which is similar to the thermal noise of electric resistors. The source of this noise

is random motion and vibration and impingement of particles (e.g., ambient gas
molecules, photons, and phonons). Brownian noise can be considerecl as a r,vhite
noise for normal operating frequencies of mechanical structures. Derivation of the

model for this noise source is briefly presented [183,184].
r20
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The other noise source which affects the operation of this sensor is shot noise

186]. As described in chapter 2, a DC current flows through the crossbars.
lVhen inside a magnetic field, the shot noise of this current causes exertion of a
[185,

noise force on beam springs. This noise force wilÌ cause fluctuations in the resonant
frequency of the shuttle, and therefore, contributes to phase noise and spreading of

the output signal spectrum.

In addition to these trvo noise sources, one should also consider the noise introduced by the signal processing electronics. As will be shown later, this noise actually
dominates the total noise performance of the system and brings up the noise floor
at

the output. vlethods to improve the signal to noise ratio r,vill be proposed.
Finally, environmental disturbances and aging of the equipment also act as noise

for long term measurements. This noise is usually callecl ranclom walh. The main
difference between random walk and other sources of noise is that its effect cannot

be removed by integration. In particular cases, it is possible to recluce the effects

of random rvalk by proper chat'acterization of the measurement system and further
pr-ocessing of the signal

8.1

in software.

Resonator noise

The two sources of electromechanical noise of the mechanical resonators are the Bro,,v-

nian motion of gas molecules and the shot noise of the current in crossbars. For

this analysis, the dissipation of energy through thermoelastic and anchor losses are
ignored. These losses are generally much smaller than the Brorvnian noise from impingements of gas molecules unless the resonator is opet'atecl under ultra high
vacuum

r27
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[110]. FuLthermol'e, it is assumed that the only source of the Brow-

nian noise is the impingement of gas molecules on the structures; i.e., the effect of
phonons, photons, and other particles on the the total Bror,vnian noise of the clevice

is assumed to be insignifrcant.

8.1.1 Brownian noise
The effects of this noise source on the performance of micromachinecl structures has
been researched extensively [110,150,187-190]. To illustrate how the porver spectral

density of this noise is derived, the procedure in reference [tOt] is summarized here.

If the noise is represented by a force, F(ú), the spectral density of this force, J(ø),

is

found from:

J(r)

:

(F') :

+ r))e-i"
l_** {r{t)F(t
(F(ú)F(¿))

:

ctr

l_Ï t@n

:

fo**

J+ (u) du

where the last integral is restricted to positive frequencies only by defining

2J(a). This is permissible since -r(ø) is a real and

(8

J+(a):

even function of frequency

It turns out that J(ø) is constant for a wide frequency

1)

[f9f].

range) and therefore, can be

considered as a r,r'hite noise source [tOZ].

For harmonic motion of a mass-spring system as described by equation 3.1, we
have:

X-

-Ã,1a2+jae+K

(8 2)
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Therefore, the mean value of kinetic enet-gy is given by:

lv
:
-lV[u2+juC+K l') 2I<'
.iaF

f+*

_t

J

__

J*ro Qr
2K2
where

as: JKf M, Q:

F2a2 du

t'- .2\2
4i
/1

-r,

u2
qq

(8.3)

aslvllÇ, and we used the fact that J+ is frequency inde-

pendent [183,191].

The equipartition theorem states that each independent quadratic term in the
total energy of a system has a mean value of K6T f 2where Ks is Boltzmann's constant

[19i,192]. The spectral density of the noise force can now be found from equation
8.3 by using equipartition theorem:

Jnao Qr

nK " ï:
J+

If the integral of equation

,
: al(BTe

8.3 is taken

I..

iK"T
(8 4)

with respect to frequency

/

rather than the

radian frequency ø, this familiar result is obtained for the mean square value of the
spectral density of the noise force:

J*

It

: i"'

:4KBTC

N2lHz

(8 5)

must be noted that other choices of a system frequency response would result

in the same frequency distribution for the spectral density of the noise. Choosing

a

second degree system in this case merely allowed us to specify different quantities in

t23
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2

terms of familiar parameters Ç and øs. The noise force is shaped by the frequency
response

of the system under analysis, and therefore, the total amount of noise at

the output of a system wili depend on its bandwidth. The other point of interest
is proportionality of the amount of Brownian noise force to the square root of the
damping factor,
(see secbion

(.

The damping factor itself , however, is a function of pressure

3.6). Thereby, besides operating at low temperatures, the only method

to reduce Brownian

noise is

to operate the

sensor

at

lo'uver pressures

(i.e., vacuum).

This is not a surprising result, as the origin of Brownian noise in this analysis was
the impingements of gas moiecules on the surfaces of a structure. A similar result

is obtained for the Johnson (thermal) noise in electric circuits. Johnson noise is
produced by random motion of electrons inside the material. The power spectral
density of the voltage noise produced by a resistor in an electric circuit is given by

4KBTR.
To calculaie the produced noise force, the effective damping coefficient should be
calculated. As discussed in Section 3.6, the two sources of dissipation are Couette, Ç,
and squeezed film damping, (rJ. Formulas for these two damping mechanisms are:

-A

(8 6)

Çc:TteÍfÇ

-96 ,
(sf:

X

4.¡¡LWs

(8 7)

g"

rvhere TÌe¡¡ is the effective viscous coefficient of the ambieni gas, A is the surface area

I

is the

film damping should be considered when two plates are moved

tor,vard

other. For comb-drive resonators, the movements of the ends of the

fingers

between the moving structures, g is the gap between the moving plates,

length of the moving beam, and W is its width.
Squeezed

each
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toward stationary sidewalls gives rise to squeezed film damping. However, the distance
between the ends of the moving comb fingers and the fi,xecl siclervalls of the staiionary

comb is quite large compared to the interacting area between the two. Therefore, the

amount of squeezed film damping turns out to be small and can be ignorecl, meaning

that Couette damping is the main cause of energy dissipation cluring sensor operation.
The damping coefficient can nolv be calculated from:

t?A"n
t:(c:4ss-

9""

+4n¡¡

*,ry

(8 8)

where /."¡, is the area of the shuttle, g"" is the gap between the shuttle and the
substrate,

l/¡

is the number of fingers on each side of the shuttle, å is the thickness

of the structure, L.nn is the initial amount of finger engagement, and g¡ is the gap
between fingers. 4", and

T¡¡

are the effective viscosities for gas flo,,v between the

shuttle and the substrate and between the fingers. Equation 8.5 can now be usecl to
calculate the total noise force acting on the shuttle of the sensor for planar motion.

The Brownian motion of the shuttle manifests itself as an amplitucle noise in the

output current of the shuttle.

If the resonator is used in oscillator

configuration,

however, the noise po\Mer is equaliy divided between amplitude ancl phase noises
[1e3].

8.1.2 Shot noise
The existence of shot noise is due to the random arrival of electrons in a current
conducting lvire r,vhen the electrons have to pass through a potential ,,vall; e.g., across

the depletion region of a pn junction. Shot noise is ahvays associated with a DC
t25
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current [186]. The amount of this noise is proportional to the number- of electrons

that pass through the wire at a given time, or in other worcls, the current. It can be
shown that the power spectral density (pSD) of this noise ìs given by
[tss,lso]:

l2s

where

Ipç

charge (1.6

:

2q"

Inc

A2lH z

(8 e)

ís the mean value of the current and q" is the magnitude of electronic

x 10-leC).

In presence of a magnetic field, the disturbances of the DC current flowing through

the crossbars cause axial force fluctuations, ancl therefore, affect the resonant frequency of the device. The effect of this noise can be calculated by using the derived
equations for the sensitivity of the sensor to the axial force. Shot noise in crossbars
manifests itself as an additional source of phase noise at the output of the sensor.

8.2

Electronics noise

Electronics noise can be modeled by adding voltage ancl current noise soulces to the

circuit models of amplifiers and filter biocks in the system. The noise sources inside an
amplifier block are generally referred to its inputs. To be able to model the amplifier

',4".fi
Figure 8.1:

Electroni,c noise source models

for

resistors and ampli.fiers.
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fr
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nlJ

Figure 8.2: Noise sources in the oscillator

loop.

noise for different configurations, both current and voltage sources are added

to the

inputs of amplifiers. At our frequency range of interest, the main sources of electronic
noise are the Johnson (thermal) noise in resistors ancl flicker noise in active devices.

The Johnson noise of resistors is modeled by aclcling either avoltage source, 4KBTR,

in

series or a cuffent source, 4KBTf R,

in parallel rvith them. Figure 8.1 illustrates

the circuit models of amplifiers and resistors for noise calculations in circuits.
The circuit model of the oscillator loop for noise analysis is shown in Figure 8.2.

To simplify the diagram and the analysis, the noise of the amplifiers is referred to
their inputs and is represented by a combination of a noise volbage source ancl noise
current sources. The noise sources are assumed to be uncorrelated. As will be seen,
the large Q of the electrostatic resonator directly affects the noise performance of the

circuit (the quality factors of the three bandpass filters are 50, 20, ancl 20, respectively,
compared to the typical Q value of 15000 for the electrostatic resonator for the same
center frequency). Also,

it

should be rememberecl that the notch filter was neecled to

remove the large interfering signal, which does not exist

in our simplifiecl model.
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In Figure 8.2, sources'in,¡, ot u,r"¡

r'€pr€sent the Johnson noise of the resistors A¡,

sources 'ino¡ and u,o¡ rêpr€sent the internal noise of the k¿À amplifier, and finally,

un¡¡ is the output noise of the

k¿å

filter. For noise calculations?

r¡/e

will

use the

fact that when a signal with power spectral density of S,¿(/) goes through a system

H(t), the power spectral densiiy of the noise at the output of the system is given by

: lHu)1, s_:ff) [134,194].

s""u)

In Figure 8.2, in"" is the Brownian noise of the output current of the

resonator

rvith a power spectral density given by:

i?,.":?"H)'
f^: JTR;'fe.

rvhere

t2

-h[a2+jeu+k

t,:

(8.10)

The pov/er spectral density of the noise at the outputs of the

biocks before the comparator is given by:

u?,oot: (¿?.."+i1"r-ll.,1r)
u2nooz:
u2noJt

:

R?rir'n,r*r',"r(t.

(r',"",,+(i?,,r+i2^")R3+r,,"r) (t_t
uznoo,

o

+Ur*,.n+i2."2)R?*rr,,,

ff)

Ði:o

tL

(r#õõ)"

I

I .,,
vnorÅ

where uno¡5 ís the output of the
frequency of 50kH

z

,

for

i:2,3, and 4

(8.14)

|

1

o"

(8.12)
(g.13)

¡øa
l'
ufil
u2,",,-,1 ,1¡,
+
l*, -i#*,
,
I * 'JQ,-

,

"noÎ

1u.rr¡

+ u2nr,

I
u2noJ¿:

#)'

4¿å

(8 15)

order Butterworth lorvpass filter with a cutoff

and an are the coefficients of the normalizecl transfer function of

the filter.
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The root-mean-square (RN{S) value of the voltage noise at the input of cornpara-

tor, node A, can be found from:

UttAr*" :

As an example, f.or a

tV

lo*

u"""or

(8.16)

actuation signal and a 307 bias voltage on the output

comb for a resonator with a Ç of 15000 and resonant frequency of 2g.881kHz (device

d), the RNIS value of the output noise current of the resonator ís

460f

A,

',vhich is

added to a signal cur¡ent of 5.47nA. The total RNIS noise voltage at the input of

the comparator (node A) from the resonator and the electronics is g.ImV on top of
a 4.76V signal.

The Brownian noise from the r-esonator produces 283p,V at the input of the com-

parator. The noise voltages produced by irrt, unr2t,inat,

1)na7, and, un¡4

at the input

of the comparator are 1.5rnV, 4.8mV, r05p.V, 4TT¡tV, and 64g¡tv, respectively.

it

can be seen that the noise produced by the resonator is small comparecl to the noise

of circuit components, especially resistors R1 and

-R2

and the last frlter. Refer to

Appendix C for details on electronic components usecl for lealization of the requir-ed
transfer functions.

The noise added by the circuit blocks between the comparator and the resonator
is negligible compared to the noise by the blocks preceding the comparator (i.e., the
noise added by the loi,vpass and delay filbers before the resonator is Z.T¡.r.V).
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Oscillator loop noise

The prevailing method of characterizing the noise in oscillators is by specifying their
phase noise. Phase noise has been defined as
[tOb, tg6]:

L(f)

:

power density in one phase noise moduiaiion sideband, per Hz

(8.17)

Analysis of the phase noise in linear oscillators has been thoroughly investigated
[793,197-203]. In case of nonlinear oscillators, the anaiysis is usually limited to ring
oscillators or to the nonlinear behavior of the devices in the oscillator loop (e.g., the

drain current of the transistor in Pierce oscillators) [204-20n. Linear oscillators are
usually analyzed with the aid of transfer functions of the components in the loop ancl
linearizing of the nonlinear elements about their operating point. The anaiysis of
linear oscillators, therefore, is usually pelformed in the frequency clomain. This is not
possible for the case of our oscillator loop due to the extremely nonlinear behavior of
elements in the loop: the operation of a comparator cannot be linearized, the force to

voltage transfer function is quadratic, and there is no tr-ansfer function for a frequency

divider' In fact, the mere existence of frequency cìivision means that the linear or
purely frequency domain analysis is not permissibìe. On the other hancl, time domain
analysis of the loop is not simple, since in addition to the nonlinear elements, there
are 10 second order systems in the loop.

Numerical simulation of the noise behavior of the system is not a simple task

either. The goal of simulations will be to investigate the output spectrum of the
oscillator with a resolution on the order of a fer,v mHz around, a Z\kHz to 50k{z
signal. Therefore, rvhen using numerical simulations, the frequency resolution neecls to
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be on the order of.mHz. To achieve such a frequency resolution, the discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) has to be performed on a large number of data points. For example,

the minimum sampling frequency to have a LmH z resolution around a 40lcH z signal
is 2 x 1000 x 40000:9]At[Hz, where the factor 2 is to satisfy the Nyquist theor-em
requirements. On the other hand, the spectrum purity of the signal is sacrificed if

the DFT is performed on a small number of cycles of the signal. Considering
points,

it

bhese

can be seen that the numerical simulation of the oscillator performance

quickly becomes computationally prohibitive.
The noise performance of the oscillator loop is studied using a combination of
frequency and time domain analyses. The analvsis of the behavior of nonlinear elements is performed in time domain and the lest of the loop is analyzed in frequency

domain. For this analysis, the simplified schematic shown in Figure 8.3 will be usecl.

In this figure, amplifrer 1(1 represents the amplifiers, the

response of the bandpass

filters is combined into one block, withQ"¿ being the quality factor of bandpass filter
e

with

a gain of G¿, the noise source

the comparator, the noise source

Ín

zr¿

represents the all of the electronic noise before

represents the all of the eiectronic noise after

the compatator, the voltage to electrostatic force conversion is represented by block
u2

,

Nhe

gain block K2 stands for all of the gain before the resonator and the force-

to-current conversion factol of the resonatoL, and finally the electrostatic resonator
response is represented by a second order block. The loop is opened betrveen points

1 and 7 for the noise analysis. In this loop, a sinusoidal signal r,vith frequenc! as
goes through the loop

without a phase shift. The amplitude,

hou,ever', is set

response of the comparator, rvhich depends on the logic voltage levels,

by the

U, ancl the

gain of the amplifier K2. The notch filtel is assumed to not affect the signal response
1D1
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af,

Figure 8.3:

Schemati,c of the simplified loop.

at the frequency band of interest (except for the added noise).
The effect of the loop response is initially investigated on a signal rvith a frequency

slightly different from the resonant frequency of the resonator; i.e.,
Assume that y1

:

Acosut

andr,.- zn:0,

where

A:

u : .,,oi- Lu.

KzU. The signal before the

comparator is given by:

Ys:KtY1H"(jø)

:KtYt lI

Cn

;-1

where

3 is:

{

i nsa

,3

- r'+

jffi,

(8 18)

is the phasor representation of the signal g¿. The phase of the signal at node

.)-

3

øo

lY3:+-tarctan uú,
-i:L*0w

(8 le)

The comparator does not change the phase of the signai. The frequency divider
block reduces the phase of the signal by

half.

Horvever, i,vhen the lo,,vpass-filtered

signal is converted to electrostatic force, the originaÌ phase of the signal is recovered.
732
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I

Therefore,

Ua

:

KzU cos(øú +

after the frequency divider.

It

lh),

rvhere U is the amplitude of the filtered signal

follows that:
uî.
L,/m

lYzl: KzU

ty :

uo

2n

-

atctan

(#)

å

u,"tu,,

Q"¡

t--( u6-a"
"

(8.20)

meaning that the signal at node 7 is destructively added to the original signal. There-

fore,

it

can be concluded thai the phase noise in the loop does not build up.

The effect of amplitude noise on phase noise performance of the oscillator loop is
analyzed below. Assume that ihe signal at node 1 is E1

r,'

is what

r,vas

:

.¿l

cos ø6ú

and the signal

calculated in equation 8.15. The comparator converts the amplitude

noise in signal at node 3 to phase noise. Figure 8.4 illustrates this by applying a noisy

voltage to the input of an ideal comparator. In practice, the comparator cannot follow

the fast transitions at its input and the output transitions in Figure 8.4 are convertecl

to

changes

in the output pulse lvidth; i.e.,

phase noise. Remembering

that a single

pulse is produced at the output of the frequency divider for every two puises at its

input, the phase noise should be analyzed at only one of the trvo zero-crossing points

in each cycle of the input signal. For small fluctuations relative to the amplitude of
the signal, the amount of phase noise when a noise voltage, u,,3, is added to the input
voltage of the comparator, u3, is given by:

(tu"\

-1

/
6t:u6
{# )
\dt )
+ Ón:uodt:.,,o$

(8 21)
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Figure 8.1:

Conuers'ion of ampli,tude noise to phase no,ise.

where ðú is the time difference between the zero-crossing points of the noiseless ancl
noisy signals and ,9 is the slope of the signal at zero-crossing point. The ranclom fluc-

tuations of amplitude at the zero crossing points of the noisy waveform cause ranclom
phase disturbances. Assuming that the spectral clensity of the phase variations is
wide-sense stationary,
rvhere

it follows from statistical arguments that

SóU) is the PSD of the phase fluctuations,

/

Só(Í)

: t ( +\t

\s//

is the Fourier frequency, and

rJ

is a constant that depends on the type of the osciliator (e.g., harmonic, relaxation,

etc.)

[202].

The signal goes through a frequency divider after the comparator. When the
frequency of a signal is multiplied by n, the phase noise incleas es by n2
[ig3]. ignoring

the noise introduced by the lowpass filter, the frequency of the signal is multipliecl
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q

by two when

it goes through the z2 block (voltage to electrostatic force converter).

Therefore, after the nonlinear blocks the phase noise in the signal is the same as what

it

was after the comparator and the signal at node 6 rvill

It

should be noted that the bandpass filters do not contribute to the phase, as the

b"

gu

- K2U cos(aot*ó").

frequency of their input signal is ø6.

The phase noise of the signal ai the resonator input is half of the spectral density

:
:
*tUr, [208]. Since , ff,the spectral
density of frequency deviations is : ,9r(/) : l' SøU) where / is the Fourier frequency.
of phase fluctuations ancl is given by

LU)

Amplitude noise after the frequency divider is shaped by the transfer function

\co
q)
q)

$
ò¡
q

S
o
\)
N?

s
F

o

¿

40
Frequency

Figure

8.5

:

60

ffiet

(Hz)

Phase noi,se at the output current of the sensor f or di,fferent ualues of res onator
quali,ty factor.
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of the resonator. The signal after the resonator at a fi'equency offset A¿,,, from the
resonant frequency of the device, ø6, is given by:

W:

KzU
@3

where

o: î-

-

arctan

ffi@o+Aø)
(ro + L",\z¡z + (ffi(ro+ aø))'z

cos((ø6 +4c..')

t+0)

(8.22)

(#ffi)

The normalized phase noise of the system due to amplitude variations at the input

of resonator for different values of mechanical Q-factor for the resonator is plotted in
Figure 8.5. It should be noted that equation8.22 predicts the phase noise for an open
loop oscillator. Consequently, if the open loop quality factor is used in this equation,

the estirnated phase noise spectrum of the oscillator will be much r,vider than the
measured one. This can be verifled by comparing the estimated phase noise

open loop quality factor of the device

lvith the

(= 15000) in Figure 8.5 with the measured

spectrum in Figure 7.15. In a linear oscillator loop the better performance of the
closed loop system can be explained by noticing that the poles of the closed loop
system are on the

ju

axis, meaning that signals at the frequency of the oscillations

are amplified by a theoretical infinite gain. For the case of our nonlinear oscillator,
a discussion based on location of poles is not valid. Horvever,

it

can be said that to

sustain a constant amplitude for the output current of the Ìesonator, the mechanical
losses of the resonator ale compensated by the

loop. Therefore, the effective damping

factor of the resonator is greatly reduced inside a loop by the positive feedback; i.e.,
the Q of the resonator is enhanced.
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I

8.4

Fbequency stability

The noise floor of the oscillator loop is too high to allor,v direct measurernent of
phase noise of

its output signal

(see Figure 7.15). Therefore, Iong

term time-domain

frequency stability measurements were taken at predefined intervals to characterize

the performance of the oscillator loop. Once the dataset of frequency measurements
is obtained, the scatter of output frequency values has to be deiermined as a measure

of frequency noise. One could use classical statistics such as standard deviation (or
variance, the square of the standard deviation) to quantify the dispersion in signal

frequency. However, variance is well defrned for stationary data only; i.e., signals
whose staiistical parameters do not change over time. This is equivalent to assuming

that the noise has a white spectral density. For stationary data, the mean and variance
r,vill converge to particular values as the number of measurements increases. \,Vith

non-stationary data, the mean and variance never conveÌge to any particular values.

Oscillator data is usuall¡' non-stationary, because

it

contains time-depencleni noise

contributed by the frequency offset such as environmental disturbances and aging of

the components.
For these reasons, a non-classical statistic is used to estimate stability in time
domain. The statistics which are often employed to analyze the frequency stability of

the oscillators is called Allan variance, also known as two-sample variance [179,19b,
209-2LIl. Allan variance is defined

o, .

as:

I

oi,G\:
---= ,,
s\ r 2(A,Ir,vhere

lvt-I

I(tu*, -ù,,)'

M is the number of data points in the dataset. g¡ is the fractional

(8.23)

frequency
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Fi'gure 8.6: Sample AIIan uario,nce plot of øn osc'illator. The asymptot,ic l,ines illustrate
the different stabi,Ii,ty reg,imes.

deviation averaged over period

r: g : ;*; I,U - f,.*) dt

for fno* being the

nominal frequency of the oscillator [179,193,212]. Allen deviation is the square root
of Allen variance.
Figure 8.6 shorvs the calculated Allan variance f'or a sample dataset.
seen

At

that the stability improves

It

can be

as the measurement (integration) periocl gets longer.

some point, the oscillator reaches the flicker noise floor and the increasing the

integration period no longer improves the signal quality. Environmental clisturbances

contribute to random rvalk and the frequency stability deteriorates for very long
integration periods.

It

is possible to extract information about the type of noise from the Allen var-iance

graphs. The

por,ver spectral

density of frequency fluctuations is related

to

Allan
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8.1: The reløtionship between tirne and frequency d,oma,in d,ata. rs,is the i,ni,tial
auerøg,ing t,irne and T : nro, where n is an ,integer..
Type of noise

PSD, Su(/)

Allan variance, oiQ)

White noise Plvf

nz.l-

Flicker noise PlvI

hÍ

(¡i)'¡ f ¡16 h2 r-2
(*)' (1.038 * 3h¡ tn(2r f nù) ,-"
È ho ,-'

White noise

hs

FN¡I

Flicker noise FNI
Random walk F\4

h-t f-t
h-z f-2

2ln(2) h-1 ro
!12,r¡2

n-t

"

variance data according to the follorving relationship:

o'r(Ò:

lo

,W#soff)dÍ

(8 24)

For r,vhite and flicker PN4 noises, the upper limit of the integral has to be set to

the bandr'vidth of the measurement system, fn, to ensure the convergence of the
integral. Table 8.1 summarizes the relationships between the power spectral densities
of common types of noise and the Allan variance of the dataset
I2r2-2J,5].
Figure 8.7 compares the Allen variances for the signal at the output of the oscil-

lator loop after the comparator (with device ö as the resonator) and the the signal
directly taken from the output of a function generator. A Stanforcl Research Systems
synthesized function generator (model DS345)

r,vas used

for producing a 7V sine wave

rvith the same frequency as the oscillator loop. The frequency of the signals was measured using an Agilent 344014 muitimeter. Data acquisition softr,vare rvas developed

in LabVierv 7 [2L6] and used to read and record the output frequency of the circuit
at predefined intervals oL2sec for several hours. Both measurements were performed
afier the systems were on and runnin g f.or 24hr to avoid the errors causecl by warm-up
of the equipment or by the initial changes of the pressure insicle the chamber. As can
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Fi,gure 8.7: Comparison of AIIøn uørzances for the funct,ion generator and, the osc'illator.

be seen in Figure 8.7, the dominant noise sources contributing to the output phase
noise of the oscillator are white frequency noise, flicker frequency noise, ancl random

walk. The total noise in the output of the oscillator loop is higher than that of the
function generator. This can be improved by increasing the Q of the resonator ancl
processing the signal

with an electronic circuitry with better noise performance. The

output of the electrostatic resonator exhibits random rvalli noise at shorter integration
times than the function generator. The most probable cause fol this is the changes

in the temperature of the environment, which affect the performance of both the
resonator and the electronics.

In special

cases,

the PSD of phase or frequency fluctuations of the oscillator can

be extracted from Allan r,ariance data (see Table 8.1). Knorving the the PSD of the
140
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frequency fluctuationr, Sr(..f), the PSD of phase fluctuation., Sø(/), can be calcu-

lated from Sa(f)
frequency.

It

: #tr(f),

where /6 is the carrier frequency

ancJ.

f

is the Fourier

must be noted, however, that the transformation between Allan vari-

ance and frequency domain parameters is generally not a one-to-one transformation.

Therefore, from mathematical point of view, the AÌlan variance information cannot
be mapped into a single set of frequency domain parameters l2I7,2LSl.

8.5

Total noise behavior

The uncertainty in the output signal of the complete sensory system depends on
the noises of the oscillator loop and the frequency shift measurement circuitry, It
can be seen from the Ailan variance of the data for frequency stability analysis of

the oscillator loop that the best frequency resolution is 2.9mH z for device d for an
integration time of about 1000sec. Therefore, the magnetic field resolution for this
sensor

is 32.56p,T if the output frequency of the loop is measured r,vith a frequency

meter-.

if the frequency shift

measurement circuitry lvith the active delay filter-s is used,

the additional noise produced by that circuit should be taken into account. The
uncertainty produced in readings of this circuit are from the noise produced by the

mixer, filters and, more importantly, the noise induced on the supply line by the
slvitching of the comparators ancl logic circuits. As an example, the simulated noise

at the output of each of allpass filters is shown is shown in Figure 8.8. The empirical
formula for the output noise of the delay filters is:

ulopt

:

;
r-d
u3-12+jff )'
uQ(\

(i5.84 x 10-e)2 +

(rru. to-'
I

v2lHz

(8.2b)
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Figure 8.8: Output
where

ao:200

r

and Q

no,ise uoltage of each of the øllpass filters.

:5.

The output voltage of the circuit was measured to be stabie ¡,vithin 5.4mV of
its mea'n value

(see Figure 7.25). Considering

that the frequency shift measurement

network has a gain of 0.87VlHz, this value of noise limits the minimum detectable
frequency shift

to 6.2mHz. For device d that,,ve used for our discussion of noise,

total noise of the system causes an error of 6.8mHz in frequency shift measurements,
and consequently, t.77 p,T in the readings of the rnagnetic field.

8.6

Other signal detection techniques

The signal detection method can be altered to achieve better noise performance.
Instead of using the resonator inside an oscillator loop,

it can be driven

by a signal

source and the shifts in the resonant frequency can be monitorecl externally. One can
use sine

fitting algorithms to estÍmate the frequency of the signal basecl on samples

from a fe.',v cycies.
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¡f0

,ull,n",

10'

Figure 8.9: Output spectrum of the output current of the resonatorin

presence

of noise.

To provide insight into the noise performance of the sensor, the case rvhere the
output signal of the driven sensor is monitored with a noiseless spectrum analyzer

is

investigated. In this case, the frequency of the input signal is slowly swept around the
resonant frequency of the resonator. The resonant frequency of the sensor is taken to
be the mean value of the frequencies where the amplitucle of the output signal drops

by

-3d8.

The drive signal is kept small enough to avoid the nonlinearities in the

frequency response of the resonator.

An example for the expected lvaveform for the output current of a second order
resonator is shorvn in Figure 8.9. The transfer function of the system is assumed to
be:

I"*(j r)

VB ( AC\

? \ø ) æ_ãT jT

F,fr"):

The signal amplitude dlops by

-3dB

ag

wt¿,l

-

; uuo
Ja

(8.26)

at:

2a (+r +

r+ 4d)

(8.27)
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Presence of noise at the output causes uncertainty in the reading of the frequencies

at the crossover of the waveform and the threshold level as illustrated in Figure

8.g.

The amount of uncertainty in frequency measurements clue to the fluctuations in
amplitude of the output signal spectrum is found from:

6r"n,,:#
rl,u
-l

(8 28)

I

tuh,l

whele LlI."tl is the fluctuations in the amplitude of the output current.

If the only

noise source of the system is assumed to be the Brownian noise of the

sensor, the output noise current amplitude is calculated from:

r/ ( ac\

ú:'u
"

\ão)

,-^?.!,
, ,=
[** @ó-a2)2+('¿)'
,-

,f n*"rç
".Jo

ç V
( AC\ l2nKsT

\ø ) |

(8.2e)

M"rr

Assuming that the resonator is driven by a sinusoidal input voltage

ua cos

i t, the

output current is given by:

Io,t(i

uf,vB (
r) :

ðC\2

K \ø)

: uan
r-d

af,-ç¡z+jT

(8.30)

and therefore:

clll""t(j u)l

du

:

rZV"
4e

ffi)'

øo

/ tI
(ø'
-

¿\

ao)

(8 31)

a (øa -,")' * (..ï.)'),
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The uncertainty in reading frequencies a¿

and.

tech,niques

ø¿ due to Brownian noise can now

be found using equation 8.28:

lõr"n,,l:

/âa

'zo'

lã)

(-t + frq

-

4Q2

+2Q2,ÃTT-a)
(8.32)

The uncertainty in determining the frequency of the peak value of the transfer
function due to Bror,vnian noise will be:

¡ç
r lõ'8,,.,1
tu@Bl: -ø:4{2tr -]|

ut"qt

(*t)'

KBT K"¡¡

(E 33)

The effect of shot noise in crossbars can be included in noise calculations at this

step. If a current .[¡6 flows through the crossbars of a sensor with

¡/

beam springs,

the porver spectral density of the force fluctuations on the beam springs is given by

P3:2q"IxBlL*" * Bl"lN',

where

it

is assumecl that the beam springs are stiff

in ø-direction (i.e., the resonant frequency of the vibration mocle in ø-clirection is at
much higher frequencies than the bandwidth of interest). The resulting fluctuations

in the resonant frequency of the sensor are given by 6as2

: Si" plL.,

,

where Ar.,,,is

the measurement bandwidbh and ,9þ is the sensitivity of the output fi.equency of the
sensol

to the axial force on the beam springs

(see section 3.b).
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tech.niques

1

The totai frequency fluctuations at the output of the resonator are given by:

õar'-õaB2+õus2

(8.34)

This equation holds since the noise sources are assumecl uncorrelated. However, it
turns out that the phase noise produced by the shot noise of the current in crossbars
is much smaller than the one caused by electronics, and therefore, can be ignored.
The minimum detectable field is finally given by:

Ð -6ue
òË

uml.n.

20

\ffi t/ K"T

LNäki
uf,Q2 IyB LyB

(H)'

(8 35)

For devices a to d, the uncertainties in determining the resonant frequency of the
devices due to Brorvnian noise are

60 ¡.tH

z,

45

p,H z, 24¡l,H

detectable magnetic fields for these devices rvith a

z,

and, rgp,H

z. The minimum

I\mA current in their crossbars,

2V actuation voltages, and Qs of 15000 arc r.250¡l"T,\TBnT,5r6nT,2rTnT. As an
example, for a70Hz mea^surement bandwidth and a 0.17 field, the Shot noise in the
crossbars causes d.fs

:

757nH

z of variation in the resonant frequency of the most

sensitive of the devices (i.e., device d) r,vhich is considerably smaller than the amount

from the Brownian noise (i.e., 19¡t,Hz).

The noise performance can easily be improved by increasing the Q ancl the amplitude of the actuation voltage. Hor,vever,

it

should be remembered that the above

analysis was performed with the assumption of noiseless electronics and the above
values are theoretical minima.
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8.7. lvlethods to zmproue the noise performance

Methods to improve the noise performance

Figure 8.10 illustrates the achievable range for the sensitivity the sensor against other

common magnetic sensors.

It

should be noted that this sensor, unlike many other

micromachined sensors, is fabricated in a standard micromachining process rvith no
speciai materials or processing steps.
Various parameters can be modified to improve the noise performance of the sensor
system, and hence, enabling the measurement of smaller fields with better resolution.

The noise produced by electronics dominates the noise behavior of the system. As
discussed

in section 8.2, the amplifiers and components

used.

in the first two stages

of the signal processing electronics greatiy affect the overall noise performance. The

optimization of the noise performance could be achieved best if the electronics could
Detectable magnetic field range (Tesla)
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Figure 8.70: comparison of sensor performance

wi,th other magnetic sensors.
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be integrated on the same chip as the sensor or

if they coulcl be put at the closest

distance from the sensor'. In case of using an integratecì circuit for signal processing,

various amplifier topologies could be used r,vith better noise performance than the

current discrete circuits. Fiiters with better quality ancl less noise could also be
designed specifically for this application. For a finalizecl design of the sensor, avoiding

the use of switched capacitor filters will certainly improve the signal to noise ratio in

the loop' Although not discussed here, the noise of the bias voltage on the output
comb, 76, also contributes to the total noise of the system ancl should be minimizecl
[21e]

The frequency measurement circuitry also plays a crucial role in overall

noise

performance of the system. The employed FÀzI to PM conversion circuitry uses an

XOR gate for

phase detection. The dynamic range of the phase detection circuitry

can be enhanced by using modified digital phase detectors or analog phase cletectors.

Analog phase detectors have the extra advantage that they clo not produce as much
noise on pov/er supply rails as digital phase detectors. The power supply noise affects

the siability of the DC voltage at the outpul of the last lowpass filter. The current
analog multiplier which is used to bring down the frequency of the oscillator loop is

quite noisy (with an equivalent noise spectral density of a \AttQ resistor) ancl can
be replaced with a lower noise mixer to improve the signal quality.

to

If it is clesirecl

measure small fields, the sensitivity of the frequency-to-phase conversion can be

easily enhanced by increasing the Q of the aìlpass filters (or by cascacling thern). The

ultimate resolution, however, is determined by the noise behavior of the oscillator
loop which is affected by different parameters.

The sensor itself can be modified to improve the noise performance. The most

important parameters are the sensitivity and quality factor of the sensor. For

a
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particular application, the sensor structure and dimensions can be optimized to have
the required fi'equency shift for the range of the magnetic fields that the sensor
going to be used

in.

is

The process parameters and technology can also be used as

design tools. As an example, a sensor made in N4UNIPs technology rvith the same
dimensions as device d will have the same resonant frequency but its sensitivity will be

330HzlT instead of 69.6Hzl7 for device d. Parameters r,vhich are easier to moclify,
especially for fabricated devices, are the drive voltage amplitude and the quality factor

of the sensor. Increasing the quality factor reduces the noise inside the oscillator ioop,

and hence, improves the stability of ihe signal frequency. The quality factor of the
resonator can probably be increased by an order of magnitude by operating the sensor

at lowel pressures.
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Conclusions

A conclusion is

üåe

place where you got tired of thinking.
Harold Fricklestein

Design, modeling, simulation, fabrication, and testing of a novel micromachined
magnetic field sensor r,vere discussed in this report. The sensor uses basic electromag-

netic lalvs for detection and measurement of magnetic fields and produces a frequency

shift proportional to the magnitude of the present magnetic fleld at its output. Since

the information is embedded in the signal frequency, the output signal is robust
against interference from other sources during transmission. The design of the sensor
allows for its fabrication in many standard lvlElVIS processes. For- that matter, any
process flolv can be used to fabricate the sensor as long as the eiectrostatic resonator

could be fabricaied, and preferably, a metal layer exists to reduce the resistance of
crossbars.
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9.1. Wh,at has

been done

9.1 What has been done
The sensor design and the basics of its operation are explainecl in Chapter 2. The
centerpiece of the device structure is an electrostatic resonator which is connected to

two current-carrying beams by 2 or 4 beam springs. The principie behind the design
and how a magnetic freld causes exertion of an axial force on the beam springs were
explained and a simple setup for operating the sensor was illustrated in this chapter.

The operation of the sensor was modeled in Chapter
and signal detection were discussed

3. The electrostatic drive

first. The mechanicai

behavior of the sensor

was modeled next and a model for the behavior of beam springs under a-xial stress
was derived. Dynamics of the mechanical structure were also modeled. Dunkerley's

method

,,vas used

to estimate the resonant frequency of the structule. The

effect

of the raise in temperature due to passing of the current through the crossbars was
investigated and partially modeled. Combining all of the above resulted in deriving

a relatively simple model for the sensitivity of the sensor to axial forces on beam
springs, and consequently, to surrounding magnetic fields. N{odeling of the damping

in the systetn

r,vas also

discussed. Validity of the developed model was verified through

finite element simulations and eventually by experimental results. The clerived model
can be used for optimization of future sensor designs.

Chapter 4 rvas dedicated to the simulation of the sensor behavior. Each of the
involved physical domains was investigated through performing finite element simula-

tions. lVhen it

r,vas

required, the simulations r,vere done in multiphysics domain (e.g.,

to investigate the electro-thermo-mechanical effects). The simulations
used to verify the modeling results.

In

rvere mainly

case of eiecbro-thermo-mechanical effects, sim151
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ulations aliorved for investigation of phenomena ,,vhich could not be includecl in the
analytic model.
Fabrication techniques were briefly discussed in Chapter 5. Three different process
flolvs were examined for fabrication of the sensors. The pros and cons of each of the
process flows for fabrication of the sensor were also pointecl out.

Dedicated signal processing electronics were designed and anaiyzed in debail in
Chapter 7. The possible methods for eiectrostatic actuation and sensing were introduced

first' The main challenge in processing the outptit of the sensor was to remove

the interfering signals which were orders of magnitude larger than the desired signal.
This was achieved by proper use of tunable active filters. To alleviate the neecì for precision measurement equipment,

it was decided to use the sensor in a self oscillating

loop and to employ dedicated electronics for frequency shift measurements. Additional signal processing was required to rid of the beating effects insicle the oscillator

loop. A novel technique was used to measure the frequency shifts. In this methocl,
the main processing of the signal is performed at a predeterminecl frequency. A delay

circuitry designed to rvork at a fixed frequency to cause a frequency sensitive

phase

shift on the down-converted signal. The phases of the signal and its delayecl version
are compared, and flnally, a DC voltage is produced at the output as a measure of

the frequency shift. Active allpass filters were used for delay elements lvhich allorved
for simple manipulation of their frequency response ancl sensitivity.
The experiments and conditions under rvhich the sensors were tested were described in detail in Chapter 6. The difference betlveen operation in air and vacuum

lvere illustrated and the final test setup lvas discussed. Thermal effects posecl a
challenge

in taking measurements of the magnetic

fielcls wibh diffeïent currents in
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crossbars. This issue was circumvented by taking differential measurements. The

sensitivity of the sensors was me¿ìsrlred to range from 46 toSSHzlT using the setup
described earlier.

The noise behavior of the resonator was discussed in Chapter 8. The nonlinear
blocks used in the oscillator loop did not allow for fi-equency domain analysis and

the noise analysis was performed on the open loop system. An idealized situation
where the only sources of noise were the Brownian noise from the impingement of gas
molecules and the Shot noise in crossbars 'ffas analyzed to fincl the theoretical mini-

mum detectable signal with the sensor. Long term time-domain measurements were
employed to experimentally analyze and quantify the noise behavior of the oscillator
loop.

The sensor can sense a wide range of magnetic fields. The linear response of the
sensor makes

it

ideal for applications where large fields are to be measured. There

is a trade off between the dynamic range and sensitivity of the measurements. Both
of these parameters can be individually or simultaneously improved by changing the

quality factor, the order of the allpass filters, or the number of cascaded fiiters.

9,2

Future \Mork

Future r,vork on this

sensor-

can focus on optimization of the sensor design for par-

ticular applìcations. Design optimization procedure lvould comprise of choosing

an

appropriate fabrication process flor,v and selecting proper dimensions for the sensor
based on the developed model. The following equations

for the resonant frequency,
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sensitivity, and the minimum detectable field can be used for the initiai steps of
designs for future sensors:

J0-

Sr,

Nkn

(e 1)

,".Vff ++turb
3Iys LyB f6

(s 2)

5N Lkb

B,nin:rP JK"r u2"Q2LNdKî
lyp LyB

(#)'

(e.3)

The electronic circuitry can be improved for operation rvith ior,ver noise. For example, the input signal amplifiers can be modified for optimum noise performance.

If

the electronics are to be designed for a single sensor, switched capacitor filters may
be replaced r,vith continuous time filters to remove the switching noise of the filters.
The frequency shift measurement circuitry can benefit from using a mixer with

lor,ver

noise and phase detectors with better performance. Moreover, noise performance,
sensitivity, and dynamic range of measurements can be enhanced by employing negative feedback and measuring the shifts in frequency with a closed loop system. In
such a system, the output DC voltage of the circuitry is monitored and the freqtiency

of the signal used to down-convert the sensor signal is adjusted to yield a constant
voltage at the output of the system. The closed-loop system design could be similar

to that of phase-locked-loops.
Techniques from digital and nonlinear control theory may be employed to analyze

the noise of the oscillator loop in more detail if required. Horvever, this does not seem

to be of imminent importance and characterization of the stability of the oscillator
freqr:ency seems to provide enough information.
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Performance of the sensory system as a whole can be significantly improved

if

the electronics are designed on a chip. Three possibÌe methods can be pursued to
design the electronics: the electronic circuitry can be designed and fabricated in the
same process

that is used for fabrication of

N4ENIS, the electronic and NIEIVIS chips

could be fabricated in separate processes and packaged in the same module, or the
layers available

in a standard microeiectronic

process can be used for fabrication

of ÀzlEN4S. In either case, proximity of the sensor and electronics greatly reduces the
amount of unwanted signal interference and beating (rvith proper layout of the system
components). This, in turn, would allow the required signal processing to be done

with

a simpler

circuitry. Designing a dedicated chip for electronics would also lower

the power consumption of the sensory system. Instead of srvitched capacitor filters,

g^-C filters could be used rvhich also provide

the possibility of tuning the frequency

response.

Different aspects of the work in this report can be used for design of other devices
and systems. Results of the modeling section can be adapted and adjusbed to investigate the behavior of many of the micromechanical devices. The deveioped electronics

can be used to process the output signal of many different electrostatic or thermal
devices. A similar setup for frequency shift measurement circuitry can be employed

for various other applications (e.g., Doppler radar systems).
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Appendix A
Microsensor Fabrication Process
The sensors were fabricated at the NanoFab at the University of Alberta. Details of
the process steps are specified below. A recipe for lithography with 2¡-tm feature/gap
size rvas developed for the fist time in lttranoFab and successfully used

to transfer the

mask pattern to the substrate. As will be explained, the pr-ocess needs a single mask

only. Due to the small feature sizes, the mask had to be made through facilities
outside the university by ADTEK photomask [220]. Pa,rameters of the SOI wafers
usecl

in this process are specified in Table 4.1.

The processing steps are explained below.

Table

4.1:

SOI wafer pararneters.

Device layer thickness

5p,rn

Buried oxide thickness

2.6¡-trn

Handle wafer thickness

500ptn

l)lrnm, both sides polished
5to15 {l-cm

lVafer diameter

Resistivity of the device layer
Device layer dopant

Boron

SOI rvafer fabrication technique
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1. Initial cleaning of the wafers
This is done to rid of any metallic and organic residue on the surface of the
wafers. The wafers are put in a 3: 1 mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen
peroxide (750cc of. II2SOa and 250cc

of.

H2O2) for 15 minutes.

2. Rinse and dry
The wafers are rinsed by deionized (DI) water and dried by a nitrogen flow over
the surface of the wafers in a double stack spin dr-ier system.

3. HMDS coating
To promote the adhesion between the silicon surface and the photoresist, the
silicon syrface is coated with a layer of hexamethyldisilazane (HNIDS). The
wafers are put in the HN4DS oven at a temperature of 150'C for 20 minutes.

The wafers are removed from the oven and left to gradually cool dorvn for

10

minutes.

4. Photoresist spinning
A I.2p,m layer of photoresist (HPR504) is spun on the wafer. This

was done in

trvo steps using a resist spinner at an angular speed of 500rpm for 10 seconds and

then ramping the speed up and spinning the r,vafer at 4000rpm for 40 seconds.

5. Soft bake
To remove any remaining solvent in the photoresist, the coabed lvafers were put

on a vacuum hot plate for 90 seconds at 115'C.

6. Rehydration
Wafers are left for 30 to 60 minutes in the cleanroorr environment with a hu157
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midity of about 40% to absorb enough water for successfui lithography at the
next step.

Lithography
The photoresist on wafers v/as exposed to ultraviolet light (through the mask)

to transfer the mask pattern to the photoresist layer. Due to the small feature
sizes,

it

was necessary

to leave the mask and wafer in contact for at least

2

minutes under vacuum before the exposure to avoid any stress induced patterns

on the photoresist. The photoresist was then exposed to the UV light for

2.5

seconds.

8. Photoresist developing
The exposed photoresist was developed in a 50% diluted positive resist developer

(Shippley 354) for 100 seconds. The dilution of the cleveloper rvas a necessary

step, as the original develeoper removed the photoresist so quickly that the
smallest features on the rvafer could not survive the plocess.

9. Rinse and dry
The r,vafer with patterned photoresist was rinsed in DI water for one rninute
and blow dried by filtered deionized nitrogen.

10. Etching of the device layer
The wafer r,vas then transf'ered to a deep reactive ion etching system (DRIE).

The etching is based on Bosch process; i.e., subsequent etch and deposition
cycles. The recipe that lvas used to etch the rvafers composed of 9 seconds of
etching followed by 9 seconds of deposition. Process parameters are sumrnarized

in Table 4.2. The etch late for the silicon layer was found to roughly be about
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Table
Parameter

DRIE parameters.

C¿Fe Flow

.9Fo FIow

Forrvarcl power

ICP porver

Pressure

Iscc'rn

IS0sccm

40w

750VV

30mTorr

200scon

Isccm

t2vv

750VV

SjmTorr

Etch
Deposition

4.2:

0.5¡.tmf cycle. Hor,vever, since the etch rate was not uniform across the wafer (the
edges etched faster than the center), 30%

1-1-.

to

40% of over-etching was necessary.

Photoresist removal
The photoresist on wafer polymerized during the DRIE step and could not be
removed by acetone or other solvents. Therefore, a second piranha cleaning was

performed to remove any photoresist residue.

12. Dicing
The wafers were diced after the phoboresist removal. The small size of the
chamber of the critical-point drying system mandated this step. The dicing

was done before etching of the buried oxide layer to avoid damaging of the
delicate devices.

13. Buried Oxide etch
The exposed oxide layer

r,vas

etched in a 10:l diluted buffered hydrofluoric acid

(BHF). lVith an etch rate of

x

55nmf rnin, the required time to release the

moving parts of the micromachined structures was about 20 minutes. The
rvafers rvere then rinsed in DI water and transferred to a container and imrnersecl

in isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
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14. Critical point drying of the wafers
Unless done properly, the final drying step of microstructures can result in

stiction of the devices to the substrate. One of the techniques with a very high
yield is critical-point drying. The process that was used for critical-point drying
of the microstructures consisted of the foilowing steps:

1. The system chamber was filled with IPA and the chips were transferred to
the chamber.

2. The chamber was seaied and
3. Liquid CO2

was pumped

coolecl dor.vn

to 0'C.

into the chamber to replace IPA.

4. The temperature was slorvly

increased

until the pressure inside the cham-

ber reached I072psi. The liquid COzbecomes gaseous under this circumstances.
5.

The pressure is kept at 1350psz at a temperature of 37'C for 4 minubes.

6.

The gaseous COz is pumped out of the chamber.
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Simulation Code
El.l FEM simulation code
Finite element simulations were performed using ANSYS version 8.1 [1b8].

8.1.1

Electrostatic simulation code

Below is the simulabion code for electrostatic simulation on the comb the structure
and then calculate the capacitance using the CIVIATRIX macro.

,/batch,list
/titte, Electrostatic actuation arralysis
,/con, Electrostatics: S0LID122 brick elenents
,/con, uMKSV units
!

****+**{. *** *****

!

PARAMETERS

xx **{<{<

**

*'k********** *{<**x* + x
feng=1s ! finger engagenent,
!

+* *+

fl=35
fw=3

um

! finger length, um
! finger vidth, um
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fg=Z.S ! finger gap,

8.1. FEM simulatzon

Code

code

um

gs=10

! substrate gap, um
thk=10 ! silicon thickness, um
nf=15 ! nunber of fingers
shL=(2xnf-1)*,fvr+(nf-t)*2*fg I shuttLe length, um
shw=25 ! shuttl-e width, um
scl=(2*nf+1)xfw+nfx2*fg ! stationary conb length, un
scw=25 ! stationary conb uidth, um
gpext=2O ! ground plale extension, um
AirExt=25 ! air extension volume around the d.evice, um
VSh=1
VSc=O
!

! voltage on the shuttle, V
! voltage on the stationary conb, V

**+* ** ** x* **** *****¡<,k* **

! MODEL

*** * x***** +t<****,k{< ******
/prep7
!

et,,I,t22

!

2O-node

bricks; ElectrostatÍcsl

enunit,EPZRO,8.854e-6 ! pF/un
!

SILICON

rnp,

ex,

1,

169e3

! kgl (un) (s) ^2

np,nuxy, L,0 ,22

mp,dens,1,2.33e-15 ! kgl(un)^3
np,kxx,1,150e6 ! pW/un K
np,rsvx,1,0. 112e-6 ! ohn-um
np, alpx ,I ,2.9e-6 ! un/un
!

GOLD

np,

ex,2,75e3

! kgl (urn) (s) ^2

np , nuxy ,2 ,0 .42
mp, dens ,2,t9 .3e-15

mp,kxx,2,315e6

!

! kgl (un) -3

pVJ/um K

np,rsvx,2,92.3e-I5 ! ohro-um
np,a1px,2,I4.2e-6 ! un/u¡o
I

AIR
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mp,

perx ,3

,

8.1. FEM

szrnulatzon code

1

nprnurx,3,1

********+******r<******

!

**

!

STRUCTURE

*t **i.*********+*********
rectng, -scl / 2,scl/ 2, 0, -scw
rectng, - sc1- / 2, - scJ' / 2+fw, 0, fI
!

agen, nf +1 ,2 , , ,2trf g+)t,¡7¡
aadd, all
numcnP, area

ctng, - strl / 2, s]n]- / 2, 2 * f I -f eng, 2 * f I-f eng+shw
rectng, -shL/2,-s}-]-/2+fw, f l--f eng,2,Ff 1-f eng
agen,nf ,3, , ,2*f g+)*fs
re

aselrsrarea,,l
ase1, inve
aadd, a1I
numcmp,

asel,

area

all

/pnum, area,
,/number, 1

1

aplot
vext

,

all

, , , , , -thk

/pnum, area,
/pnum, volu,

/number,

O

1

1

vplot
b1o

ck, - s cI / 2- Aj-rBxt,s
,

cL

/ 2+A i

-thk-AirExt,AirExt

rExt,

- s cw-A

irExt,

2

*

fI

-f

eng+shw+A i

rExt

vsbv, 3, 1 , , delete , keep
vsbv, 4, 2,, delete,keep

bIock, -scL/ 2-gpsxt , sc1,/2+gpext , -gpext , 2*fl+gpext , -thk-gs , -thk-gs-S
vsbv, 3, 4, , delete , keep
nuucrop, volu
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!v1: stationary cornb v2: noving
!v3: ground plane v4: air

8.1. FEIII simulation

code

comb

allse1, all

***********+

!

****

!

MESHING

x*

r(*

****

xx*xx**x****************
vselrs,voIu,,4
vatt,3
snrt,5
!

nshape, 1,3D
nshkey,0
vmesh,

all

!

**x*** **** *{<******** ****

!

LOADS

!

x*** x ******* **{(* ****

**

**

vsel-,s,vo1u,,1
asl-v,

r

ns1a,r,1
cm,condl,node ! fixed electrode
d,

all , volt,
all

VSc

al1seJ-,

vse1,s,voIu,,2
aslv,

r

nsl-a,

r,

1

cn,cond2,node ! rooving electrode
d, a1I, vo1t, VSh
allse1, all

vse1,s,volu,,3
asIv,

r

nsLa,

r,

1

cn,cond3,node

all , volt , VSc
aIlse1, all

! ground plane

d,

f

inish

!

** ** i.**i.*i<****

**xt<*t< t<*t<*
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!

SOLUTION

J

******

8.1. FEIII szrnulation

code

*i. ***>i.******,k*****

/sol-u
sol-ve

cnatrix, 1 r' cond',3r0r'C_comb'

finish

8.L.2

Statics simulation code

Static and modal simulations on device a r,vere performed using the following code.

,/batch,l-ist

/titte, Magnetic Sensor
/con, uMKSV units
/com, Structural
!

*+* * *{.** **** **** **{<* ****

!

PARAMETERS

************************
f1=35
! finger length, um
ft¡=3
! f inger width, r-rm
fg=3 ! finger gap, um
feng=15 ! finger engagement, um
nf=15 ! mrmber of fingers
gs=2
! substrate gap, um
thk=10 I silicon thickness, um
! shuttl-e length,
"¡1=(2*nf-1)*fi"¡+(nf-1)+2*fg
shw=50 ! shuttle width, um
bI=150 ! spring beam length, um
bw=3 | spring bea.n width, un
bg=gS I spring beam gap, um
sl=13 ! support length, um
sv¡=50 ! support width, un
sbl=520 ! crossbar length, un
sbr¡=9 ! crossbar width, um
!

NunMod=l

Vin=100

!

number

! voltage

of

roodes

betv¡een

un

to extract

the conbs, volts
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8.1. FEIII sirnulation

ESForce=1 .45e-3/2*VinxVin ! total electrostatic force, uN
ESPres=ESForce/nf/fl¡,t/thk I eLectrostatic pressure on fingers,

fin=10e9 ! current in crossbars, pA
Bin=1e-12 ! present magnetic field strength,
MSPres=fin't Bin,/thk ! magnetostatic pressure,
!

**+* ** *x**

!

MODEL

**********

*x**xx*x******
/prep7
!

code

Mpa

TT
Mpa

**)ß*

** ***{< *t<**

et,1, 186

!

2O-node

bricks; Solid

emunit,EPZR0,8.854e-12 ! pFlum
I kgl(un) (s)^2
np,nuxy, I,0.22
np,dens,1,2330e-18 ! kg/(um)^3

mp,ex,1,169e3

!

** x**x*x*{<x* ++* * **i<**+**

I

STRUCTURE

***i.**t *** ****t<**t<*x ***x
rect, -shl-,/2,s}r]-/ 2,-shw / 2,shw / 2 | aI
rect, -sh1,/2, -sh]-/ 2+fw,shw / 2,s]nw / 2+fL t a2
rect, -sh1/2,-sbL/2+fvr ,-shw/2, -shr¡,/2-f t I a3
!

rect, -sh1/2-b1,-s}'1'/2,b9/2,b9/2+bw ! a4
rect , -sh1/2-b1 , -shl-/2 ,-bg/2, -bg/2-bw I a5

rect,s}n]-/ 2+b1, shl,/2, bg/ 2,bg/ 2+bw I a6
rect ,shl/2+bl- , shl/2, -bg/2,-bg/2-bw I a7
re ct, - shl-,/ 2-bI, - sh]' / 2 -bI - s 1, sw / 2, - sw / 2 aB
rect,sbl/2+bl, shL/2+bL+sI,sw / 2, -sw /2 | a9
t.

agen,nf ,2, , ,2trf g+2+¡y¡
agen,nf ,3,,,2xfg+2+fw t. f ingers done

rect , sb]-'/2+bL+sI , shl/2+bf+sL+sbr¿, -sbl/2, sbl/2 I a9
rect, -sh1,/2-b1-s1 , -sh1/2-b1-s1-sbw, -sbL/2, sbl,/2 I al0
asel, all-

aadd,alÌ !
alI

a50

numcrnp,

vextrlrrrrr-thk !

v1
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!*

*x***x**t(**

!

LOADS

!

******

8.1. FEII simulation

code

********{<***

** ** ** * ** ****x

*,{<*+

loc,y,sbL/2,sbl-/2
asel, a, loc, y, -sbl/ 2, -sbl/
da, aJ-1, aI1,0
ase1, s,

2

asel, s, 1o c, x, - slnl- / 2-b1-sl_-sbw, - shl/2-bl -s l_-sbw
asel , a, loc , x, shl-/2+b1+sl-+sbw, shl/2+bl+sI+sbr^r
sf a, all, 1,pres, MSPres
aseÌ, s, loc, y, -fL-shv / 2, -f]--s}¡:w / 2
sf a, aII, l,pres,ESPres

all-seI
!

*i.***

!

MESHING

!

**** x*x*x *** ***{<*{< ******

* +*

*,i(** *xt<*****+***

vsel, s, voJ-u, , 1

vatt,1,,1,0
snrt,5
mshape, 1,3D

nshkey,0
vnesh, all

allsel, all
finish
!'Fx**

*

*** **** ********** **

!

ANALYSIS

!

*********

*,k+

{(***t***t<***

/solu
antype,0
Insrch, on
solve

finish
!

**r.*****x*** *********i( **

!

POSTPROCESSTNG

x*** ** *{.+** **x**+**i<***x
/post 1
!
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code

/efacet,t
avprin,0,
p1nso1,u,y,0,1.0

finish
!

*t *********t(*****+******

!

ANALYSIS

!

*****x**x**

***{<)k

****

**

*x

,/sol-u

altyp,

2

msave r 0

nodopt , lanb

,

NumMod, 100

eqslv, spar
nxpand, NumMod, , ,0
lumpro,0

pstres, on ! off
sol-ve

finish
/post 1
set, Iist

finish

8.1.3

Electrothermal simulation code

Simulations of the electro-thermo-mechanical effects on device d were performed with

the following code.

/batch, list

Electrothernal analysis
/com, Structure: SOLIDSS brick elements
,/con, uMKSV units

/titte,

******+* **** * *

!

***{. ** i(i.**

!

PARAMETERS

!

***x*******,F******+*****

f1=35
fw=3
tg=Z.S ! finger gap,

! finger length, un
! finger width, um
urtr
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feng=15 ! finger engagement, um
nf=15 ! number of fingers
gs=10
! substrate gap, um
thk=10 ! silicon thickness, u¡n
shl=(2*nf-1)xfw+(nf-I)*2*fg ! shutt1e length,
sht¡=15 ! shuttle width, un
shcv¡=33 ! shuttle connector length, um
shcl=1O ! shuttle connector length, um
b1=200 ! spring beam length, um
bw=3 ! spring beam width, um
sl=3 ! support length, um
sr¡=20 ! support width, um
sbl-=520 ! crossbar length, um
sbw=9 ! crossbar width, um

! netal line width,

nw=5

!

nt=O.08

Ves=100 | voltage betv¡een
ESForce=1.45e-3/2'rVes*Ves

um

um

roetal- l-ine thickness

,

um

the combs, volts
! total electrostatic force,

uN

thk
! eLectrostatic pressure at the ends of the fingers,

ESPres=ESF or

ce

/ nf / fut /

! environment tenperature,
Vin=0.24 ! input voltage, V
Tenv=300

!*
I

code

MPa

C

*** ****+*+***** **,F* ** **

MODEL

|*

****************i(******

/prep7

et,1r98

!

1O-node

enunit,EPZRO,8.854e-6 !
!

bricks;

Coupled

field

pF/urn

SILICON

lrp,ex,7,77L.031998e3,-38.748788

lkg/(un)(s)^2

np,nuxy ,1,0 .22

np,dens,1,2.33e-15 ! kgl(run)^3
np, kxx, 1 , 150e6 ! pW/r:ro K
np,rsvx, 1,0. 112e-6 ! ohm-u¡o
np,alpx, 1,2.9e-6 ! un,/u¡o
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!

8.1. FEIUI simulation

code

GOLD

mp,

ex,2,75e3

! kgl (u_u) (s) ^2

mp,nuxy ,2,0.42
mp, dens ,2,19 .3e-15

! kgl (un) ^3

mp,kxx,2,315e6 ! pl'l/u-m K
mp,rsvx,2,92.3e-15 ! ohn-un

np,alpx,2,I4.2e-6 ! u¡,/un
!

** * *** **+***

!

STRUCTURE

**** **t<i<****

! *** * *******i( ** ****** ****
rect , -sh]-/2,shL/2 ,shcw/2, shcw/2+shr¡ ! a1
rect, - s]ol / 2, - s]n]../ 2+tw,shcw,/2+shw, shcr¡/2+shr¡+f l- ! a2
rect, -sh1/2,shL/2, -shcw / 2, -shcw / 2-shw ! a3
rect, - sl:l- / 2, - shL / 2+fw,- shcv¡/2-shw, - shcw / 2-shw-f L l a4
rect, -shcl /2,shcl-/2,-shctt/2, shcw/2 ! a5
rect , -bI-shcl/2,b1-+shc1/2 ,-b\r/2,b\r/2 t a6
re ct, - shc 1 / 2-bL, - s}rc]- / 2-bI- sI, - sw / 2, sw / 2 | a7
rect, shcl/2+bl, shcl,/2+bl+sl-,-sw/2,s\t /2 I a8
rect,shcl,/2+b1+sl, shcl,/2+b1+sl+sbw, -sb]-/2,sbl-/2 | ag
rect , -shcI /2-bl-s]- , -shcl/2-bl-sI-sbw, -sbl-/2, sbl/2 ! a10

agen,nf ,2,,,2*f g+)+f¡¡
agen,nf ,4,,,2trfg+2*fw

asel,

t f ingers

done

all

aadd,a1l !
numcnp,

a49

all

vextrTrrrrr-thk !

v1

block, shcl/2+bl-+sl-+sbw,/2-mw /2,shc]-/2+bl+s1+sbw /2+mw/2,-sbl/2,sbJ-/2
,0

,nt

!

v2

block, -shcl/2-bl--s1-sbw/2-mw/2,-s]ncl-/2-b1-sl--sbw/2+rrw/2,-sbl./2,sbl-/2
,0,nt !v3
vglue ,7,2,3
numcrnp,

volu

!

**************+****+****

!

MESHING
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code

! **** **** ****** *x)k* *t( r<*t(*
vseì-,srvo1ur r3

vatt,1,,1,0
snrt,5
nshape, 1,3D

nshkey,0
vnesh, aII

vse1,s,volu,,1
vseI,a,vo1ur,2
vatt,2, ,1,0
smrt ,4
rnshape, 1,3D

nshkey,0
vmesh,

all

al1se1,

finish

alÌ

!

x***xx+ * ****{<+ ***+** ** **

!

LOADS

!

*x** +*** **+i( i<*{<*** *i<t(t( **

/solu
asel, s, Ioc, y, -sbl/2

asel,a,Ioc,y,

sbL/2

da, aÌ1 , ux,0
da, all , uy,0
da, all , uz ,0
da, all , tenp , Tenv

asel, s, Ioc, y, -sbl/2
da,

all , volt , 0

asel ,srlocry, sbL/2
all, volt , Vin

da,

asel, s, Ioc, y, shcw/2+shw+f
sfa, all, 1 ,pres, ESPres

t

a11se1
!

**+* **** **** *x****

*{<

i(*{.*

L7T
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!

ANALYS]S

|

***x******************x*

8.1. FEM sirnulatzon code

a:etype,0

lnsrch,

on

sol-ve

finish
!

x*r, ***** ***t<**t<* **

!

POSTPROCESSING

****** ********
/post 1
!

t<*

**x*

** ** * *t<* t(*

plnsol,temp,,0

8.7.4

Thermal stress simulation code

Simulations to investigate the effects of thermal stress in crossbars for clevice d r,vere
performed using the simulation code below.
,/batch,

/title,
/com,

list
Magnetic Sensor

uMKSV

units

/com, Structural
!

*x*****x**********+*,ß***

!

PARAMETERS

!

****,k+ **i.* *i(** i(******* **

f1=35
fv¡=3

I finger length, um
! finger width, urn

fg=Z.S ! finger gap, un
feng=15 ! finger engagenent, um
nf=15 ! number of fingers
gs=10
! substrate gap, un
thk=10 ! silicon thickness, um
shL=(2*nf-1)xfw+(nf-1)*2*fg ! shuttLe length, un
shw=15 ! shuttle width, uro
shcv¡=33 ! shutt]e connector
shcl=1O ! shuttle connector

length,
length,
bl=200 ! spring beam length, un
br¡=3 ! spring beam width, un

un
um
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sl=3 ! support length, um
! support width, um
sb]=520 ! crossbar length,
sbr¿=9 ! crossbar width, um
sv¡=20

!

NunMod=1

number

of

modes

um

to extract

! voltage

between the conbs, volts
.45e-3/2*Vin*Vin ! total el-ectrostatic force, uN
ESPres=ESF or ce / nf / fv / thk
! el-ectrostatic pressure at the ends of the fingers,

Vin=100

ESForce=1

MPa

fC= 1e-3

Iin=ICx1e12 ! current in crossbars, pA
Bin=1e-12 ! present nagnetic field strength,
MSPres=Iin*Bin/thk I nagnetostatic pressure,

TT
MPa

Tc=IC*IC* 1 20*520e-6/ I50 /8/90e-I2
E_T=169e3* ( 1-9. 4e-5*Tc)
ThStre s s= 1 . 777 e-24*E_T+ I in* I in
! thernal-l-y induced stress in crossbars, MPa
ThDisp=1¡Stress * sb1,/E-T
! change in the length as a result of thermal
|

********

!

MODEL

!

********

/prep7

et,1,186

**

um

**** **{<*t(t<****

*,**,*i<***t<,È ****t<i<

!

20-node

bricks; Solid

enunit,EPZRO,8.854e-6

mp,ex,1,E-T
mp,nuxy, L,0.22

np,dens,1,2330e-18
!

stress,

!

!

pFlun

! kg/(un)(s)^2, thernal charges included

kg/(un)^3

****i.****++**x**********

! STRUCTURE

! ** ******* x******** *i( **+*
re ct, - shl / 2,sh]- / 2, shcvt / 2, shcw,/2+shr+ ! a1
rect, -shl/2,-s}-l/2+f.u¡, shcw,/2+shw, shcw/2+shw+f
re ct, - shl/ 2,s]n] / 2, - shcçt / 2, - shcw f 2- shw ! a3

I

!

a2

rect, -shl,/2 ,-sh]-/2+fw ,-s}¿cvt/2-shl¡, -shcr¡/2-shr¡-f 1

!

a4
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code

rect, -shcl / 2,shcL/2,-shcvr /2,shcw / 2 | a5
rect , -b1-shc7/2,bL+shcl-,/2 ,-bvr/2,bw/2 | a6
rect, -shcl / 2-bl-, - shcL / 2-bl-- sL, - sw / 2,sw / 2 | a7
rect,shcl,/2+bl,s]ncl-/2+bl+sl,-sw /2,sv/2 ! a8
rect, shcl,/2+bl-+sl, shcl-,/2+bl-+sl+sbw, -sbl/2,sbl-/2 | ag
rect , -shcl /2-bL-sL , -shcl-/2-bI-s1-sbw, -sbl/2, sbl/2 ! a10
agen,nf ,2, , ,2*f g+2trfq
agen,nf ,4,,,2*fg+2*fw

asel, aI1
aadd,alJnumcnp,

!
all

t fingers

done

a49

vextrlrrrrr-thk !

v1

!

***x****************i<***

!

LOADS

****x*+* ** ****** **{<i(*x+i<
asel, s, loc, y, sbL/ 2,sbl/ 2
!

da,

all, aI1,0

asel, s, 1oc, y, -sbl- /2, -sbL/

2

all, uy, ThDisp
da,all,ux,0
da,

da, aIJ- , uz , 0

all-se1
!

***x****************+***

!

MESHING

!

********

*t<

t<,t<**{<***** *'F**

vse1,s,voIu,,1

vatt,1,,1,0
snrt,5
nshape, 1 ,3D

nshkey,0
vmesh, a1ì-

allse1, alI
f

inish

!

**x******************t(**
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!

ANALYSIS

!

i.*r.****r. t ***** ** ***{<++r(i<

8.2. Analytzc modeling code

/solu
aatype,0
lnsrch, on
solve

finish
!

************************

!

POSTPROCESSING

!

******************x**+**

/post1
/efacet,7
! avprin,0 ,
! plnsol, u, y,0,
|
|

I

1.0

finish

!

*x ** *i.,k* **r<*xt<**+{<** *** *

!

ANALYSIS

t**** **+**i<{<* *+*{< ****
,/soIu
antyp,2
r0save ,0
nodopt , larrb, NurnMod, 100
eqsl-v, spar
!nxpand,NunMod, , ,0
! t(+ *

Iumpm,0

pstres, on ! off
sol-ve

finish
/post t
set, list

finish

8.2 Analytic modeling code
The code for calculating various parameters from the derived analytic models given
below. N4aple version 10 from lVaterloo Nlaple Inc.

r,vas usecl

to carr.v some of the
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8.2. Analgtic

modelzng code

anaiytic calculation s l22ll.

restart;
r¿ith(Units):
#Pbysical constânts
eta:=1.78e-5: #*Unit(kg/n/s):,
lanbda_0:=7Oe-9: #xUnit(m):
epsil-on-o:=8.854e-12: #*Unit(F/n)
K_B: =1 . 3806e-23 : #*Unit (J /K) :

:

#Viscosity of air at atm
#Mea¡ free path at atn
#DÍel_ectric constant of vacuum
#Boltzman¡ constânt

#Material- Properties

rho_e:=0.712: #xUnit(ohm*n) :
rho_m:=2330: #*Unit(kglrn^3):
EO:=144.063e9: #*Unit(Pa):
ET:=T-> EO*(1-9.4e-5*T) I #*Unit(pa):
nu0:=0.2075:
alpha:=2.9e-6i
kappa:=148: #*Unit(t¡l/K/n):

#Resistivity of Si
#Density of Si
#young,s modulus of Si @ 3O0K
#young,s modul_us of Si @ TK
#Poissonrs ratio of Si
#Thermal_ expansion coefficient of Si
#Thermal conductivity of Si

rho-e-au:=92.3e-9: #*Unit(ohn*m) :
rho_m_au:=19300: #*Unit(kg/n^3):
E0_au:=79e9: #*Unit(pa):

#Resistivity of
#Density of Au

nu0-au:=0.42:
alpha-au:=14.2e-6:
kappa-au:=310: #*Unit(W/K/n):

Au

#young,s nodu]us of Au
#Poisson,s ratio of Au
#Thermal- expansion coefficient
#Thermal cond.uctivity of Au

of

Au

#Environmental properties

T0:=300: #xUnit(K):
P0: =103e3: #+Unit (Pa) :
80:=0.4:
#*Unit(T):

#Temperature

#pressure

#present nagnetic fleld

#Input Pararneters

va:=l:
VA:=O:
#Actuation port
VB:=30: vb:=0:
#Detection port
VG:=O: vg:=O:
#Ground port
IC:=10e-3:
#Crossbar current
Ba¡dl,'lidth:=2*Pi*100: #Measurenent bandr¿idth
#Device Data
NF: =15

i

#Nr¡mber

of f ingers
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UC:=O.25e-6: #'rUaj¡(¡s);

#Undercut

Gf:=2.5e-6+UC: #*Unit(n):

#Gap between

code

at the corners

fingers
#Finger length
#FÍnger r¡idth
#spring r¡idth
#Layer thickness
#Spring Length
#Total_ number of springs
#Area of the shuttle
then (15*157*2+10*33)*1e-12: #*Unir(n)^2
else (50x157)*te-t2 end if:
LC:=520e-6+2'ÉUC: #xUnit(m): #Crossbar ]ength
Wsb:=9e-6-2xUC: #xUnit(ro):
#Crossbar r¡idth
llau:=5e-6: #*Unit(n):
#GoId layer r¡idth
Tau:=80e-9: #xUnit(n):
#GoId layer thickness
AirGap:=10e-6: #xUnit(n):
#Air gap underneath the structure
RC:=120: #*UnÍt(0hn):
#Crossbar resista¡ce

Lf:=35e-6-UC: #xUnit(m):
LIf : =3e-6-UC:
#*Unit (m) :
Itrb: =3e-6:
#*Unit (n) :
Thk: =10e-6: #*Unit (n) :
Lb:=200e-6+2*,UC: #*Unit(ra) :
NB:=2:
Ash:=NB-> if NB=2

#Mecha¡rical arralsys

Msh:=(2*NF*Lf'rWf+Ash(Nn))xtnt*rho_m:
Mb:=Lb*l¡Ib*Thkxrho_n:
Mef

f

:

=Msh/NB+2,kNB/5*Mb

:

rb:=Thk/48*(l/b+wb-2*uc)*(hrb^2+(i,lu-z*gç¡^2):

*Ibllb^3

of the shuttLe
of the beam springs

:

Tc: =T0+ (IC^2*RC*LC) / (SxlJsb*Thk*kappa)

k0 : =12*ET (T0)

#Mass
#Mass

#springrs

moment

of inertia

;

kOT : =k0 +ET (Tc ) /SO ;

f0: =evalf (7/2/Pi*sqrt (kOlMeff) ) ;
: =evalf (f0xsqrt (ET (Tc) /E0)) ;
sFBO : =evalf ( (3*IC*LC) / (2*p|*S*NB*Lb*sqrt (kO*,t'1s¡1¡ ¡ ¡ .
SFBT: =eva1f ( (3*IC*LC) / (2*pi*S'rNB*Lb*sqrt (kOT*,Meff) ) ) ;
fOT

w0: =2*Pi+fOT:
Q : =15000 :
dCdy: =1 .4e-9:

#Noise analysis
I_out : =r"¡-) va^ 2 *YB / 4 / zeta*.dÇdy^ )x l * w *w0 / Q / ( l xe¡*r,¡elQ+ w' 2-wO^ 2) :
frnag:=w-> va^2+YB/4/zeta*dCdy^2,,w*q0/Q/sqrt((v¡*!¡OlQ)^2+(r¿^2-vO^2)^2):
dlnag : =simplify (dif f (hoag(w), w) ) :
#w-1: =solve (ftnag (w) = sqrt(7/2) *va^2*VB/ 4/zeta+dCdy^2,w) :
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_h:=t/2*sqrt (2) *sqrr ( 1+2*Q^2+sqrt ( 1+4*Q^2) ) *wOlQ :
dldv¡-h : =s inpl if y ( eval- (dfnag, w=w_h), as sume=pos it i ve ) :
w

X : =v^

2/ ((w*wOlQ)

^

2+ (w^ 2-v0^ 2)

^

f_noise:

=

sinplify

(VB*dCdy*sqrt (4*K_B*TO

Delta-omega:
s

2)

*w0

/2/Pi/

Q/Meff

*

int

(X, r¡=O .

.

inf lnity) ) ) :

=

imp 1 i f y ( eval- ( f

-no i

se

/ dldw _h,

ze t a=Me f f *r¡0,/Q

Del-ta-f : =evalf (Delta_one ga/ 2/P i)

Delta-f-n:

:

=eval-f (sqrt (2)

as sume=po s

i t i ve )

;

;

x0elta_f)

Delta-B-n : =Del-ta_f _n/SFBT

),

;

;

#Thernal analysis
R0 : =rho
-e -au*SBL/Auil,/AuT ;

qdot : =IC ^ 2*R0/SBL/SBll/Thk/kappa ;
ThernalEqn: =Diff (T (x) , x, x) +qdot=0;
dsolve({ThermalEqn, T(0)=T0, T(SBL)=f0},T(x) ) ;
assign(%);
TSh : =eval (T (x) , x=SBL/2) ;
E:=E-T(TSh):

El.3 Allan variance calculations
The code for calculating the Allan variance of the measured frequencies in Matlab
R14 is given below [222].

clear all;
FData=Ioad('FMeasure-Sensor-2Sec');
M=length (FData)
y=FData. /mean (FData)

%Load neasurement

resul-ts fron a fil-e

;

tau0=2;
nmax=f

loor ( log (M/3) / Log(2) ) ;

taumax=nmax*.tauo

;
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8.3. ALIan uariance calculations

!

P=3;

q=f1oor( (2^ (7/p) ). ^ t0:p*nmaxl );

adev(l)=¿1fan(y,1)
for i=2:length(q)

;

n=q(i);
yt=zeros (1, M-n+1)

fprintf(,.,);
for ¡=1:M-n+1

;

yt (j ) =nean(y(j : j+n-1) ) ;

end;

adev(j)=¿1]an(yt,n)

;

end;

fprintf(,\n,);
tau=tauo*q;
avar=adev. ^2;

figure(1)
hold on;
loglog(tau, avar,,k-,,,LineWidth,,2) ;
xlabel('Averaging time, \tau (sec),) ;
yIabel('Allen variance, \sÍgroa_y^2 (\tau)
grid;

,

)

;

'/,'/,y,y"y,y""/,y,'/,"/,y,"/,y,'/,'/""/,"/,'/,y""/"y,,/,,/,y"y,

function signay=aI1an (y,n)
M=length(y);
s2=0;
f or k=1 : (M_2*,n+1)
s2=s2+ (y (k+n) -y (k) ) ^2
end;

signay=sqrt(s2/

(2+

;

{t',t-r*tt*tr r,

.
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Appendix C
Signal processing circuits
Details of the circuits used for processing of the sensor signal are discusseci in this

appendix. The mosi important of the signal processing biocks are filters rvhich are
realized in different ways to accommodate the system requirements. Filter clesign is a

mature field with many references on theoretical and practical issues
[167,i6g]. The
complete signal processing electronics is schematically shorvn in Figure C.1. Opera-

tion of the mixer, comparators, and the phase detector are fairly simple and is not
covered here.

The circuit behavior of the blocks in Figure C.1 are summarizecl in Table C.1.
The palt number of active element used for realization of each block is also provided.

C.1

Amplifiers

Block A1 (Figure C.1) is a transresistance amplifier to convert the output current of

the shuttle into a voltage rvith a gain of

llvll.
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Figure C.7:

Sensi,ng electronics.
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C.1. Amplifi,ers

from the sensor is provided by amplifier ,42 (with a gain of lTVlV) before sencling
the signal to the filters. Bobh ,41 and A2 are put in close proximity of the sensor

within the vacuum chamber to prevent the loss of the signal in its transmission to
the outside of the vacuum chamber. Amplifier A3 at the output of the filter block
produces a large signai at the input of the comparator C1. Finally, amplifier Aa is
used

to set the amplitude of the drive signai for the shuttle.

Table C.7: Summary of propert'ies of the circui,t bloctçs. f" is either the corner frequency
of lowpass filters or center frequencg of bandpass f,Iters.
Block Function
Gain
Order () Device
.f"
A1

Amplifi er, transresistance

A2

Amplifi er, non-inverbing

Ft

Notch filter

F2

Bandpass filter

.F3

LO6

Q

nvlv
tvlv

TLE2O72
TLE2O72

l,/2

2

1

LIVIFiOO

Jr

2

50

LNIFIOO

Bandpass filter

20vlv
2V/v

f

JT

2

20

LÙIF1OO

Fa

Bandpass filter

2vlv

f
JT

2

20

LNIFlOO

rv/v

50kHz

4

&

Bessel lowpass filter

As

Amplifi er, non-inverting

Cy

Comparator, open-coliector

LM3i1

D1

Frequency divider

74HCT74

F6

Bessel lowpass filter

IV/V

25kHz

4

"rLÐ2074

P1

Bessel allpass filter

1V/V

25kHz

2

TLE2O74

Aa

Amplifi er, non-inverting

F7

Chebycìrev lowpass

lvlt

Analog mulbiplier

Fa

Butterrvorth lorvpass filter

F,

fi

lter

TLE2O72

VariabLe

TLE2O72

Variable

rvlv

TLE2O74

45kHz

"rLF.2074

4

0.LVlv

N,IPY634
100

Hz

2

Butterworth bandpass frlter

1V/v
5V/V

100

Hz

2

P2

Allpass filters

1V/V

100

Hz

2

C2

Comparator, open-collector

LÀI311

Cs

Comparator, open-collector

L\,i311

Fro

Butterlvorth lorvpass filter

rvlv

l0Hz

4

TLE2O74
2.5

"rL82074
TLtr2O74

TLE2O72
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C.2

C.2. Fi,lters

Filters

Various types of filters were used for processing of the resonator signal, including
notch, bandpass, lor,vpass, and allpass filters. The notch filter and some of the banclpass filters rvere realized using switched-capacitor

filters. Other filters were active

filters with standarcl transfer functions. Chebychev filters were usecl when the highest degree of attenuation was required for.out-of-band signals. Butterworth filters
were used when a flat response

in the passband of the filter was needecl. Finally,

Bessel filters were employed wherever a smooth transition

filters around their cut-off frequencies

r,vas

in the phase

response of

required.

C.2.L Notch filter
The first step of the signal processing is to remove the large interfering signal at

the drive frequency. This is necessary as this large signai can cause satur-ation of
the amplifiers and result in genelation of signal harmonics, which adversely affect the
accuracy of the measurelnents. The notch filter was realized

with a 2d

orc).er

switched

capacitor filter (block F1 in Figure C.1). The reason for choosing a switched capacitor

filter is the

ease of

tuning the filter response for testing devices with clifferent resonant

frequencies, which is simply achieved by changing

its input clock frequ ency

l22J].

Although notch filbers lvith high Q values reject a narrorver frequency bancl, a
relatively low Q was chosen for this filter. Due to the imper-fections in component
values, notch fiiters with a low Ç generally have a larger attenuation factor at the
rejected frequency band. The high Q bandpass filters that follo'"v the notch filter r,vill
compensate for any tlndesired attenuation of the main signal caused by the notch

filter.
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C.2.2

C.2. Filters

Bandpass filters

Bandpass fiiters Fz, Fs, and Fa in Figure

C.l

are realizecl with 2.d order switched

capacitor filters. In addition to the ability of tuning the frequency response, using
sr'vitched capacitor filters for these blocks relaxes the recluirements on matching of the

frequency response of the filters with each other.

Filter Fs was designed to pass the desired signal at the output of the mixer

ancl

its main purpose is to iimit the noise bandwiclth to the input of the delay network.
Schernatic of this filter is shown in Figure C.2.

Figure c-2:

C.2.3

schemøti,c of the bøndpass f,Iter after th,e m,irer (Fi.tter Fs).

Lowpass filters

There are two common topologies for realization of

2d

ord.er

filter functions; namely

multifeedback and Sallen-Key configurations. Both configurations employ a single
OpAmp and a few capacitors and resistors 1767,I70,224]. lvlultifeedback filters have
smaller sensitivities to component values than Sallen-Key filters for high-gain or high-

Q filters. On the other hand, Sallen-Key filters provide excellent

passbancl gain
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C.2. Fi,lters

Figure C.3: Diøgram of a mutli,feedback

lowpass fiIter.

accuracy. Filters F5 to Fs are of multifeedback type (see Figure C.3). Filter

.ra1s

is

a 4¿ä order Sallen-l(ey lowpass filter to reciuce the possible inaccuracies that may be
caused by the offset voltage of the OpAmps.

C.2.4 Allpass filters
The allpass fiìters for the frequency-shift measurement circuitry were realized using
a circuit similar to what is shown in Figure C.4'167,225]. The transfer function of

Fi,gure

C.l:

Di,agram of the allpass

filter with controllable

quali,ty factor.
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C.3. Clock generator

czrcui,ts

40'
0'
-40'

800mV

-80'
600mV

-1

20'

-1

60"

-200'

400mV

-240.

200mV

-320'
-360'

0mV
1

Figure C.5:

-400'

oHz

1

KHz

Sirnulated, ampli.tude and phase response of the emploged allpass filters.

the frlter is given by:

H(s)
where

: rcti."t!?
sz*as*b

a:2lRzC, b: (RrRrC')-t,

and

(c

1)

K : R¿l(h + A¿) for A2 Rs:4RtR+.

The employed allpass filters have a Q of 5 at 700H2 with a gain of

=

1.

Simulated response of the designed frlters is shown in Pigure C.5. As can be seen,

the deviation of the component values from their designed ones causes a slight drop

in the amplitude response of the filter at L00Hz.

C.3

Clock generator

Since the stability of the clock signal frequency is not critical, a simple CN{OS oscilla-

tor

r,vas

used to generate the clock signals needed by switched capacitor filters (Figur-e

C.6). The duty cycle of this oscillator is close to 50% as requirecì by the filters. The
frequency of the output signal of the oscillator is given by [226):

Fctk:

2R1C(m

+ o.6e)

(c.2)
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C.3. CLock generator'
IEclk

F"il2

Figure C.6:

Cloclc signal generator.

Resistor A1 can be varied to tune the frequency response of the filters as required.

The generated clock signal is used for the bandpass filters which are tuned to the
second harmonic of the drive signal. The frequency of the oscillator

output is then

divided by two using a Z-flipflop to provide the clock signal for the notch filter which
is tuned to the drive signal frequency.
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